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ON E 

The Current Relevance of 
Discourse Research 

Preamble 

Since this Introduction to Discourse Research first appeared in 2003 the 

field of the social science analysis of discourse has grown enormously and 

the number of approaches has also expanded. This seems to be especially 

true in the German-speaking world: here the recent boom in discourse 

research appears much more marked than in English or French speaking 

contexts. Evidence for this may be found in the recent appearance of a 

number of book series, survey works, networks, and a plethora of confer

ences, online journals and web-platforms as well as the countless mon

ographs and collections that we cannot acknowledge fully in this short 

introduction. One of the most important trends of the past decade has 

certainly been the marked expansion of discourse research within linguis

tics, building bridges to the social sciences, together with the increasing 

interest in questions of the analysis of audio-visual data or multimodal 

data formats. If one compares the older and the more recent editions of 

some German introductions to Critical Discourse Analysis or Historical 

Discourse Analysis, it is possible to speak of a tendency towards the 'sociol

ogizing of discourse research' and as such a clear indicator for the approach 

contained in the present book. 



Col lective Orders of Knowledge and Discourses 

In the social sciences there is a basic agreement that the relationship between 

human beings and the world are mediated by means of collectively created 

symbolic meaning systems or orders of knowledge. The different paradigms 

differ according to the theoretical, methodological and empirical value they 

attach to this assessment. In analyses of the social significance of knowledge 

and symbolic orders, in recent years, the terms discourse, discourse theory and 

Discourse Analysis have gained enormously in importance. This is particu

larly true of the large-scale reception of the works of Michel Foucault. To a 

considerably smaller extent the claim may also be made of developments 

within the interpretative paradigm (located in sociology) . The boom in 

discourse-oriented theories and research may be witnessed on an impres

sive scale in various disciplines in the social sciences and humanities, for 

example in history, linguistics, literary studies, education and politics, or 

in sociology. Reference to the term 'discourse' occurs when theoretical per

spectives and research questions relate to the constitution and construc

tion of the world in the concrete use of signs and the underlying structural 

patterns or rules for the production of meaning. Discourses may be under

stood as more or less successful attempts to stabilize, at least temporarily, 

attributions of meaning and orders of interpretation, and thereby to insti

tutionalize a collectively binding order of knowledge in a social ensemble. 

Discourse theories or discourse analyses, on the other hand, are scientific 

endeavours designed to investigate the processes implied here : social 

sciences '  discourse research is concerned with the relationship between 

speaking/writing as activity or social practices and the (re)production of 

meaning systems/orders of knowledge, the social actors involved in this, 

the rules and resources underlying these processes, and their consequences 

in social collectivities. 

Discourse theories and discourse analyses differ in their reference to the 

use of language or signs from other treatments of language in the social 

sciences, such as the sociology of language, or the ethnomethodologi

cally based conversation analysis, because these are neither interested in 

social-structural formations in linguistic usage nor in linguistic usage as 

a form or performance of action. And unlike Jiirgen Habermas's Discourse 

Ethics (Habermas 199 1a), which has sometimes also been labelled a discourse 

theory, it is not a matter of formulating ideal conditions for processes of 
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argumentation. 1  What is at the heart of the perspective on social science 

Discourse Analysis presented here is more the analysis of institutional regu

lations of declarative practices and their performative and reality-constitut

ing power. While discourse theories develop general theoretical perspectives 

on the linguistic constitution of meaningfulness of reality, discourse analyses 

concentrate on the empirical investigation of discourses. The term Discourse 

Analysis, however, does not refer to any specific method, but rather to a 

research perspective on particular research objects that are understood as dis

courses. What this means, in concrete terms, in relation to research questions 

and translation into methodological practice, depends on the disciplinary 

and theoretical background. The concept of discourse is therefore related, 

within the narrower field of discourse research, to different phenomena, 

and heterogeneous research goals are connected with its use. Discourse the

ories and discourse analyses are mostly understood today as qualitative, her

meneutic or interpretative perspectives or are attributed to these categories 

in methodological survey treatments (Hitzler and Honer 1997; Flick 2009) . 

Despite the heterogeneity of approaches in discourse theory and Discourse 

Analysis, four features may be taken as the lowest common denominators 

in the use of the term discourse. Discourse theories and discourse analyses: 

• are concerned with the actual use of (written or spoken) language and other 

symbol ic forms in socia l  practices; 

• emphasize that in the practical use of s igns, mean ings of phenomena are 

socia l ly constructed and these phenomena are thereby constituted in  their 

socia l  rea l ity; 

• cla im that ind ividua l  instances of interpretation may be u nderstood as parts of 

a more comprehensive d iscourse structure that is tem porari ly produced and 

stabi l ized by specific institutional-organ izational  contexts; and 

• assume that the use of symbol ic orders is subject to ru les of interpretation and 

action that may be reconstructed. 

For discourse research, with its base in the social sciences and its focus on 

the institutional regulation of collective orders of knowledge, the struc

ture and practice-oriented theoretical views of Pierre Bourdieu (1990a) and 

Anthony Giddens (1986) are important. Giddens, for example, understands 

10n Discourse Analysis see Chapter 2.2 and Brown and Yule (1983), Gee (2010) .  
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action (and therefore also communicative action) analogously to Ludwig 

Wittgenstein's theory of language games as realizations of structural patterns 

(rules) ; these exist in the concrete performance of an action which actualizes 

them, confirms them in their validity and projects them further, but which 

is also able to question, undermine or transform them. The actual event is 

thus not a direct consequence of the underlying structures but a result of the 

actively interpreting interaction between social actors and these patterns. 

For this reason concrete language usage differs in its possibilities for world 

(re)interpretation, from the rigid systems of structuralism (see Chapter 2 . 1 ) .  

I t  would be too hasty to derive the growing interest in discourse-theoretical 

and discourse-analytical perspectives solely from science-internal processes . 

Indeed, here there is also an expression of the scientific reflexion of het

erogeneous social changes and processes of transformation that in recent 

times have been given the label knowledge society, whose importance for 

the development of modern societies has been stressed, for example, by 

Giddens (1991) .  With the increase in systematic knowledge production, 

public awareness of the contingency of this knowledge has also grown. 

This is why Helga Nowotny has indicated that facts lose their unambigu

ity, that is their unambiguous classifiability (Nowotny 1999) . Similarly, 

in other areas of social studies of science and technology, an increase in 

hybrid phenomena has been observed, and these cannot be unambiguously 

attributed to nature, society or technology (Latour 1993) .  It is precisely for 

this reason that discourses are of high social importance as processes and as 

attempts at attributing and stabilizing meaning. Apart from the exponential 

growth in the production of knowledge there is a second empirical reason 

for the boom in discourse research: the enormous expansion in profession

alized communication processes and technologies, that is, the strategic and 

instrumental processing of linguistic practice in the most varied realms of 

social action (Keller 2005a) . 
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TWO 

Approaches in Discourse Research 

The term 'discourse', in everyday English, means a simple conversation, an 

interchange between different people. In French or other Romance languages 

discours (or discorso) is the usual term for a 'learned speech', a lecture, a trea

tise, sermon, presentation and more besides. Talking of 'public or political 

discourses' in both languages refers to debates in the public (political sphere), 

mediated by mass media. This latter usage, which also has been turning up 

for a number of years in everyday German, mostly characterizes a subject and 

process of public discussion (e.g. the debate on university reform), a specific 

chain of argument (e.g. the 'neoliberal discourse') or the point of view or 

utterances of a politician, a trade union representative (e.g. talking of 'Trade 

Union Discourse'), and so on; in the course of a current debate. It is now also 

being used in organized processes of discussion and deliberation. However, 

'discourse' is much more widely used as a non-technical term in English and 

French, and its academic currency is largely due to this kind of understand

ing of the term. Here, 'discourse' is also understood in the social sciences 

and humanities in widely differing ways. This is both true of its theoretical 

conceptualization in respect of the research interests of a particular discipline 

and also its methodological implementation in concrete research projects. 

In recent years, particularly in the English-speaking world, there have been 

many introductory and survey treatments of the term discourse. They dem

onstrate the enormous expansion of discourse-related perspectives in a range 

of disciplines and also across disciplinary boundaries . Several series of pub

lications and journals, such as Discourse and Society, or Discourse Studies, but 

also workshops, conferences and summer schools, have been established as 

forums for relevant discussions. From a tram-disciplinary viewpoint it is also 



possible to distinguish a range of different emphases. The most important 

basic ideas will be exemplified below. But first I should like to examine briefly 

the academic history of the term discourse. 

2.1  The History of the Term 'Discourse' 

The linguistic roots of 'discourse' are to be found in classical Latin discur

rere or discursus. As an everyday word the term has been used in a variety 

of contexts . In the thirteenth century more specific philosophical versions 

arose, and from the sixteenth century onwards it was frequently used to 

characterize 'learned treatises' (Schalk 1997 /98; Nennen 2000a; Kohlhaas 

2000) . In the context of Philosophical Pragmatism, Charles S. Peirce and 

George H. Mead (Mead 1934:89) use the expression 'universe of discourse . '  

This comes very close to the present-day use of  the term in the sense of  this 

introduction: '( . . .  ) a  universe of discourse is simply a system of common or 

shared meanings' (Mead 1934: 89) . In this respect the term discourse refers 

to the link between an individual linguistic event and a context-dependent 

meaning attribution: signs are only meaningful in the context of more com

prehensive language games .  

In American Structural Linguistics and Distributional Linguistics, Zellig 

Harris introduced the term 'Discourse Analysis' in 1952 to characterize his 

approach to a structural-grammatical analysis of Native American languages; 

'discourse' here refers to supra-sentential linguistic structures (Harris 1952) . 

Under this label there developed a broad spectrum of linguistic-pragmatic 

research, particularly of processes of oral communication. Harris's sugges

tions became a source of inspiration for quantitative analyses of major text 

corpora at the interface between linguistics and history (Guilhaumou 2006) . 

For the use of the term discourse in the sense used in this introduction, 

the theoretical-conceptual developments in French Structuralism and Post

structuralism after the mid-1950s were of major importance. They can be 

outlined here with reference to only a few key words. 1  In France in the 

1950s and 60s, 'structuralism' was used to refer to a set of theories and 

research projects in a variety of disciplines, which shared a reliance on the 

linguistic theory of Ferdinand de Saussure (1965) .  After the mid-1960s, as 

a result of the dispute with a range of critiques, a number of structuralists 

1See Dosse (1997, 1998a), Williams (1999) . 

---·-------------
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then developed modified positions that are referred to as Neo-structuralism 

or Post-structuralism. Whereas Structuralism understood and investigated 

discourses as abstract and objective rule-systems, Post-structuralism turned 

its attention more strongly to the interaction between (abstract) symbolic 

orders and the concrete use of language or signs, that is, the relationship of 

structures and events (mostly linguistic actions or social practices) . 

At the onset of the development of Structuralism we find first and foremost 

the reception conveyed by the ethnologist Claude Levi-Strauss of the linguistic 

theory of the Genevan linguist Ferdinand de Saussure in French social sciences 

and humanities.2 Saussure developed a scientific concept of language which 

takes this to be a system of signs - 'la langue' - which underlies concrete speak

ing and writing, that is the individual's practical use of language.3 This linguistic 

system is understood as an historically developed social institution - comparable 

to a political system or law, the genesis of which can be traced back to linguistic 

interactions within a speech community. Of course, this is an emergent phe

nomenon that has arisen as a whole out of the totality of individual utterances, 

without being identical to them. It is no coincidence that this description is 

reminiscent of the sociology of Emile Durkheim: 

'The sociological scope of the language/speech concept is obvious . 
The manifest affinity of the language according to Saussure and of 
Durkheim's conception of a collective consciousness independent of its 
individual manifestations has been emphasised very early on. A direct 
influence of Durkheim on Saussure has even been postulated, it has 
been alleged that Saussure had followed very closely the debate between 
Durkheim and Tarde and that his conception of the language came 
from Durkheim while that of speech was a kind of concession to Tarde's 
idea on the individual element. '  (Barthes 1967 :  23 [1964] )  

2More recent discussions o f  'social semiotics', discourse research o r  the sociological 
interpretative paradigm emphasize, following Charles Peirce, George Herbert Mead, 
Charles W. Morris or (more recently) Umberto Eco, the 'conventional' character of 
signs, i.e. the social agreement on their meaning and the social embedding of their 
usage (see Meier 2008, 201 1; Keller 200Sa; Keller 2009) . 

3That Saussure in fact insisted much more on language in use has been revealed by 
recent research Gager, L. 2010; Schneider 2008). Saussure views language as the most 
important system of signs; but these considerations can, by analogy, be transferred to 
other systems of signs. In this sense, in semiotics all cultural processes are seen as com
munication processes, i.e. processes of the release and reception of signs. On this, and 
also on the common features and differences between the language theories of Saussure 
and Peirce, see, for example, Eco (1978), Chandler (2002: 1 7ff); Schneider (2008) . 
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To speak of language as a system is to imply the assumption of certain rela

tionships, regularities or structures between the elements in the system; 

these function as a code to govern the practical use of language. What is 

very important here for the development of Discourse Analysis perspec

tives is the definitive rejection of a representational perspective, that is, 

the idea that the sound pattern and meaning of a sign are a reflection 

of the empirical phenomenon to which it relates .4  According to Saussure 

the value of a sign results from its status in the sign-system of the langue, 

that is to say, in the relationships to the other signs from which it differs . 

In this sense it is random or 'arbitrary' because it has no extralinguistic 

or natural necessity; not in the sense that one could use signs at random 

in speaking, for then no understanding would be possible . The model of 

Saussure that we have presented here in a small number of its essential 

features was applied by Claude Levi-Strauss at the end of the 1940s to 

questions in ethnology and anthropology. Concrete cultural phenomena, 

such as relationships within families or the narration of myths, are taken 

by him, in analogy to Saussurean linguistics, as instances of parole, that is, 

as events which have an underlying subject-independent rule-system, for 

example a system of relationship-structures or a system of myths (that is: a 

type of langue) . In the same way as signs in the language system, the indi

vidual elements here create their value or meaning through their delimit

ing relationships within this systemic structure . The task of any science is 

then to reconstruct these systems of objective structures for their particular 

research objects . 

To account for the current vogue of the term 'discourse', the works of 

the philosopher Michel Foucault have been the most successful . 5 In 1 966, 

in a context of structuralist elan, he published his analysis of Les mats 

et les chases (The Order of Things, Foucault 1 99 1 c) .  In this, looking back 

over the Renaissance, Enlightenment, Romanticism and Modernism, he 

distinguishes specific types of basic knowledge or general epistemological 

4Saussure is not alone here: the representative function of language is also rejected, 
for example, in the work of Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Heidegger and in American 
Pragmatism. Similar positions can also be traced back to Plato (Dosse 1998a: 43; Rorty 
1967,  1979, 1 989) . 

51ndeed there was a surge of (today less well-known) discourse-related work in France 
in the late 1960s (including Michel Pecheux and others) which cannot be discussed 
here (but see below Chapter 2.3) .  
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structures (called 'the episteme') that appear in succession and super

sede one another. Just as langue underlies parole and makes it possible, 

so do these epistemological structures underlie concrete epistemological 

activities and their linguistic fixation in the widest possible range of aca

demic disciplines .  In this way Foucault - like Friedrich Nietzsche and his 

own teacher, the historian of science, Georges Canguilhem before him -

dismisses all ideas of a continual development of scientific knowledge 

throughout history in the sense of a constantly progressing discovery of 

truth. This book, characterized by its subtitle as an 'Archaeology of the 

Humanities', 

'is the publishing event of the year and the summer blockbuster ( . . . ) .  
Michel Foucault was borne along by  the structuralist tide and his work 
came to embody the philosophical synthesis of the new thinking that 
had been developing for fifteen years. If the author later put some dis
tance between himself and the structuralist tag, which he considered 
insulting, in 1966 he considered himself to be at the heart of the phe
nomenon. '  (Dosse 1998a: 330) 

The spread of Structuralist assumptions that we have only hinted at here 

was subjected from the outset to criticism in France from Paul Ricoeur, 

Julia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida and many others.6 The objections were 

based on phenomenological-hermeneutic traditions in philosophy, the 

Semiotics of American Pragmatism, linguistic-philosophical reflections of 

actual language use and alternative scientific theories of human linguis

tic competence. In particular, objections were raised against three features 

of the Structuralist perspective: firstly there was criticism of its scientific 

objectivism, which was rated as exaggerated, and of the ahistoric nature 

and missing dynamic of structural models. An example of this is Foucault's 

description of the epoch-specific and discontinuous juxtaposition of differ

ent orders of knowledge that accompany the explicit rejection of questions 

concerning the reason and manner of their change. The second set of objec

tions was directed at the lack of any concern - in favour of the preference 

for structures - with the concrete use of language, that is, with single com

municative events. According to this view Structuralism is only concerned 

with abstract systems of difference, without being able to show how these 

underlie concrete phenomena. Thirdly, and finally, there was criticism of the 

6See, for example, Dosse (1997) .  
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missing reflection of the meaning dimension of symbolic orders and their 

application in the interpretative behaviour of social actors, that is, the pro

cesses of social conventionalization, the handling and reinterpretation of 

actual uses of signs. In Structuralism, for example, abstractions are made 

from the authorship of text-producers and the interpretative behaviour of 

recipients, if it is a matter of the meaning carried by texts, because behind 

this, it is assumed, there lies concealed the abstract structure of the langue 

in question. In contrast, Reception Aesthetics refers to the possibility in 

principle of infinitely different modes of textual reading by historically 

based individual interpreters . While these and other critical voices initially 

gained only occasional attention, their influence changed at the end of the 

1960s, not least in the context of the student unrest of 1968, where there 

was a heated and polemical argument as to whether it was Structures or 

people that took to the streets (Dosse 1997 :  122ff) . Many scholars working 

in a variety of disciplines and more or less shaped by Structuralism, such 

as Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, Louis Althusser or 

Jacques Lacan, have attempted to incorporate arguments from critiques of 

Structuralism into their theories and to examine more closely questions of the 

real practical use of symbol systems. This led them to develop neo- or post

structuralist approaches .  Questions about the relationship of structures and 

events, actions and subj ects, static and dynamic states are thus dealt with 

in a variety of ways/ 

I nterl ude: The Discourse Eth ics of Jurgen 
Habermas and Discourse Research 

One of  the most frequent uses of  the term discourse was triggered by 

the Discourse Ethics developed by the German social philosopher Jiirgen 

Habermas, and now also viewed as a discourse theory (e.g. Habermas 1985, 

1991a, 1997; Finlayson 2005, Nennen 2000; Gottschalk-Mazouz 2000) . As 

a reaction to a variety of linguistic and social science theories, Habermas 

develops, on the basis of the tradition of critical theory, a comprehensive 

7The diagnosis given by Dosse (1 998b) of the French debate is that there was a 'com
plete return to the reference to actor and subject' from the beginning of the 19 70s. 

----·--- -
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'theory of communicative action. '  In this the idea of 'dominance-free 

discourse' plays a major role. A core idea is the assumption that human 

linguistic ability or competence implies exactly four design requirements 

which are carried in every seriously intended concrete speech action of a 

linguistically competent and rational speaker and which must be mutually 

assumed by the participants within the communication. It is only in this 

way that linguistic understanding is at all possible. Thus, we expect that 

statements will be intelligible and true, that the speaker will show truthful

ness, and that what is uttered will be correct. These properties - in the opin

ion of Habermas - can be used in a targeted way in the form of 'discourses' . 

'Discourses' in this sense are continuations of normal communicative action 

by different means, namely organized (discussion) processes of argumen

tative debate and deliberation. By means of explicit rules and structuring 

measures they are expected to ensure the broadest possible adherence to 

the above-mentioned claims to validity; this is also true of the possibility 

of participation/speaking for all those who are 'touched' by the subject in 

question. Discourse Ethics formulates a normative model based on social 

and linguistic philosophy, but not a research programme. Habermas's 

approach has therefore little to do with discourse research; admittedly his 

concept of discourse has been partially invoked in the context of Critical 

Discourse Analysis as a critical measure for the assessment of the 'degree 

of distortion' in real processes of communication (see Chapter 2.4) . For 

example the Austrian critical discourse analyst Ruth Wodak uses Discourse 

Ethics as a measure for determining empirically - against the ideal model -

distortions or disturbances in 'real discourses', that is, in the course of real 

conversations. Discourse Ethics becomes here a normative basis of critical 

discourse linguistic research, which investigates 'Disorders of Discourse' in 

institutional contexts and organizational settings (Wodak 1996) . In contrast, 

the reference in the Discourse Analysis research of ]tirgen Gerhards et al. 

(see Chapter 2.5) is quite different. These aim to show empirically, using 

reconstructions of public discussion processes on contentious topics (such 

as abortion) from the mass media, that the modern mass-mediated public 

sphere does not correspond to Habermas's discourse ideal. In this sense 

Discourse Ethics does not serve as a normative benchmark for critique, but 

rather it is shown empirically that processes of public discussion do not 

adhere to the ideal of a regulative idea (e .g. Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards and 

Rucht 2002; Gerhards 2010) 
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12 

Introductory Literature on the Term Discourse 

The genera l  background to the perspectives on d iscourse research consist of 
debates of 'Social Science Constructivism' and 'Sociology of Knowledge' (Burr 

1 997; Hacking 2000; Gergen 1 999; McCarthy 1 996; Power 2000; Knoblauch 
2005b) . On Discourse Research there are many introductions, su rveys and col 
lections that mostly present particu lar emphases in  either Discourse Theory or 
in  Discourse Ana lysis (DA) . More recently there have a lso been proposals for 
d isseminating these perspectives . From these many introductions, let me l ist 
a few that seem to me to be very he lpfu l .  Further l iterature on the particu lar 
approaches wi l l  be presented later. 

MacDone l l  ( 1 986) exp la ins  d isco u rse theory deve lopments from 
Structura l ism and Pecheux's Marxist Discourse Ana lysis down to the works of 

Foucau lt; Bub l itz (2003) accounts for Foucau ld ian perspectives on discourse; 
M i l ls ( 1 997) provides an introduction to the works of Foucau lt  and creates 
references to fem in ist and post-co lon ia l ist d iscussions; Howarth (2000) out
l i nes developments from Saussure, Althusser, Foucau lt and Post-structura l ism 
down to the d iscourse theory of Mouffe and Laclau .  Paltridge (2007) presents 
varied approaches to d iscourse from l i ngu istics to critical Discourse Analysis .  

Landwehr  (2009) g ives an i ntroduction to the bases of Discourse H istorical 
approaches. The contributions in Kel ler, H i rseland, Schneider and Viehover 
(201 1 ;  201 0) present theoretical and conceptua l  proposa ls and practical  
appl ications in  research from a variety of d iscip l ines .  I n  Kel ler, H i rseland, 
Schneider and Viehover (2005) relations and d ifferences between sociology 
of knowledge and post-structu ra l ist perspectives in d iscourse research are 
d iscussed . Van Dijk (1 997a, b), Parker and The Bolton Discourse Network 
(1 999) describe procedu res in DA from a broad spectrum of d iscip l i nes; 
Wethere l l ,  Taylor and Yates (2001 b) present examples of the appl ication of 
DA; Gee (1 999, 201 0) relates DA with considerations in Discourse Theory. 
]0rgensen and Ph i l ipps (2002), i n  add ition to the D iscourse Theory of Laclau 
and Mouffe, a lso present Critical Discourse Ana lysis and Discursive Psychology 
(Potter, Wethere l l  et a l .), and seek an i ntegration of these approaches. 
Andersen (2003) undertakes a comparison of the ana lytical strategies of d is
cou rse theory, conceptua l  h istory and system theory. The Readers by 
Wethere l l ,  Taylor and Yates (2001 a) and jaworski and Coupland (2006) pre
sent, in particu lar, a selection  of foundation texts, but not on ly from the 
context of DA. Ph i l i pps and Hardy (2002) provide a concise overview of theo
retical bases and practical appl ications of a kind of Discourse Research that 
seeks to combine D iscourse Theory and DA. Wi l l iams (1 999), Charaudeau and 

Maingueneau (2002) and Gui lhaumou (2006) document the development 
and status of French d iscourse research .  Widdowson (2007) provides a con
centrated i ns ight i nto d iscourse-l i ngu istic questions .  Wodak and Krzyzanowski 
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(2008) i ntroduce ana lytica l strategies against a l i ngu istic background, taking 
into account various media genres . Buhrmann and Schneider (2008) argue 
for a dispositive type of research; in  this d iscourse concepts and d iscourse
related questions wou ld continue to play a major role .8  

2 . 2  Discourse Ana lys is 

The collective term Discourse Analysis designates many different research 

approaches that are concerned with the analysis of 'natural' communica

tion processes in different contexts, and from linguistic, sociolinguistic, 

ethnomethodological-conversation-analysis, sociological and psychologi

cal perspectives.  In this we are dealing with the most widespread variant 

of the term discourse in English discourse literature .9 Even if Conversation 

Analysis (Psathas 1995; Ten Have 2007; Hutchby and Wooffitt 1988) might 

be added to the spectrum of DA, questions of communicative context and 

updated content play a more important role here. This is demonstrated in 

particular in Critical Discourse Analysis that will be dealt with below (see 

Chapter 2 .4) 

To the Dutch linguist Teun van Dijk, Discourse Analysis refers to an 

approach which aims - across disciplinary boundaries - at analysing lan

guage use in speaking or writing as a factual process happening in a social 

context: 'text and talk in action' . In this the concept of context extends 

from local-situational to macro-social and historically far-reaching dia

chronic or synchronic dimensions . The determination of the beginning and 

end of a discourse is carried out following the research question. Important 

questions are concerned with who uses language in a communicative event, 

how, why and when: 

'I have characterized discourse as essentially involving three main 
dimensions, namely language use, cognition, and interaction in their 
sociocultural contexts. Instead of vaguely summarizing, paraphras
ing or quoting discourse, as is still often the case in social scientific 
approaches, discourse analytical studies distinguish various levels, 

8Literary discussions are to be found in Fohrmann and Muller (1988), Bogdal (1999) . 

9The contributions in the journals Discourse and Society and Discourse Studies are 
mostly concerned with this. 
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units or constructs within each of these dimensions, and formulate the 

rules and strategies of their normative or actual uses. They functional
.
ly 

relate such units or levels among each other, and thereby also explam 

why they are being used. In the same way, they functionally connect 

discourse structures with social and cultural context structures, and 

both again to the structures and strategies of cognition. Discourse 

Analysis thus moves from macro to m
.
icro level

.
s of t�lk, text, context or 

society, and vice versa. It may examme ongomg dtscourse top down, 

beginning with general abstract patterns, or bottom up, beginning 

with the nitty-gritty of actually used sounds, words, gestures, mean

ings or strategies . And perhaps most importantly, Discourse Analysis 

provides the theoretical and methodological tools for a well-founded 

critical approach to the study of social problems, power and inequality. ' 
(Van Dijk 1997c: 32) 

----------· 

Basic Literature on Discourse Analysis 

Gee (1 999, 201 0) presents an inte l l ig ib le  gu ide to Discourse Ana lysis that l i nks 
l ingu istic and sociologica l  perspectives . Ph i l ipps and Hardy (2002), s imi larly, 
provide fi rst and foremost an outl ine  of research practice. The manuals  ed ited 
by Teu n  van Dij k  (1 985; 1 99 7a, b) i ntroduce us to l i ngu istic sciences and cog
n itive psychology; van Dijk (2008a, b) develops a comprehensive theory of the 
referencing of contexts on the basis of DA. He lpfu l more recent col lections of 
the approaches col lected under the u mbre l la  of DA are provided in Wethere l l, 

Taylor and Yates (2001 b), Sch iffrin, Tannen and Hami lton (2001 ) and Cameron 
(2001 ) .  B i l l ig  (1 996) develops an i nfluential perspective on the relationship 
between argumentation processes and types of cogn ition .  Wetherel l ,  Taylor 
and Yates (2001 a) and Jaworski and Coupland (2006) present classic basic texts, 

with orientation to socia l  sciences. Parker and The Bolton Discourse Network 
expla in,  in  addition, semiotic routes to the ana lysis of visual documents and 
further procedu res. Gee (1 999, 201 0) l i nks DA with thoughts on theories of 
cogn itive schemata and with d iscourse theory. Sch iffrin (1 994), Eh l ich (1 994), 
F ritz and H u ndsnu rscher (1 994) or Brown and Yu le (1 983) concentrate on 
l i ngu istic approaches to DA. References to ethnomethodological conversa
tion ana lysis and socio logical l i nguistic research may be found in Luckmann 
(1 9 79), McHou l  (1 994), Eberle (1 997), Knoblauch (2000) and Wood and 
Kroger (2000) . U nder the  heading of  D iscursive Psychology a new research 
perspective has developed that i nvestigates psychological questions using the 
methods of DA (Potter 1 996, 2007; Potter and Wethere l l 1 987; Edwards 1 99 7; 
Edwards and Potter 1 992; Parker 1 992). 

---- ·--·------
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Van Dijk understands discourse studies as interdisciplinary, and in particu

lar as forming a bridge between linguistic and cognitive research. Depending 

on the question and the (inter)disciplinary perspective between linguistics, 

cognitive science, psychology and sociology, further specifications of the 

levels of discourse are necessary. Despite the broad definition of the term 

'context', in relation to discourse studies we find predominantly linguis

tic, conversation and genre-analytical traditions of the analysis of concrete 

instances of language use in a situational context. Here research interests 

are directed at formal production rules and genre structures in texts and 

utterances in a variety of contexts, for example the structure of news items 

in printed media, at social factors in conversational behaviour, or at basic 

patterns of oral communicative processes (such as those between teachers 

and pupils, men and women), at the organization of speaker change, and so 

on. In this respect, the Discourse Analysis approach Functional Pragmatics, 

for instance, gives the following definition: 

'Under discourse we understand units and forms of speech, or interaction, 
which may be part of everyday linguistic action, but which may also 
occur in an institutional setting. ( . . .  ) From a systematic point of view 
the eo-presence of speaker and listener belong to discourse ("face-to-face 
ir1teraction"); but this may also be reduced, for example, to temporal 
eo-presence (on the telephone) . At the same time the totality of interac
tions between members of particular social groups (e.g. doctor - patient, 
scientists, politicians - citizens) or within a designated social area (e.g. 
teacher-learning-discourse in schools and other educational institutions) 
may also be summed up as discourse. The concrete forms and sequences 
of discourses are the subject of Discourse Analysis.' (Brunner and Graefen 
1994: 7f. Emphasis in original) 

Within DA, depending on discipline, question, and research paradigm, there 

are different and partially irreconcilable perspectives on the object of analy

sis of a linguistic interaction. From the viewpoint of Functional Pragmatics, 

for example, the essential difference between Discourse Analysis and con

versation analysis lies in the fact that the latter proceeds from the belief 

that 'given social circumstances are produced by the interactants in conver

sations' and investigates the 'how' of such constitutive processes in interac

tion; Discourse Analysis stresses 'in contrast, the fact that linguistic action 

is preformed by virtue of social purposes and institutional conditions, and 

aims at reconstructing the "why", the purposive nature of actions' (Brunner 

and Graefen 1994: 13) .  On the other hand the kind of Discursive Psychology 

developed by Jonathan Potter and others, for example, comes close to 
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ethnomethodologically motivated Conversation Analysis; in many survey 

treatments or introductions into Discourse Analysis the latter is, of course, 

also included. Variants of conversational research have grown in practical 

significance as examples of 'Applied Discourse Research' .  In these, what is 

at issue is the development of communicative competences, whether it be 

in oral or written representation, in conducting a conversation, and joining 

in discussions through communication training. 10 Although there is also 

an increasing amount of discussion of links between DA and approaches 

inspired by discourse theory, so far these different traditions have rarely 

been taken together in practical research. 1 1  

Arnu lf Deppermann (2008: 9), citing Ka l lmeyer (1 985), d istingu ishes 6 levels in  
the  constitution of  interaction i n  conversations, which become the object of  an 
ana lysis of  ta l k  as a k ind of  conversation ana lysis that is partia l ly extended with 
categories of an interpretative procedu re:  

• the investigation of conversational  organ ization (for example, with regard 
to power processes); 

• the analysis of the representation of factual matters (knowledge, classification); 
• conversation as goal-di rected action; 
• social relations between, and identities of the participants; 
• the mode of the conversation; and 
• the processes of understanding and co-operation (production of reciprocity). 

2 . 3 .  Discourse Li ngu istics and (Corpus-based) 
Li ngu istic-Historica l  Ana lyses of Discourse 

In the links between the historical sciences and linguistic research, concepts 

were developed in the History of Concepts ('Begriffsgeschichte') , Historical 

Semantics and Discourse History, the roots of which are to be found in the 

10See, for example, Brunner, Fiehler and Kindt (1999), and also the publications of the 
Institut fiir lntemationale Kommunikation (IlK) (www.iik-duesseldorf.de) . 

1 1See, for example, Miller and Fox (2004), Wetherell (1998), ]0rgensen and Phillips 
(2002), Gee (1999, 2010) .  
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French History of Mentalities of the Annales-School and in various approaches 

within Linguistics . Within these perspectives the term discourse plays a spe

cial role whenever large quantities of text (corpora) are analysed. In recent 

years there has been a heated discussion, particularly in linguistic research, 

concerning the relationship between 'language and knowledge' - which is 

the name of a linguistic network - or the processing of 'knowledge through 

language' (Felder and Muller 2008; Viehover, Keller and Schneider 2012) . 12 

In addition, there has been an 'explosive' development of approaches 

beyond Corpus Linguistics, which have in part brought linguistic research 

very close to social science research and which have now come to establish 

an independent area of 'Discourse Linguistics' (e .g. Konerding 2009, Warnke 

2007, Warnke and Spitzmiiller 2008, Warnke and Spitzmiiller 201 1 ,  Teubert 

2010a,b) . According to Konerding (2009: 1 70ff) present-day developments 

still seem to be 'rather compilatory and aggregative', and for the next few 

years more systematic theoretical work will be needed in this area to avoid 

falling back behind the positions achieved by the first generation of linguis

tic discourse research (for example, Busse 1987, Busse and Teubert 1994) . 

Basic Literature on historical, linguistic-historical 
and linguistic discourse research 

Landwehr (2008) g ives an introduction to discourse-h istorical approaches and 
the perspective of the 'history of what can be said' .  Discip l ine-specific surveys for 
the h istorica l sciences are to be found in Sarasin (1 996, 2003, 201 1 )  and Eder 
(2006). Landwehr (201 0) provides a col lection of history and social science anal
yses on the question of discursive change. The Cambridge School of pol itico
h istorical d iscourse research around Quentin Skinner (1 978) and John Pocock 
(1 962, 1 965) is presented in Hampsher-Monk (1 984) and Tu l ly (1 988a,b). The 
interface between history and l ingu istics is a main focus in Bodeker (2002), Busse 
(1 987), Maas (1 988), Steinmetz (1 993) or Busse, Hermanns and Teubert (1 994) 
and, concerning the 'history of concepts', Hampsher-Monk, Ti lmans and van Vree 
(1 998). Wi l l iams (1 999), Charaudeau and Maingueneau (2002) and Gui lhaumou 
(2006, 201 0) document the development and status of French h i stor ica l  and  

(Continued) 

12Felder and Muller (2008) represent the network 'Language and Knowledge', which 
is based in Heidelberg. 
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(Continued) 

l i n g u istic d iscuss ions of the term discourse, which l i n k, i n  a very specific 
fash ion,  Marxist approaches and M iche l  Foucau lt's d isco u rse theory, corpus 
l i n g u istic and also eth nomethodologica l  approaches.  Ma ing ueneau ( 1 9 76, 
1 99 1 , 1 994, 1 995, 201 2) exp la ins  l i n g u istic approaches to D iscourse 
Ana lys is in F rance and focuses on the m icroana lytic concept of 'utter
ance ana lysis' ,  which asks very specifica l ly how speakers a re evoked in and 
through texts . Angerm U I I e r  (2007) exp la ins  th is approach and offers exam
p les of  actua l  ana lyses . Widdowson (200 7) provides a concise i ntroduc

t ion i nto questions and  concepts i n  d iscourse l i ngu istics. Su rvey treatments 
with a l a rger reference to the German approaches to a corpus-oriented 
h i story of d iscourse and deve lopments in l i n g u istics a re to be found  i n  
j u n g  (201 1 ) ,  N i e h r  and  Bake (201 0), Wenge ler  (2003), Busse, N i e h r  a n d  

Wenge ler  (2005) and t h e  papers i n  j u ng,  Bake and Wenge ler  ( 1 99 7), which 
present d ifferent modes of approach to the ana lys is of m i g ration d iscourses. 
On corpus-based d iscourse ana lyses, see also Teubert (1 999, 201 Oa, b) and 
the pub l ications of  the I n stitute fo r German Lang uage i n  Mannhe im.  I n  
association with the network ' Lang uage and  Knowledge' a n  i ndepend
ent and d i stinctive 'd iscourse l i ngu i stics' has now been estab l i shed, whose 
spectru m of or ientations inc l udes Foucau l t's ideas, d iscourse hermeneu
tics (Hermanns  200 7), cog n ition-or iented frame approaches (Busse 2008, 
Ziem 2008, Konerd i ng  2009: 1 7 1  ff, Gee 1 999) and more marked ly soc ia l 
science-oriented questions (Fe lder  2009,  Fe lder  and  M U l ler  2008,  Warn ke 
2007, Warn ke and  Sp itzmU I I e r  201 1 ) . Li ngu i stics has become i ncreas ing ly 
i nterested i n  questions of m u ltimoda l ity, that is, the i nterre lat ion between 
d ifferent s ign formats (particu l a rly text and p ictu re) i n  utterance practices 
(Kress and van Leeuwen 2001 , Bateman 2008, Meier  2008, 201 1 ,  Stackl 
2004, D iekmannshenke, K lemm and Stackl 201 0).  For  a critica l d i scuss ion 
of d iscourse l i n g u istics, see D iaz-Bone (201 0) . 

In corpus linguistics we are concerned with a linguistic approach that 

brings together comprehensive corpora of data from a large number of indi

vidual texts (for example, newspaper articles) according to lexical or the

matic (content-based) criteria. Such a corpus is treated as a representative 

sample, statistically and in terms of content, taken from the virtual total 

corpus of all the texts that belong to it (the 'discourse') in terms of the selec

tion criterion; from an historical viewpoint this may be arranged synchroni

cally or diachronically, and may contain contemporary or historical texts. 

Within the corpus a search is made, using statistically-quantitative methods, 

for connections and distributions of lexical and utterance forms and their 
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changes at given points in
' 
time or over a period of time (i .e .  synchronically 

or diachronically) . In this process linguistic questions of language change are 

extended with semantic questions (see the following text box) . 

The Linguistic Discourse Semantics Approach according 
to Busse and Teubert (1 994: 1 4) 

'Under d iscourses, in terms of research practice, we understand virtua l  
text corpora, the  composition of  which is governed, in  the  broadest sense, 
by content (or semantic) criteria .  A discourse incl udes a l l  the texts which : 

• are concerned with a chosen subject, theme, com plex of knowledge or 
concept as the ir  research object, which show mutual semantic relation
sh ips and/or which are in  a common utterance, com m unicative, func
tional ,  or pu rposive context; 

• fu lfi l the cond itions prescribed in the research programme with regard 
to tem pora l  extension or period sampl i ngs, place, social domains, com
mun icative area, text typology and other parameters; and 

• which are related to one another by virtue of explicit or imp l icit refer
ences, or display an intertextual connection 

Concrete text corpora ( i .e .  those underlying a d iscourse-ana lytical i nves
tigation) are subsets of the d iscourses in question.  In making selections 
practical considerations such as the avai lab i l ity of sources and relevance 
criteria based on content, a re of primary importance; what is crucial is the 
researchers' design focus, which constitutes the concrete textua l  corpus 
and therefore the object of the investigation . As an example we m ight cite 
the 'h istorians' dispute' ("Historikerstreit") .  Al l  the contributions to this 
debate combined to form the d iscourse. A concrete corpus for the histo
rians' dispute contains a selection of texts, which, explicitly or imp l icitly 
takes a position on this. ( . . .  ) The history of concepts and d iscourse should 
make a contribution to social and cultura l  h istory. Language history thus 
becomes an important e lement in  a social h istory of l ingu istica l ly medi
ated and organ ized knowledge. '  

Prominent forms of corpus-based and historically-oriented Discourse 

Analysis have been developed since the end of the 1960s, particularly in France, 

by Michel Pecheux, Regine Robin, Jacques Guilhaumou, Denise Maldidier 
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and others. This Marxist French school of Discourse Analysis, aiming 

at the critique of ideology, ties up with the theoretical conceptions and 

notion of ideology as established by Louis Althusser (200 1 [ 1970] )  and 

also with some of the ideas of Michel Foucault (on this see Chapter 2 .4  

and 2 .6; Guilhaumou 20 1 0, Williams 1999) . Language is seen as  a mate

rialization of ideologies; the term discourse relates to the ideological side 

of language use. 

Against this theoretical background, strategies of linguistic and quantita

tive text analysis, following Harris's (1952) Distribution Linguistics, were 

implemented in order to reconstruct (social) linguistic structures, for exam

ple in historical text corpora (such as pamphlets from the time of the French 

Revolution). For this Pecheux (1995 [1969) and others) developed the project of 

a computer-supported 'automatic' Discourse Analysis . 13 In the linguistic

historical research that has been, and still is being, carried out by the French 

school, interest focuses on different levels of analysis:  the lexicological level 

of terms, conceptual fields and lexical field structures (for example, by the 

analysis of word frequencies), the analysis of semantic fields (related or asso

ciated terms), the investigation of the material basis of communication, 

and more besides. In the course of its development, the French approach to 

Discourse Analysis has become increasingly open to other discourse-histori

cal, semantic and ethnomethodological analytical traditions, to the English 

Discourse History of Quentin Skinner, among others, or the German his

tory of concepts and Historical Semantics that was initiated by Reinhart 

Koselleck. 14 

In more recent German linguistic discourse research Dietrich Busse, Fritz 

Hermanns, Wolfgang Teubert, as well as Georg StOtzel and his associates have 

promoted approaches to a linguistic discourse history. Their attention focuses 

on the semantically-oriented investigation of language change. For this pur

pose, Matthias Jung, for example, has proposed a 'cube model' of discourse, 

13Pecheux (1995, 1988); Helsloot and Hak (2007); also Diaz-Bone (2008: 93ff), Macdonell 
(1986: 43ff) or Fairclough (1992: 30ff) .  The mediation undertaken by Pecheux between 
Althusser and Foucault has influenced the Critical Discourse Analysis of Norman 
Fairclough, Jiirgen Link or Siegfried Jager (see Chapter 2.4). 

14For an overview see Williams (1999), Hampsher-Monk, Tilmans and van Vree (1998), 
Guilhamou (1989, 2006, 2010), Chareaudeau and Mainguenau (2002), Tully (1988a,b) . 
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which sees discourses as virtual corpora of utterances related to a particular 

topic, for instance, the discourse on 'Atomic Energy' (Jung 201 1) .  From this 

kind of virtual corpus Discourse Analysis compiles the actual corpus for inves

tigation according to its particular research interests. In this corpus an analysis 

is then conducted of the change or constancy over time of the terms used, the 

use of metaphors and arguments, and language reflexivity (in the sense of self

thematization of language use in the utterances) (see text box) . 15 

Example of the Procedure in Linguistic Discourse History 

' I n  the investigation of the d iscourse on atomic energy, but a lso in the 
Dusseldorf project on "Discourse of Migration", as a fi rst step, with the 
help of the register, the corpora of al l relevant parl iamentary debates 
were assembled and made mach ine-readable.  With in  these corpora, as 
a second step, we then sought for evidence in context. This takes p lace 
in word-level investigation (refugee vs. asylu m  seeker), or in the context 
of particu lar images ("flood-metaphor in migration d iscourse"). In doing 
th is  some data ana lysis software may be used by applying a pre-defined 
l ist of terms to look for. But ana lysis, if focused on argumentation topoi, 
may also proceed th rough traditiona l  reading and classification; this may 
equa l ly lead to computer assisted quantification, but this is not a must. 
In the th i rd step, the evidence for which statistical d istributions may be 
produced should then be interpreted in the context of a sentence, text, 
or whole d iscourse. ( . . . .  ) 

I n  relation to the discourse on atomic energy s ince 1 900, for example, 
it becomes clear how greatly fa lse ideas about the use of nuclear fiss ion 
energy, as a consequence of the conceptua l ization employed, going back 
to the beg inn ing of the centu ry, have determined publ ic d iscourse. I n  the 
same way, we can see how the process of changing va lues appears on the 
l ingu istic horizon, to what extent the relative success of the anti-nuclear 
movement is associated with a new qua l ity in  its vocabulary and is part 
of a genera l  process of emancipation of the lay publ ic, or how much its 
protagonists have developed a soph isticated new language awareness . '  
(l ung 201 1 :  43ft) 

15See Busse, Hermanns and Teubert (1994), Hermanns (1994, 1995), Niehr and Boke 
(2000, 2010), Wengeler (2003). 
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The discourse linguistics that are expanding so much in the present 

day contain a broader spectrum of initial assumptions, research interests 

and methodological strategies .  For instance, questions about the relation 

between texts and contexts, about the multimodality of the use of signs and 

about the connection between language and knowledge are now of central 

importance. Part of the 'foundations and procedures of a type of linguistics 

beyond textual boundaries' (Wamke and Spitzmiiller 2008a), in addition to 

corpus linguistics, consists of hermeneutic and knowledge-analysis perspec

tives, together with frame semantics from cognitive science or approaches 

from social semiotics (Wamke and Spitzmiiller 201 1 ,  van Leeuwen 2005) . 16 

2 .4 .  Critica l Disco u rse Ana lysis and 
Kritische Diskursanalyse 

Under the label Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) many authors, from 

various linguistic Discourse Analysis contexts, are working on connections 

between linguistics and critical analyses of language use, ideologies, and 

social (de)formations as well as with social science perspectives in more gen

eral terms. In this, the goal of an emancipatory explanation, by means of a 

critique of current practice and related recommendations for improvement, 

is of equal value to scientific interests . Important exponents of CDA are the 

Dutch linguist Teun van Dijk, whom we mentioned previously, the Austrian 

linguist Ruth Wodak and the British researcher Norman FaircloughY If one 

discounts van Dijk's attempts to relate Discourse Analysis to approaches 

within cognitive research, the main difference between Discourse Analysis 

and Critical Discourse Analysis (or Kritische Diskursanalyse) lies in the fact 

that the latter approaches are less concerned with a cognitive orientation 

and more with a social theory basis for discourse analyses, referring to more 

or less shared, but always social orders of knowledge. In German-speaking 

areas the linguist Siegfried Jager, together with his colleagues at the Duisburg 

Institute for Linguistic and Social Research (DISS), has developed an inde

pendent approach to Kritische Diskursanalyse. 

160n this see also the journal Social Semiotics . 

17They all have their own emphases in this. See also the online periodical 'Critical 
Approaches to Discourse Analysis across Disciplines (CADAAD)', www.cadaad.org/ 
journal. 
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Text box: Basic Literature on Critical Discourse Analysis 
and Kritische Diskursanalyse 

The development and basis of CDA are presented above a l l  i n  the pub l ications 
of Fairc lough (1 989, 1 992, 1 995, 1 998, 2003) and with more recent l i nks to 
sociolog ical theories or socia l  d iagnoses in Choul iaraki and Fa irc lough (1 999). 
Positions that d iffer to a greater or lesser extent with in  CDA are documented 

in publ ications by van Dijk (1 993), Wodak (1 996), Wodak and Meyer (2002), 
Wodak and Ludwig (1 999), Weiss and Wodak (2003) and the com prehensive 
co l lection of major texts in  Toolan (2002). )0rgensen and Ph i l ipps (2002 : 60ff), 
Titscher, Wodak, Meyer and Vetter (2000: 1 44) and Fairc lough and Wodak 
(1 997) provide concise overviews of the basic positions. B i l l ig and Scheg loff 
(1 999) d iscuss the relationsh ip of CDA and Conversation Analysis .  The papers 
i n  Wodak and Chi lton (2005) i ntroduce new perspectives i n  CDA; van Leeuwen 
(2008) outl ines connections to semiotics and the ana lysis of visual data .  
Empirica l ana lyses are to be found in  Discourse and Society and in  the on l ine  
journal Critical Approaches to Discourse Analysis across Disciplines (CA-DMD). A 
passionate basic critique of CDA is formulated by Widdowson (2004) . 

Siegfried jager has expla ined the approach of Kritische Diskursanalyse i n  a 
book of the same name, fi rst in 1 993, and then in a revised form in the fol low
ing years, both in terms of its foundations and also its procedures, using sample 
ana lyses Uager 2009). jager and Zimmermann (201 0) offer a short introduction 
and outl i ne, in  a lexicon, the working concepts of Kritische Diskursanalyse. 
Shorter presentations may be found i n  jager (1 999; 201 1 ); and a large number 
of sample ana lyses are in jager and jager (2007). 

Critica l  Discourse Ana lysis 

Since the 1980s Norman Fairclough, one of  the most widely-known exponents 

of CDA, has presented his approach in a large number of publications. He links 

Marxist philosophical traditions - above all Louis Althusser's concept of ideol

ogy and Antonio Gramsci's notion of hegemony - with Foucault's discourse 

theory, linguistic questions, traditions of critical linguistics and social science 

theories, and social diagnoses.18 For the French Marxist, Louis Althusser (2001 

[1970]) ,  ideologies are meaning-systems that put individuals into imagined 

180n the link between Discourse Analysis and ideological critique, see Demirovic (1988), 
Demirovic and Prigge (1988), van Dijk (1998) . 
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relationships with the real relationships in which they live (Macdonell 1986: 27) .  

As  a relatively autonomous social level, that is, not immediately dependent on 

an economic basis, they make a contribution of their own to the reproduction 

and transformation of economic relations. In this way Althusser abandons an 

all too narrow Marxist interpretation of foundation-superstructure relations. 

Of course, this does not mean that ideologies are free-floating ideational struc

tures. On the contrary, Althusser stresses the tripartite relationship between 

ideologies and material institutions: firstly ideologies are materialized in insti

tutional practices. Secondly, they form the self-image of subjects - they consti

tute persons and social subjects through processes of positioning (for instance, 

in the sense of class or ethnicity) . And thirdly, this takes place in such differ

ent social institutions and organizations as family, law, media, education and 

more besides. Ideologies are in relationships of competition and hierarchy to 

one another; the dominant ideology at a particular moment is perceived as the 

result of class warfare (Fairclough 1992: 30 and 86ff).  

Long before Althusser, Antonio Gramsci (2010/20 1 1  [1929-193 7]  had moved 

the term 'hegemony' to the centre of his reflections. He used it to mean the 

dominance, power, and opinion leadership of one economic class and their 

allies over different social areas or indeed the whole of a society. But for him 

hegemony is not based on a complete notion of supremacy but only on a more 

or less partial and time-limited one. This is the result of temporary power alli

ances which include even the suppressed classes. Hegemony therefore refers 

to an ultimately precariously and only temporarily stable state in an area of 

constant struggles for the hegemonic position (Fairclough 1992: 91ff) . 

The concepts of Althusser, Gramsci and others provide, within CDA, a 

theoretical background for assumptions about the manner in which social 

structures determine concrete language events. 19 The definition of discourse 

formulated by Norman Fairclough and Ruth Wodak (see text box below) and 

their analytical ideas have many links with Discourse Analysis (see Chapter 2.2); 

but they differ from this in their foundations in social theory as well as in 

linguistic theory, and in their explicit social-critical intention. Discourses 

are defined as language use in speaking and writing and simultaneously as 

one form of social practice (alongside others) : 

'Describing discourse as social practice implies a dialectical relationship 

between a particular discursive event and the situation(s) , institution(s) 

19Gramsci also influenced the discourse theory of Mouffe and Laclau; see Chapter 2.6 .  
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and social structure(s) which frame it. A dialectical relationship is a two

way relationship: the discursive event is shaped by situations, institutions 

and social structures, but it also shapes them' .  (Fairclough and Wodak 

1997 :  258) 

Language use is,  simultaneously, action and processing (including attribu

tion) of sense or meaning; both dimensions can be understood as a social and 

at the same time socially-structured process.  In this a dialectical relationship 

arises between discourses and the social structures which provide their con

text: both function reciprocally as conditions and effects. Discourses consti

tute the world and conversely they are constituted by it; they (re)produce 

and transform society; they achieve the construction of social identities, the 

production of social relationships between individuals and the construction 

of systems of knowledge and belief: 'Discourse is a practice not just of repre

senting the world, but of signifying the world, constituting and construct

ing the world in meaning' (Fairclough 1992: 64) . Discourses are constituted 

in 'orders of discourse', that is, in sets of conventions for language use that 

are connected with social institutions. 

The CDA Approach of Norman Fairclough and Ruth Wodak 

'CDA conceptua l izes language as a form of socia l  practice, and attempts 
to make human beings aware of the reciproca l infl uences of language and 
social  structu re of which they are normal ly unaware ( . . . ) CDA sees itself as  
politica l ly involved research with an emancipatory requ i rement: it seeks to 
have an effect on social practice and social re lationships, for e>,<ample i n  
teacher development, in  the elaboration of gu idel ines for non-sexist lan
guage use or  in  proposals to i ncrease the inte l l ig ib i l ity of news and legal 
texts . The research emphases which have arisen in  pursuit of these goals 
include language usage in  organ izations, and the investigation of prejud ice 
in general ,  and racism, anti-Semitism and sexism in particu lar. '  (Titscher, 
Wodak, Meyer and Vetter 2000: 1 47) 

The genera l  princip les of CDA may be summarized as fol lows: 

CDA is concerned with social problems. lt is not concerned with language or 
language use per se, but with the l ingu istic character of socia l  and cu ltural 
processes and structures. According ly, CDA is essentia l ly interdiscip l inary 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

2 Power-relations have to do with discourse (Foucault 201 0 [1 969/1 971 ], Bourdieu 
1 984), and CDA studies both power in discourse and power over discourse 

3 Society and culture are dia lectical ly related to discourse: society and culture 
are shaped by d iscourse, and at the same time constitute d iscourse. Every 
s ingle instance of language use reproduces or transforms society and cu lture, 
inc luding power relations 

4 Language use may be ideologica l .  To determine this it is necessary to ana
lyse texts to i nvestigate their interpretation, reception and social effects 

5 Discourses are h istorical and can on ly be u nderstood in re lation to their 
context. At the meta-theoretica l level this corresponds to the approach of 
Wittgenstein (1 984, § 7), accord ing to which the mean ing of an utterance 
rests in  its usage in a particu lar situation.  Discourses are not on ly embedded 
in a particu lar culture, ideology or history, but are a lso connected intertextu
a l ly to other d iscourses 

6 The connection between text and society is not d i rect, but is man ifest 
through some (socio-cogn itive) i ntermed iary such as the one advanced in  
the  socio-psychologica l  model of  text comprehension (Wodak 1 986) 

7 Discourse Ana lysis is interpretative and explanatory. Critical ana lysis imp l ies 
a systematic methodology and a relationship between the text and its 
socia l  cond itions, ideolog ies and power-re lations. I nterpretations are always 
dynamic and open to new contexts and new information 

8 Discourse is a form of socia l  behaviour. CDA is u nderstood as a socia l  sci
entific d iscip l ine which makes its interests expl icit and prefers to apply its 
d iscoveries to practical questions.  (Titscher, Wodak, Meyer and Vetter 2000: 
1 46, after Wodak 1 996: 1 7-20) 

Fairclough distinguishes the following stages in the concrete analysis of dis

courses: at the centre there is the text, that is, the written or spoken language, 

the pictures and sounds, produced in a discursive event. Such texts constitute 

the raw data for CDA. They are analysed, with regard to their production and 

reception process and its embedding in a context, their form, meaning, strategic 

language use, vocabulary and so on. 20 Every text is embedded in an instance 

of discursive practice of text production, dissemination and consumption, 

and this in turn is embedded in a social practice, a relationship of situational, 

institutional and social context, for the analysis of which the concepts of 

20Sample applications may be found in the publications already mentioned by 
Fairclough and Wodak, and also in the journal Discourse and Society. 
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ideology and hegemony are important. Discourses count as ideological to 

the extent to which (in respect of the critical standards of the discourse ana

lysts) they reinforce established social relationships of power and dominance. 

The social conditions of text-production and interpretation may be analysed 

with regard to the levels of the immediate situation, the broader social institu

tions, and the whole-society context (Fairclough 1992: 22Sff) .21 Together with 

Lili Chouliaraki, Fairclough has extended his approach in recent years, with 

reference to social science theories and sociological diagnoses of the current 

situation22, in pursuit of a kind of social research that is interested in the role, 

functioning and problems of language as social practice in processes of social 

change; in this the critical-explanatory intention of producing and disseminat

ing a 'critical di�course awareness' comes into the foreground (Chouliaraki and 

Fairclough 1999; Fairclough 201 1) .  In accordance with this the methodologi

cal proposals are also modified (see text box) . Fairclough (2003) concentrates 

on linguistic questions and methods. 

Guidelines for the Procedure of Critical Discourse Analysis 

Norman Fa irclough (1 989, 1 992) suggests the fol lowing steps in an ana lysis: 

Defin ition of the research problem 
2 Compi lation of the data corpus 
3 Completion of the data corpus with supplementary materia ls 

(Continued) 

21Both Wodak and Fairclough favour different methodological procedures depending 
on the research question; but for both of them the point of departure in linguistic 
approaches to Discourse Analysis remains significant (see Chapter 2.2) .  Wodak relies 
in her work on a plurality of methods with backgrounds in cognitive, social-psycho
logical, socio-, psycho- or text linguistics (see, for example, Wodak 1986, 1996, 1997; 
Wodak et al. 1990: 32ff; Wodak, de Cillia and Reisigl 1998; Titscher, Wodak, Meyer 
and Vetter 2000: 154ft; Wodak and Chilton 2005) .  In her investigation of 'Disorders 
of Discourse' in organizational contexts she uses Habermas's model of discourse ethics 
(see Chapter 2.1) as a normative parameter for the assessment of the 'distortion' of 
conversational processes. 

22For example, Basil Bernstein, Pierre Bourdieu, Michel Foucault, Anthony Giddens, 
David Harvey, Jiirgen Habermas, the Post-modernist debate, Chantal Mouffe and 
Ernesto Laclau. 
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(Continued) 

4 Transcription of the recorded l ingu istic data (where necessary) 
5 Selection of samples from the corpus 
6 Steps in  the ana lysis, consisting of: 

- text ana lysis (topics, structu res, vocabulary, g rammar, and others) 
- analysis of the immediate situational textual context: interpretation of the 

relationship between text and interactive context; analysis of the social prac
tice to which a d iscourse belongs (situating it in more general orders of 
d iscourse, ideological elements; how do participants interpret the situation? 
What formal d iscourse genres and content schemata are employed? Do the 
d iscourse participants agree on this, and if not, where do they differ? 

- explanation of the relationship between interactive context and socia l  
context/macro-ana lysis of discourse practices. (What power relations 
i nf luence the situation at the situational ,  institutional  and social  levels? 
What elements of participants' resources are ideolog ica l i n  nature? How 
is th is d iscourse positioned in respect of power struggles at the situa
tional,  institutional  and social levels?) 

Choul iaraki and Fa irclough (1 999: 5 3ff) provide a mod ified investigative 
framework: 

Defin ing the research problem (address ing a concrete, observable problem
atic relation between d iscourse and social  practice: the l i nked activities and 
thei r interpretation) 

2 Identifying obstacles to be tackled : 

i ana lysis of the conjuncture of practices to which the d iscourse under 
ana lysis belongs; 

i i  analysis of the relevant practice identified as problematic; 
i i i  analysis of the more general discourse, its structures and interactive production 

3 Analys ing the problem's function in the practice concerned 
4 Exploring poss ib le ways to change or exclude the obstacles 
5 Reflection on the researcher's position towards the problem and the ana lyti

cal procedure 

Kritische Diskursanalyse 

In German-speaking areas of the world the linguist Siegfried Jager and his 

colleagues at the Duisburg Institute for Linguistic and Social Research (DISS) 

have developed a specific approach to Kritische Diskursanalyse. This is also 
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primarily linguistic in its basis, but differs from the CDA outlined above in its 

theoretical foundation. Jager (2009, 201 1 ; see also Jager and Zimmermann 

2010) builds essentially on the work of Michel Foucault, its reception and 

dissemination by the literary theorist ]iirgen Link (1995, 201 1) ,  and also the 

Marxist-psychological activity theory of A.N. Leontiev (19 78) . 

During the 1 980s Jiirgen Link, together with Ursula Link-Heer and other 

collaborators, developed an ideologically critical perspective on discourse 

theory and analysis (Link 201 1) .  This was conducted in the 'kultuRRevolu

tion.zeitschrift fiir diskurstheorie' (cultural revolution. Journal for discourse 

theory), while the author was discussing the French analyse du discours (see 

Chapter 2.3) .  In essence this concerns the investigation of inter-discursive 

relationships between different discourses, and in particular with the func

tioning of social collective symbols (see text box) .23 

The discourse-theoretical appr:oach of JUrgen Link24 

J i.i rgen Li nk  adopts concepts from Michel Foucault and the Marxist l ingu ist 
Michel Pecheux. Fol lowing Foucault he sees Diskurs (d iscourse) as 'an institu
tional ized special ist knowledge, inc luding the corresponding ritualized forms of 
speech, modes of action and power-effects.' 

By lnter-diskurs ( inter-d iscourse) Link  means: 

the tota l ity of a l l  the d iscourse elements ( . . .  ) that are not specia l  but are 
common to a number of individual  d iscourses. As is shown by the example 
of 'fa irness', particular d iscourse elements migrate as metaphors from a 
specia l i n itial d iscourse - here that of sport - crossing a number of d is
courses (for example those of pol itics, the law, and so on), and as a result 
they become spontaneously fundamenta l ideological concepts of civi l soci
ety. In th is it is supremely important that the inter-d iscourse of civi l society 
is a lso d iscourse in Foucau lt's sense, which means that here, too, ritual ized 
forms of speech, modes of action and power-effects are coupled. 

(Continued) 

23Corresponding discourse analyses are to be found in the journal kultuRRevolution. 

24Highlighting as in the original. See the instructive interviews with ]tirgen Link and 
Siegfried ]ager by Diaz-Bone (2006a, b); also the works of Pecheux (1984, 1995); Link 
(1982, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1999, 201 1); Link and Link-Heer (1990); Parr and Thiele 
(2010); Demirovic (1988); ]ager (2009). 
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(Continued) 

The 'tota l area of the symbol ism of imagery, metaphor, i l l ustrative stereotypes 
and cl iches' constitutes 'the synchronic system of co l lective symbols' (SySyKol l )  

' I  speak of a synchron ic system because a l l  the col lective symbols of a cul
ture (e.g .  football, car, aeroplane, rockets, cancer and so on) generate, not 
ind ividua l ly but a lways i n  concert, partia l  structures of the inter-d iscourse. 
A symptom of this is the basic figu re of journalistic inter-discourse, the so
ca l led "catachresis-meander", accord ing to the mode l :  " the wave of cuts 
into the social welfare system has to be stemmed by stimulating the engine 
of economic growth" . '25 

The term discursive position is suggested for a particu lar re latively coherent 
appl ication of the system of col lective symbols: 

'As an example of this, for us in  West Germany we might cite the cur
rent example of the ecolog ica l movement and the 'Green' Party. S ince 
there have been industria l  societies, there has been an inter-d iscursive 
position that might be described as "Rousseau istic" : in this the industri
a l ist symbols (such as machine, metropolis and so on) have been nega
tively eva luated and set against positively eva luated natura l  symbols. ( . . .  ) 
The opposite d iscu rsive position, which is enthusiastic about concrete, 
machines and rockets, has therefore been put tota l ly on the defensive in  
the  space of a few years . Th i s  sort of  process is of cou rse dependent on 
rea l  developments (ecolog ica l crisis, forest death, and so on), as a result of 
which "d iscu rsive events" appear ( . . .  ); such "d iscu rs ive events strengthen 
or weaken one d iscursive position or another" . '  (a l l  quotations derived 
from Lin k  1 988:  48) 

Processes of publ ic d iscussion are seen as elaborations of inter-d iscursive elements. 

Texts, in the sense of Leontiev's activity theory (Leontiev 19 78), are the 

results of the thinking activities of individuals . Their production is based on 

knowledge acquired in processes of socialization, the particular motives of 

those engaged in linguistic action and the available resources of verbaliza

tion. Discourses are defined by Jager as 'flows of social stocks of knowledge 

25'Die Welle von Einschnitten ins soziale Netz muE durch die Ankurbelung des 
Konjunkturmotors eingedeicht werden. '  
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through time' (Jager 2009 : 158) or, following Link, as 'institutionalized rule

governed modes of speaking, insofar as they are coupled with actions and 

thus exert power effects' (Jurgen Link, cited in Jager 2009: 127) .  

The Procedure of Kritische Diskursanalyse 

Siegfried jager recently proposed the fol lowing steps of ana lysis: 

Presentation and justification of the topic (Discourse th read); 
2 Brief characterization (of the sector) of the d iscourse level; 
3 Identification of the d iscu rsive context and the relevant d iscu rsive events; 
4 Obta in ing the data corpus/development and preparation of the material 

base or the arch ive; 
5 Structu ra l analysis: eva luation of the col lected data materia l  in respect of the 

d iscourse thread to be ana lysed; 
6 Deta i led ana lysis of one or more d iscourse fragments typical of the d iscourse 

position (see the more deta i led ana lytical gu idel ines in jager 201 0: 1 04ff): 

- identification of the institutional framework (medium, genre, motivation etc.) 
- ana lysis of the textual surface (composition, topics and so on) 
- ana lysis of the l ingu istic-rhetorica l devices employed (micro-ana lysis) 
- ana lysis of the textual- ideological statements (conception of humanity, 

understanding of society, etc.) 

7 I nterpretation (systematic overa l l  presentation of the ana lytical steps and 
the d iscourse fragment, message, med ium, goa ls, intended effect, d iscu r
sive context); 

8 Overa l l  ana lysis of the d iscourse th read; 
9 Ana lysis of the tota l d iscourse through synoptic, summarizing-comparative 

ana lysis of d ifferent d iscourse th reads. (lager 2009: 1 72ft; 201 0:  1 04ff) 

Text analysis becomes Discourse Analysis when texts are understood as 

elements in a supra-individual and socio-historical discourse: 

'I characterize these elements as discourse fragments. They are compo
nents or fragments of the discourse threads (= sequences of discourse frag
ments with a common theme), they move at different discourse levels 
(= locations from which speech originates, such as science, politics, the 

---- ----· - - -·-· - -·-·-· · 
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media, everyday affairs etc.) and in their totality constitute the overall 
discourse of a society, which may be imagined as a large seething mass; at 
the same time the discourses (that is, this whole discursive turmoil) con
stitute the particular preconditions for the further course of the whole
society discourse. '  Gager 2009: 1 1 7) 

Discourse structures are explored with reference to the terms 'special discourse' 

or 'interdiscourse', 'discourse thread' and its interweaving, 'discursive event', 

'discursive context', 'discourse level', and principal and subordinate 'themes' 

Gager 2009: 158ff) . The methodological procedure, according to the first ver

sion of Kritische Diskursanalyse, was initially oriented more strongly towards 

linguistic text approaches, but more recently it has placed more emphasis on 

processes of interpretation. In addition, it has been extended with elements of 

a 'dispositive analysis', which aims - beyond the textual level - at the analysis 

of 'concrete' manifestations of discourses. The principal objects of previous 

investigations were analyses of 'racist' use of language as found in interviews 

and media texts. These studies reconstructed the collective symbols used in 

such documents, the meaning fields established, the use of pronouns, the 

function of proverbs and figures of speech, the appearing narrative structures 

and so on Gager, M. 2010; Jager 1992; Jager and Jager 2007) . The aim of inves

tigations of right-wing extremist discourse is to work out: 

'in what form, with what content it appears and with the aid of what 
strategies it is expressed "in the basic social sphere of everyday life" .  
( . . . ) Two of  the things Discourse Analysis i s  concerned with are ques
tioning discourses as to their content and strategies, and determining 
the influence of special discourses on inter-discourse (frequently via the 
media, education, powerful institutions and organizations) in brief, it 
is concerned with making them transparent. ( . . . ) Discourse Analysis is 
concerned with linguistic texts (of all kinds) i .e .  from the outset in their 
relationship to their socio-historical background, by which they are fed 
and which they refer to, or on which, in turn, they have a (greater or 
lesser) influence . '  Gager 1992: 1 2ff) 

2 . 5  Cu ltu ra l ist Disco u rse Research 

By culturalist I mean discourse-oriented perspectives which, unlike the previ

ously described linguistic or, in terms of Marxist ideology, critical uses of the 

term discourse, have developed within traditions of sociological theory (in 

the narrower sense) . This involves a - more or less convenient - collective 
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term for different preoccupations with the social significance of symbolic 

orders . These include approaches which stem from the tradition of the inter

pretative paradigm of sociology and which were formulated there within 

the framework of Symbolic Interactionism (Plummer 1991) - for example by 

Joseph R. Gusfield, Robert Wuthnow or William Gamson. Such perspectives 

proceed on the assumption that, in collective processes of interpretation, 

social actors negotiate definitions of reality and symbolic orders interactively. 

The latter, as a socially stabilized reservoir of knowledge and meaning, are 

always, as historical a priori, given to the actors and their use of signs.26 On 

the other hand I also include here certain proposals of the French sociolo

gist Pierre Bourdieu, who, in spite of his frequent sweeping criticism of the 

'subjectivism' of the interpretative paradigm, has incorporated many of the 

assumptions outlined there into his theory of practice and his analyses of 

(linguistically mediated) symbolic battles . In this respect his special interest 

concerns the analysis of the meaning of language and knowledge in the dis

cussion of the legitimacy of symbolic orders, for example in the application 

of specific classifications in the power struggles of social groups.  Although 

both the approaches and the authors of the interpretative paradigm, as well 

as Pierre Bourdieu's ideas, have hitherto seemed comparatively marginal in 

discourse research, they are of particular interest to social science analyses of 

discourse, since they stress the behaviour of social actors and the significance 

of public conflicts of definition. By virtue of the prominence they give to the 

active and interpretative achievements of social actors in the creation, (re) 

production and transformation of symbolic orders in discourse, the propo

nents of Culturalist Discourse Research again distinguish themselves from the 

Discourse Theories that we shall present in section 2.6 belowY 

Pierre Bou rd ieu :  Li ngu istic usage as a Symbol ic Strugg le  

The sociologist Pierre Bourdieu in his 'Theory of  Practice' has suggested a 

number of basic concepts of sociological analysis that are important for a 

social science approach to discourse research. Apart from his view of human 

26See Plummer (199 1), Keller (2009), Berger and Luckmann (1975 [1966]), Geertz 
(19 73), Keller (200Sa, 20l la,b) . Some elements of this branch of Culturalist Discourse 
Research have influenced more recent research undertakings in Discourse Analysis 
that link them to Foucauldian discourse theory (see Chapter 2 . 7) .  

27Cultural Studies mediates between these approaches. 
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speaking, these include the concepts of habitus, types of capital, social space 

and life-styles, and social fields (see Grenfell 2008) . 'Habitus' he characterizes 

as an incorporated system of perceptual, cognitive and performative sche

mata which individuals construct in the process of socialization. The spe

cific and socio-structurally shaped dispositive structure of habitus depends 

on the social field and the position in social space, that is to say in discover

able institutional conditions, capital structures and symbolic orders, in the 

context of which the habitus of an individual is formed. Specific composi

tions of capital availability - covering economic, social and cultural capital 

and the means of their deployment are linked to such positions. 'Symbolic 

capital' frequently denotes the form of other capitals that is publicly recog

nized as legitimate . The habitus structures the action and linguistic practice 

of individuals and thus the (re)production of symbolic orders : 

'Every practice implies cognitive operations, mobilizes mental represen
tations and, thereby, structuring and organizing schemata of what is 
and what must be done. Social practice, as Bourdieu insists, is a classify
ing practice, a practice that is ordered and structured through systems 
of classification. Perception is guided by means of ideas of order which 
prescribe not only how the world is seen, but also what can be perceived 
at all to which our attention is directed.' (Krais 1993:  211 )  

Language use a s  the practice of  speaking and writing i s  therefore in one respect 

coloured by the acquired habitus. Every statement is a contribution - a mani

festation or a transformation - to a specific symbolic order, within which 

it acquires its meaning.28 The social value of statements, however, is always 

dependent on its institutional location, or its social position within a field 

from which it is formulated. This position regulates both the possibilities of 

production and the different forms of reception of statements: 

'The field keeps speaker-positions ready which can be assumed by peo
ple who are authorized by the field. One group may control discourses 
in the field in which it controls the occupation of such positions.  The 
authority of a speaker, his symbolic capital, is a derived capital, which 
( . . . ) is produced in the field and is accumulated by an institution or 
group. Authority is obtained by a particular speaker because he emerges 
as the legitimate speaker for a group or institution for which he is a del
egate. ( . . .  ) In order for the symbolic capital to function as a potential, 

28Bourdieu (1984: 486) speaks of a 'universe of discourse' (see Chapter 2 . 1 ) .  
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i .e .  in order that recognition may be given to the legitimate speaker, 
the discourse must take place in a legitimate speaking situation (it must 
be addressed in the right place, at the right time, to the right listener) 
and it must follow the correct form (figures of speech, forms of address, 
linguistic style and so on) . '  (Diaz-Bone 2008: SSf) 

In his social theory Bourdieu finally stresses the significance of social strug

gles concerning the implementation of legitimate symbolic orders or rep

resentations of reality. The social classes, in the framework of the different 

social fields, are entangled in classification struggles. The power of legiti

mate naming and interpretation of the world's 'real' reality is not entirely, 

but nonetheless essentially, concentrated in the state and its organs, but is 

constantly challenged by collective social actors. Cultural disagreements, 

such as those concerning 'legitimate taste', are classification struggles 

of different social groups .  In this process every piece of linguistic usage 

is a contribution in the struggle for interpretative power, a stabilization 

or questioning of relationships of symbolic dominance (Bourdieu 1 984, 

1990a,b, 1 992) .29 As an example Pierre Bourdieu and Luc Boltanski showed 

this in an (experimentally enhanced) text that first appeared in 1 9 76 and 

was recently reissued, for the 'Production of Dominant Ideology' . In this 

classic work of (ideologically) critical Discourse Analysis, Bourdieu and 

Boltanski present an encyclopaedia of 'dominant principles' composed of 

citations and analyze, for example, the meaning-structuring differences 

between 'earlier times'  and 'today', the role of evolutionary assumptions, 

and more besides .  Apart from this early and explicit concern with a type 

of discourse, in Bourdieu's other 'scattered' treatments of the relation

ship between linguistic practice and symbolic orders no particular value is 

attached to the term discourse. They may, however, be invoked as a basis 

of approaches in Discourse Analysis and discourse theory, on the one hand 

because they examine the occasional neglect, found in Discourse Analysis, 

of the social circumstances of the communicative situation. On the other 

hand, such a Bourdieusian perspective confronts certain approaches to 

discourse theory, which (only) focus on semantic-symbolic structuring, 

with the challenge that they should investigate concrete discourse 

29Bourdieu has been repeatedly concerned with processes of classification (in schools, 
universities, at the level of judgements of taste, and more besides), but, with the excep
tion of Bourdieu and Boltanski (2008), he has never presented any systematic analyses 
of the structures and sequencing of discourses. His references to the dominance and 
ordering functions of language are predominantly formulated as theoretical proposals . 
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practices and their institutional embedding in order to fully account for 

discourse phenomena.3° For this more recent examples are to be found in 

the historical sciences (see text box) 

Roger Chartier: Perspectives of an historical 
Discourse Analysis, based on Emile Durkheim, 

Marcel Mauss, Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu 

'Th is book ( . . .  ) wi l l ,  in the fi rst place, demonstrate how - at d ifferent times 
and in d ifferent places - an  h istorica l rea l ity became tangib le, th inkable, 
leg ible .  This can on ly be done i n  a number of steps. F i rstly we are con
cerned with the class ifications, d ivisions and separations that underl ie our 
knowledge of the socia l  world as categorical forms of the observation and 
assessment of real ity. They are based on the fixed and independent pred is
positions of the g roup in question, and they vary accord ing to socia l  level 
or  i ntel lectua l  environment. These inbu i lt intel lectua l  schemata produce 
those configurations by virtue of which the present can acqu i re mean ing, 

the alter may become i nte l l ig ib le and space recogn izable. ( . . .  ) And so in 
every case it means relating tal k  to the attitude of the one who is ta l king .  
( . . .  ) My work a ims at the manner in  which e l ites (of very d ifferent types 
chu rchmen, publ ic  servants, en l ightened "notables", social scientists) 
understood and revealed a portion  of rea l ity in which they l ived . ( . . .  ) The 
representations that we are ta l king of here a re always in com petitive situ
ations in which it is a question of power and domination.  The strugg les 

in the area of these representations are no less important than economic 
battles, if one wishes to understand the mechanisms by means of which 
one group imposes or seeks to impose its view of the socia l  world, its val
ues and its domination .  Those who are concerned with confl icts of classifi
cation and selection do not d istance themselves, as a shortsighted view of 

30In this respect Bourdieu's approach complements Foucault's discourse theory. Rainer 
Diaz-Bone (2008), in his 'discourse theoretical extension of Bourdieu's distinction the
ory', is aiming at striking a balance between the approaches of Bourdieu and Foucault. 
Using the examples of the musical genres 'Heavy metal' and 'Techno', he shows that 
Bourdieu's theory of 'fine distinctions' requires supplementation in discourse theory, 
since it will otherwise be unclear from where individuals are invoking the classifications, 
knowledge, and evaluative schemata that they use in linguistic and behavioural practice. 
In the context of the critique of Bourdieu, which has meanwhile appeared very powerful 
in France, accusing him of a very restricted understanding of social mechanisms, former 
disciples of Bourdieu, such as Bemard Lahire, are suggesting the use of Foucault's theo
retical concepts to enlarge horizons, rather than Bourdieu's 'reductionism'. 
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history maintained for many years, from the socia l  d imension, but are able, 
conversely, to set up combat zones which are the more decisive, the less 
materia l ly tangib le they are. '  (Chartier 1 992: 1 1  f; see also Chartier 1 989) 

Wil l iam A. Gamson : Frame-Ana lysis of Pub l ic Discourse 

As a representative of the interpretative paradigm William A. Gamson and 

his associates made suggestions in the 1980s for the analysis of processes 

of public discussion - for example about affirmative action (Gamson and 

Modigliani 1987) or nuclear energy (Gamson and Modigliani 1989) - as dis

courses.31 What is specific to this approach is the linking of qualitative text 

analyses with a quantifying analysis of large corpora of data taken from arti

cles in the print media. Pictorial representations (such as cartoons) are also 

investigated. Gamson developed frame analysis - as he calls his approach, 

following Erving Goffman (1974) - in the context of symbolic-interactionist 

research into the processes of mobilization in social movements .  Movements 

of this sort are bound up with theme-specific interpretative battles about the 

appropriate interpretation of socio-political problems.  In movement research, 

a link was made in the mid-1980s with Goffman's term 'frame analysis', to 

investigate processes of the mobilization of agreement through the use of 

specific interpretative strategies. Movement actors (and others), in public dis

cussions of difficult issues, construct their interpretations of problems with 

the strategic intention of achieving the largest possible public resonance, 

and presenting themselves as legitimate and responsible actors and provid

ers of solutions to problems (Gerhards 1992) .  For example, a reference to the 

risk of nuclear power stations becoming military targets in the event of war 

may serve to create a bond between the anti-nuclear and peace movements. 

Gamson views public debates that are documented in the print media as 

manifestations of the interpretative conflicts mentioned above. In this sense 

the media may be seen as a central area for the social construction of reality. 

Gamson's suggestion is aimed at the mass analysis of extensive quanti

ties of data. For this, two methodological steps are necessary: first, there is a 

31The concept of 'frame' oscillates between an interpretative paradigm and cognitive 
anthropology. See Gamson and Lasch 1983, Gamson (1988a), Gamson et al. (1992), 
Gamson and Stuart (1992), Donati (20 1 1) as an extended discussion; Gee (1999) and 
Ziem (2008) on a more recent cognition-oriented reception in linguistics . Whether, as 
frequently postulated, Goffman's concept of frame is compatible with that of cogni
tive anthropology is a matter of doubt. 
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qualitative microanalysis of individual texts or pictures .  These are understood 

as components of a discourse that is identifiable according to thematic crite

ria, and in the first interpretative process they are analyzed with regard to their 

most important meaning-bearing constituents .  The most important compo

nents of the meaning of a discourse - such as metaphors or 'catch phrases' 

are bundled into meaning 'packages' .  Such packages have a specific internal 

structure. The point of departure is therefore that every package always has at 

its core a central meaning pattern or 'frame' - for example an idea of 'nature' 

as a 'complex clock like mechanism' (Donati 201 1 :  159) - 'The frame suggests 

what the issue is about' (Gamson 1988b: 1 65) .  Then a distinction can be made 

between 'reasoning devices' and 'framing devices', (for example, metaphors 

or condensing symbols), which are used for the linguistic-symbolic materiali

zation of the frame. Finally, 'packages' are given a 'storyline' or 'scenario', by 

means of which they integrate new events over the course of time. 

As a second step, after the various typical components of a 'package' have 

been reconstructed in a qualitative analysis of sample texts, a coding scheme 

is developed from this for the processing of larger quantities of data. Here the 

occurrence of specific elements of argument and meaning, in a text that is to 

be coded, counts as an index for the occurrence of the particular 'package' 

from which it comes. Discourse positions, therefore, do not always have to be 

reproduced in full. There is an underlying assumption that the occurrence of 

specific package-elements in a text (such as an image or a metaphor) elicit the 

manifestation of the relevant meaning framework and thus of the whole pack

age in the mind of every recipient. Nevertheless nothing is said here about 

the position of the recipient - for example, agreement or rejection. With the 

help of the coding schemata developed in this way, large quantities of text may 

be investigated in respect of the occurrence of the reconstructed 'packages' . 

The approach of Gamson and others is particularly suited to the analysis of the 

progress of topics in the mass media, and in the 1990s it inspired discourse

oriented research in Germany, or investigations of political debates on envi

ronmental matters, processes of mobilization in social movements, or public 

controversy concerning abortion, and many more besides; in connection with 

this, specific modifications and further developments were undertaken.32 

3ZQn waste issues see Keller (1998); on climate change Viehover (2010); on Chernobyl 
media-reporting Poferl (1997); on social movements, processes of mobilization Gerhards 
(1992), on public debates on abortion Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards and Rucht (2002), 
and on the genome debate Gerhards and Schafer (2006) . 
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I n  their study of publ ic d iscourse on atomic energy Gamson and Modig l ian i  
(1 989) fi rst reconstruct the d ifferent mutua l ly competing partia l  d iscourses, 
with the a im of producing a grid of the symbol ic and rhetorical means that 
are employed . This g rid serves to determine the representation in  the media of 
these typified d iscourses in  the context of a broad sample from (print) media 
texts over the past 30 years. There is a lso an investigation of what representa
tions and interpretations of the topic 'atomic energy' (such as 'p laying with 
fi re' or as a 'guarantee of progress') occur in the newspaper texts and with 
what frequency. Further research interests look at how and why particu lar car
rier g roups - so-ca l led 'sponsors' - support discourses, and what traces are left 
in everyday l ife by d iscourses transmitted via the media .  

joseph R. Gusfie ld : The Cultu re of Publ ic Problems 

Since about the middle of the 1960s, representatives of Symbolic 

Interactionism such as Howard Becker or Joseph Gusfield have been con

cerned with the collective public definition of social problems and deviant 

behaviour. In his analyses of the social construction of public representa

tions of alcohol problems that are primarily devoted to the role of science 

and law and the relationship between public discourses and individual 

modes of behaviour, Gusfield has developed a conceptual approach con

taining many elements of a discourse analytical perspective (Gusfield 1981 ,  

1996) .  Using ethnographic and text-interpretative methods, he  builds on 

the works of Berger and Luckmann (1975  [1966] )  and Kenneth Burke (e.g. 

Burke 1945) . 33 Gusfield investigates the course of controversial public defi

nitions of problems in respect of their concrete material aspects (what insti

tutions, with what methods and consequences), at their semantic-symbolic 

level, the various actors caught up in conflicts, and the linguistic, argumen

tation and visualization strategies that are used. In this he emphasizes the 

power to constitute reality established by the symbolic orders produced 

and their function in excluding other interpretations. Public discourses are 

33Burke developed important elements of a theory of the human use of symbols in 
action and language; he emphasizes the meaning of symbolic orders for individuals' 
definitions of the situation. Gusfield (1989) discusses the relationships of the work of 
Burke to Charles W. Mills, Erving Goffmann, Alfred Schutz, Michel Foucault, Antonio 
Gramsci and others. 
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considered as areas of reality sui generis . Their social function is located in 

ritualistically recalling and performing the fundamental possibility for the 

existence of symbolic and thereby also social order. 34 A good illustration of 

this perspective can be found in his investigation of the public discourse on 

'drunken driving' .  This deals with the manner in which a social phenom

enon - driving under the influence of alcohol - becomes a public problem 

and in the process undergoes a specific interpretation, to which particular 

institutional and material consequences are attached. Without the term 

'discourse' actually appearing - Gusfield speaks of the 'culture of public 

problems' - essential aspects of a discourse-analytical perspective become 

clear (see text box) . 

Joseph Gusfield: 'The culture of public problems: 
drinking driving and the moral order' 

' I n  ana lyzing the pub l ic  character of a problem it is vita l to recogn ize 
aga in the m u ltip le  poss ib i l ities of reso l ution .  Who and what institu
tion ga ins or  is g iven the respons ib i l ity for "doing someth ing" about 
the issue? As phenomena a re open to various modes of conceptua l 
izi ng them as problems, so too the i r  pub l ic  character is open to various 
means of conceiving  their reso l ution .  ( . . .  ) The problem of respons ib i l ity 
has both a cu ltu ra l  and a structu ra l d imens ion .  At the cu ltura l  level it 
imp l ies a way of see ing phenomena.  F ix ing respons ib i l ity for prevent
ing accidents by l aws aga inst d ri n king-d rivi ng  i nvolves seei ng d ri n king
d riving  as a choice by a wi lfu l person .  See ing it as a med ical p roblem 
i nvolves an  attribution of com pu ls ion and i l l ness. At a structu ra l level, 
however, fix ing responsib i l i ty imp l ies d ifferent institutions and d ifferent 
personne l  who are charged with ob l igations and opportu nities to attack 
the problem.  Here, too, change from one set of causal defi n it ions, of 
cogn itive conceptua l izations, to another carries imp l ications for institu
tions. ( . . .  ) Ana lyzi ng pub l ic  problems as structu red means fi nd ing the 
conceptua l  and institutiona l  orderl i ness i n  which they emerge i n  the 
pub l ic  a rena .  The pub l ic  a rena is not a f ie ld on which a l l  can p lay on 
equa l  terms; some have greater access than others and g reater power 

34As far as I know Gusfield never developed his approach into a systematic procedure 
for discourse research. 
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and ab i l ity to shape the defi n it ion of pub l ic  issues. ( . . .  ) The social con
struction of  pub l ic  problems im pl ies a h istorica l d imension .  The same 
"objective" cond ition may be defined as a problem i n  one time period, 
not i n  another. ( . . .  ) Structu re is process frozen i n  time as orderl i ness. lt 
is a conceptua l  tool with which to try to make that process understand
ab le .  What is i mportant to my thought here is that a l l  is not situationa l ;  
ideas and events are contai ned i n  an imprecise and changing conta iner. '  
(Gusfie ld 1 98 1 : 5ff) 

Robert Wuthnow: The Ana lysis of Commun ities of Discourse 

Robert Wuthnow ( 1989) employs the term discourse in his investigation of 

the relationship between ideas or ideologies and social change, using the 

examples of the rise of Protestantism, the Enlightenment or the develop

ment of European socialism in the nineteenth century. In this he develops 

a conceptual grid, with which it is possible to analyse how social groups 

become the carriers of particular ideas, how they articulate and dissemi

nate them, which ideas are successful (i .e .  capable of resonance) in this 

process, how they are institutionalized, and what social consequences this 

has. As a concept the term discourse is used here in a rather everyday 

linguistic form. It designates the linguistic actions and positions of social 

actors (for example, the discourse of the Reformers), who in turn form 

discourse communities :  

'Discourse subsumes the written as  well as  the verbal, the formal as  well 
as the informal, the gestura! or ritual as well as the conceptual. It occurs, 
however, within communities in the broadest sense of the word: com
munities of competing producers, of interpreters and critics, of audi
ences and consumers, and of patrons and other significant actors who 
become the subjects of discourse itself. It is only in these concrete liv
ing and breathing communities that discourse becomes meaningful. '  
(Wuthnow 1989:  16) 

Wuthnow distinguishes several levels of focus in a corresponding anal

ysis of discourse: the general contextual conditions of a whole society, 

and more situational, organizational or institutional contexts and action 

sequences within these concrete contexts . The process of the articulation 

of positions may be further differentiated into the dimensions of the pro

duction and dissemination of ideas, the selection of specific textual and 

-- -- --- - -----
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linguistic genres, and finally the institutionalization of these elements. 

The term discursive field refers to : 

'a symbolic space or structure within the ideology itself. In the ideolo
gies to be considered here a relatively simple discursive field defined by 
some fundamental opposition of binary concepts is often evident, but 
more complex discursive structures are sometimes evident as well . In 
Luther's discourse a recurrent theme consists of the opposition between 
the received authority of the church on the one hand and the authority 
of the Word of God on the other hand. The received authority of the 
church was a matter of coercion, of chains and imprisonment ( . . .  ) , part 
of "Satan's plan" .  ( . . . ) The Word of God, in contrast, offered freedom, 
liberty. ( . . .  ) These oppositions define a basic polarity that gives structure 
and organization to Luther's reforming ideology. Many of his observa
tions about specific social or theological issues are mapped onto this 
basic discursive field. They give it objectivity; it in turn organizes the 
relations among them, thereby shaping the manner in which they are 
interpreted. A discursive field of this kind provides the fundamental 
categories in which thinking can take place. It establishes the limits of 
discussion and defines the range of problems that can be addressed' . 
(Wuthnow 1989:  13) 

2 . 6 .  Discourse Theories 

Under the heading of Discourse Theories, we will now consider three dis

course perspectives that have developed within, or in response to, French 

Post-structuralism (see Chapter 2 . 1 ) .  We shall first be concerned with the 

French philosopher Michel Foucault, whose work has probably made a 

greater contribution to the popularity of the term discourse than that of any 

other writer. Following this there will be an explanation of the post-Marxist 

discourse theory of Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau that developed in 

the context of political science. Finally there will be a brief discussion of 

the significance of the concept of discourse in Cultural Studies, Research in 

Women's and Gender Studies, and Post-colonialism. 

M ichel  Foucau lt 

The current boom in the concept of discourse is largely a result of the work 

of Michel Foucault in the 1960s and 19 70s. As a philosopher interested 

in history, Foucault was able, in an influential fashion, to formulate new 
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questions and procedures in subject areas related to historical studies. In 

this he concerned himself with such phenomena as mental illness, penal 

procedures, the origin and growth of the academic disciplines of psychol

ogy, law or medicine, the development of sexuality-related ethical and 

moral values, and the genealogy of modern conceptions of 'the subject'

the main idea underlying all his work. In such books as L'ordre du discours 

(Orders of Discourse, published in 1971 ,  translated in 1 9 72 as The Discourse 

on Language and included in Foucault 2010) and L'archeologie du savoir, 

published in 1 969 (The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault 2010) and in 

many essays (e.g. Foucault 199 1a, b) there are basic ideas for his theory and 

empirical studies of discourses .35 

The far-reaching influence that emanates from Foucault's work is due not 

so much - and perhaps not even primarily - to his theoretical and meth

odological writings as to his impressive material analyses. The latter include 

his investigation of the history of madness and civilization (Foucault 1988a; 

French original, 1961) ,  of the medical gaze (in The Birth of the Clinic; 1994 

[1963]), of the the ways in which societies discipline and punish (Foucault 

1977a, [1975] ) ,  or the history of sexuality (vols 1, 2 and 3, Foucault 1988-1990 

[1976, 1984, 1 984] ) ,  where he was looking at sexuality and technologies or 

ethics of self-discipline. Through these he directs the understanding of dis

courses to the academic disciplines, humanities, psychology, law, medicine, 

philosophy and religion as the locations or institutions within which dis

courses arise, where they are rooted and develop. Foucault does not approach 

his research objects as obviously given ahistorical data. He embraces, rather, 

a sociology of knowledge and constructivist perspective on them: he regards 

them as contingent phenomena that owe their existence to different config

urations of knowledge and practice. In other words, they are constituted on 

the one hand in the medium of knowledge and on the other hand as social 

practices. There is, for example, no ahistorical essential quality of madness, 

but historically different forms of knowledge and practices for dealing with 

it which determine such qualities and which change over the course of time. 

'Madness' only 'exists' in a historically contingent form. 

35See also the complete edition of his various 'Speeches and Writings' (Foucault 2001 ,  
2002, 2003, 2005) . The presentation which follows takes up those aspects of  his work 
that are significant for discourse theory and research. 
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Writing Foucault - some references 

There are many i ntroductions i nto the work of Michel  Foucau lt. See, for exam
ple, Danaher, Sch i rato and Webb (2000), Dreyfus and Rabinow (1 982), Deleuze 
(1 988), Smart (2002), Kenda l l  and Wickham (1 999), Bub l itz (1 999), Eribon 
(1 992), Burchel l ,  Gordon and M i l ler ( 1 991  ), Fox (1 998), Kel ler (2008) . More 
recent d iscussions of Foucau lt's perspectives may be found in Kel ler, H i rseland, 
Schneider and Vieh6ver (2005, 201 0, 201 1 ,201 2), Bubl itz, Buhrmann, Hanke 
and Seier (1 999), Kel ler (2005a), Eder (2006), Buhrmann et a l .  (2007), and 
a lso in  the Introductory Literature cited above (Chapter 2 .1  ) ,  i n  the context of 
Linguistic and Historical Conceptions of Discourse, and Kritische Diskursanalyse. 

Current investigations in the area of 'Governmental ity Studies' are also sig
n ificant (Dean 1 999; Brockl i ng, Krasmann and Lemke 2000; Brockl ing 2007; 
Rose, O'Mal ley, and Valverde 2009). Foucault's views were and are important 
for d iscussions with in  femin ism and for the debate in  Post-co lonia l ism (Mi l ls 
2004; Hark 201 1 ) .  

Ana lyses of  d iscourse that are primari ly l i nked to the work of  Foucault  have 
more recently been produced, among others, by Anne Waldschmidt (1 996, 
201 0) on the 'Subject of Human Genetics', Sabine Maasen ( 1 998, 201 0) with 
her 'Genealogy of I m mora l ity', the working g roup of Hannelore Bub l itz (1 998, 

Bubl i tz, Hanke and Seier 2000), with thei r i nvestigation i nto representations of 
gender in  d iscourses on cu lture at the end of the 1 9th/beg inn ing of the twen
tieth century, the h istorian j u rgen Martschukat (2000) on the death penalty in 
the e ighteenth and n ineteenth centuries or the h istorian Ph i l ipp Sarasin with 

his 'H istory of the Body' (Saras in 2001 ), by pol itical scientists Maarten Hajer 
(1 995) on 'acid rain '  and Herbert Gottweis (1 998) on the 'Govern ing of 
Molecu les' .  Social discussions of the environment, with an orientation towards 
Foucau lt, a lso became the subject of d iscourse ana lyses (e.g .  Darier 1 999). 

In the various stages of his work Foucault made differently accented proposals 

for a theory and methodology of historical research that were concerned with 

the concept of discourse. The first phase was marked by a more structuralist 

orientation; its principal works may be seen as the 1966 study on the Les mats 

et les chases (The Order of Things, Foucault 1991c) and then the aforementioned 

L'Archealagie du savair (The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault 2010) from the 

year 1969, where he was concerned retrospectively to develop a conceptual 

framework for analyses of discourse. A first approach to this perspective was 

suggested in the work programme that was formulated in Les mats et les chases: 
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'What I wished to do was to present, side by side, a definite number of 
elements: the knowledge of living beings, the knowledge of the laws of 
language, and the knowledge of economic facts, and to relate them to the 
philosophical discourse that was contemporary with them during a period 
extending from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century. ( . . . ) Frontiers 
are redrawn and things usually far apart are brought closer, and vice versa: 
instead of relating the biological taxonomies to other knowledge of the 
living being (the theory of germination, or the physiology of animal move
ment, or the statics of plants), I have compared them with what might have 
been said at the same time about linguistic signs, the formation of general 
ideas, the language of action, the hierarchy of needs, and the exchange of 
goods.' (Foucault 1991c [1966] : x) 

Foucault then asks what basic structure, what 'episteme', underlies the widely 

different scientific classification processes in specific historical ages. Different 

eras can then be precisely described in terms of the principles by which they 

order worldly matters - principles transcending, by and large, the borders of 

particular disciplines. Here Foucault is proceeding from observable regulari

ties in (particularly scientific) texts to an underlying rule-governed structure, a 

code. Foucault characterizes his mode of procedure in this phase as 'archaeol

ogy' : he excavates the orders of knowledge of past ages, without expressing an 

opinion on their truth and meaning content. He rejects historical procedures 

which are geared to class interests or the whims of individual subjects (for 

example, 'scientific geniuses'), or which trace, from a hermeneutic perspective, 

the intentions of authors of past works. 36 Analytical description should take the 

place of such approaches to history, arguing in terms of succession in time but 

not in terms of causally sequential circumstances. In the sense of quantitative 

or serial history it is a matter of investigating what was 'actually' said, i .e. it is a 

matter of describing and analyzing the material existence of discourses in the 

shape of definite speech acts. The term 'discourse' - in Foucault's opinion 

characterizes a quantity of dispersed statements which appear in different 

36The oft-quoted criticism of a 'Hermeneutics of Suspicion' - a  term from Paul Ric�ur, 
directed towards Marxism and psychoanalysis - is related to the rejection of the whole
sale subordination of particular determining factors that are behind statements (for 
example in the sense of the Marxist Basis-Oberbau assumption) . Of course the descrip
tion of regularities also depends on processes of meaning and understanding that are 
only intelligible as hermeneutic interpretation. Kendall and Wickham (1999) stress 
Foucault's affinity to ethnomethodology. The programme of 'archaeology' is to be 
understood against the background of 'serial history', i.e. a kind of historical writing 
that investigates large data corpora - e.g. trade statistics, costs of foodstuffs - for dif
ferent historical periods and looks for patterns or relationships (Chartier 1989, 1992) . 
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places, which have been formed according to the same pattern or rule-system 

and which can therefore be attributed to one and the same discourse and con

stitute its objects. The task of the discourse analyst is then the reconstruction 

of this rule system; in this way it is possible to account for the fact that state

ments belong to a discourse which was initially only hypothetical: 

'Whenever one can describe, between a number of statements, such a 
system of dispersion, whenever, between objects, types of statement, 
concepts, or thematic choices, one can define a regularity ( . . .  ), we will say, 
for the sake of convenience, that we are dealing with a discursive forma
tion ( . . .  ). The conditions to which the elements of this division (objects, 
modes of statement, concepts, thematic choices) are subjected we shall 
call the rules of formation. The rules of formation are conditions of exist
ence ( . . .  ) in a given discursive division. '  (Foucault 2010 [1969] : 38) 

Foucault's interest in such rule-systems is not related to linguistic-grammatical 

patterns of language use but on the one hand to the semantic level of mean

ings or the rules of meaning creation, and on the other hand to institutionally 

embedded stabilized practices of discourse production. Discourse Analysis 

aims at the reconstruction of the institutionally-practical and symbolically

semantic scarcity mechanisms which lead to the occurrence of specific state

ments in particular places .  Not everything which might be said is actually; 

and not everything can be said everywhere. The fact is that it is always only 

one specific type of statement (enonces) that can appear and no other. This 

may be explained by the rules we have mentioned, which Foucault calls 

'rules of formation' . They structure what statements may appear at a particu

lar moment in history at a particular place. These kinds of discursive forma

tions in the sense of his sociology of knowledge perspective, do not refer to 

the object-related description of extra-discursive objects . The fact is, rather, 

that they produce them. Archaeology is: 

'a  task that consists of not - no longer - treating discourses as groups of 
signs (signifying elements referring to contents or representations) but 
as practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak. ' 
(Foucault 2010 [1969] : 49) 

In archaeology the main interest is in the 
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'project of a pure description of discursive events as the horizon for the 
search for the unities that form within it. This description is easily dis
tinguishable from an analysis of the language. Of course, a linguistic 
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system can be established ( . . .  ) only by using a corpus of statements, or 
a collection of discursive facts; but we must then define, on the basis 
of this grouping, which has value as a sample, rules that may make 
it possible to construct other statements than these ( . . .  ) .  The field of 
discursive events, on the other hand, is a grouping that is always finite 
and limited at any moment to the linguistic sequences that have been 
formulated; they may be innumerable, they may, in sheer size, exceed 
the capacities of recording, memory, or reading: nevertheless they form 
a finite grouping. The question posed by language analysis of some dis
cursive fact or other is always: according to what rules has a particular 
statement been made, and consequently according to what rules could 
other similar statements be made? The description of the events of dis
course poses a quite different question: how is it that one particular 
statement appeared rather than another? ( . . .  ) we must grasp the state
ment in the exact specificity of its occurrence; determine its conditions 
of existence, fix at least its limits, establish its correlations with other 
statements that may be connected with it, and show what other forms 
of statement it excludes . '  (Foucault 2010 [1969] : 27-28) 

Foucault distinguishes four basic dimensions in discourses which may be 

analyzed with regard to their formation rules (Foucault 2010:  40ff) : 

- The formation of the objects of a d iscourse can be discovered th rough the fol

lowing (and s imi lar) questions: according to what ru les are the objects formed 

which the d iscourses are ta l king about? What scientific d iscip l ines played a ro le 

in th is? What patterns of classifications are involved? 

- The formation of enunciative modalities points to questions such as: who is 

the leg itimate speaker, or from what institutional  location and subject-position 

is the d iscourse object being spoken about? H ow do the various forms of 

statement - such as statistics, narrative, experi ment and so on - re late to 

each other? 

- The formation of concepts refers to questions about the ru les that underl ie 

the particu lar  statements :  for example, how are the textua l  e lements bound 

together? What rhetorical schemata are be ing employed? How are arguments 

constructed? How is the statement located i n  the framework of other texts 

for example, through the mode of citation? How are quantitative statements 

translated into qua l itative statements? 

- The formation of strategies aims at the externa l  references of a d iscourse: what 

are the themes and theories of the d iscourse? How do they relate to other d is

courses? To what extent do they c la im to provide better solutions to problems 

than others? What is the function of a d iscourse in  non-discursive practices?' 
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From the example of the formation rules it becomes clear how Foucault ima

gines the operation of archaeological Discourse Analysis : as the fundamen

tal analysis and reconstruction of different levels of production that can be 

attributed to a statement. It is also clear - for example in the references to the 

institutional locations that are spoken about, or to professions such as that of 

a doctor who is authorized to make particular statements, and so on - that 

Foucault is in no sense looking only at an abstract and somehow 'free floating 

level' of a text. It is rather the case that with the 'archaeology' he is outlining 

a comprehensive social science research programme that aims not only at the 

analysis of statement-contexts but precisely at the social production and order 

of practices, objects, people, ideas: in brief, the overall contexts of reality: 
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'If, in clinical discourse, the doctor is in turn the sovereign, direct ques
tioner, the observing eye, the touching finger, the organ that deciphers 
signs, the point at which previously formulated descriptions are inte
grated, the laboratory technician, it is because a whole group of relations is 
involved. Relations between the hospital space as a place of assistance, of 
purified, systematic observation, and of partially proved, partially experi
mental therapeutics, and a whole group of perceptual codes of the human 
body ( . . .  ) Understood as a renewal of points of view, contents, the forms 
and even the style of description, the use of inductive or probabilistic 
reasoning, types of attribution of causality, in short, as a renewal of the 
modalities of enunciation, clinical medicine must not be regarded as the 
result of a new technique of observation. ( . . .  ) but as the establishment of 
a relation, in medical discourse, between a number of distinct elements, 
some of which concerned the status of doctors, others the institutional 
and technical site from which they spoke, others their position as subjects 
perceiving, observing, describing, teaching, etc.' (Foucault 2010 [1969] : 53) 

Advice for Sociological Procedure fol lowing Foucault 

According to Kendal l  and Wickham (1 999), a Foucau ldian perspective impl icates: 

An orientation of search to conti ngencies instead of cause-effect chains (an 
h istorical event is not necessary, but rather a poss ib le resu lt of a series of 
complex relationsh ips between other  events) 

2 Not to make use of pol itica l arguments or 'second order judgments' .  
Meaning, introduced reasons that are adopted too easily and unquestion
ing ly (e.g .  the effect of class i nterests or general socia l  structu res that l ie 
beh ind phenomena and determine them) 

----- -- --·-
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3 A problem and topic-oriented procedure in the framework of archaeology 
and genealogy. This procedure should be conducted in a non-interpretative 
way; it is a question of the description of observable regu larities, not of the 
search for deep structu res of sign ificance. The concentration on statements 
replaces a concentration on authors.  (Kenda l l  and Wickham 1 999:  Sff) 

Procedures in Archaeology 

There are various proposa ls for conducting Foucau ld ian archaeological 
research . Accord ing to Foucault archaeology describes d iscourses 'as practices 
specified in the element of the arch ive' (Foucau lt  201 0 :  1 3 1 ) .  The arch ive is 
'the genera l  system of the formation and transformation of statements' ( ibid . :  
1 30) or 'the law of what can b e  said, the system that governs the appearance 
of statements as un ique events' ( ib id:  1 29). Kenda l l  and Wickham (1 999: 26ft) 
mention seven goals of archaeology: 

a cartographic description of the relations between what can be said and 
what can be seen 

2 the ana lysis of relations between statements 
3 the formulation of rules for the use of statements 
4 the analysis of the positions between speakers with reference to the statements 
5 the description of the 'surfaces of emergence' as the p laces in which objects 

are referred to and dealt with 
6 the description of institutions with authority which define borders for discur

sive objects 
7 the descriptions of 'forms of specification', i .e .  the manner i n  which phe

nomena are u nderstood and p laced in  re lation to other phenomena. 

Maingueneau (1 991 ) names four  features of archaeologica l  Discourse Analysis :  

Archaeological Discourse Ana lysis ' investigates fi rstly the place of the state
ment, which means the h istorical ly, socia l ly and cultu ra l ly determined start
ing point (not: orig in) of a series of s imi lar  statements. This is the place of 
legitim ized speaking, the p lace of at least some kind of institutional ization 
and thus the p lace of power. This is also a place that the subject m ust adopt 
if, with in  the framework of a discourse, it wishes to say something that wi l l  
count a s  true ( . . .  ) 

2 Second ly, Discourse Ana lysis documents the registration, i . e .  the statement 
as a repetition of s imi lar  statements. By virtue of this un iform ity interrelated 
statements generate a classification scheme or discursive regu larities, and 
accord ing to th is  pattern statements are generated with i n  the field of this 
d iscourse. ( . . .  ) 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

3 Th i rd ly, D iscou rse Ana lysis enqu i res ( . . . ) about the boundaries and 
the interdiscourse, i . e .  the defi n i ng  of  boundaries, the proh ib it ions of 

what may be sa id,  and  the connections and  m ed iation  e lements to other  
d iscourses. ( . . .  ) 

4 Fourth ly, these th ree e lements constitute, fi na l ly, the archive, i . e .  the pos

s ib le  and in fact, com pared to a l l  possib le  sentences about an  object, 
a lways ' ra re' statements which a re stored i n  the texts of a d iscu rsive 
trad it ion, and which legit im ize a particu la r  present (repeated) type of 
statement. To i nvestigate a d iscursive a rch ive - which is, of cou rse, a 
construction of the ana lys is - imp l ies exam in i ng  and orderi ng the actua l  
statements, usi ng  a series of  texts; on the basis of  th is a rch ive one can 
then make su bstant ia l  statements about how d iscourses prod uce, i n  a l l  
the ir  h istorica l specificity, the  socia l  world of  what is bei ng des ignated . '  
(after Saras in  201 1 :  6 1 f) .  

In the new phase of the development of his  work, beginning at  the end 

of the 1960s, Foucault altered the balance of his 'archaeology' programme 

in favour of the development of a 'genealogy' (Foucault 1 9 7 7b) . This was 

a further reaction to the criticisms mentioned above of the ahistoricity of 

structuralist thinking and of its quasi-metaphysical obj ectivism of struc

tures .  While 'archaeology' develops a Discourse Analysis as a photographic 

snapshot at a particular historical point in time, the genealogical perspec

tive emphasizes the 'process' and action or practice aspects of discourse 

arrangements and the meaning of power-knowledge complexesY Here we 

are more concerned with a different accentuation than with a completely 

new programme:  instead of the concentration on systems of statements 

we find the investigation of practices, by means of which discourses form 

subjects, but we also find the observation of practices as a relatively auton

omous level of reality with its own dynamics or an interplay of the visible 

(i .e .  materializations) and discourses. In this connection we find, for exam

ple, the investigations of surveillance and punitive practices (Foucault 

1 9 7 7a), confessional practices, such as confession in church, (Foucault 

1988-1990, Vol .  1) or self-disciplinary practices as reported by advisory 

37 Admittedly Foucault does not develop any other attempt at a systematic method
ological basis for his mode of procedure that might be compared to his 'archaeology' . 
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books (Foucault 1 988-1 990, Vol. 2 and 3) .  What is of central importance 

here is a specific understanding of power and the relationship between 

power and knowledge: 

'It seems to me that power must be understood in the first instance as 
the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere in which 
they operate and which constitute their own organization; as the pro
cess which, through ceaseless struggles and confrontations, transforms 
and strengthens, or reverses them ( . . .  ); and lastly, as the strategies in 
which they take effect, whose general design or institutional crystal
lization is embodied in the state apparatus, in the formulation of the 
law, in the various social hegemonies . ( . . .  ) Power ( . . .  ) is the name that 
one attributes to a complex strategical situation in a particular society. 
( . . . ) Relations of power are not in a position of exteriority with respect 
to other types of relationships (economic processes, knowledge rela
tionships, sexual relations), but are immanent in the latter. ' (Foucault 
1998 [1976] :  92-94) 

Example of an historical Discourse 
Analysis using Michel Foucault's approach 

Ph i ! ipp  Saras i n :  Short-tem pered Mach i n es 

'I wou ld rather show precisely what happens when an i nfluential dis
course beg ins to say: "th is is a body which operates in  such a way, which 
you can regu late in th is way, which is exposed to these kinds of dangers 
and which offers you these kinds of pleasures ." I n  other words: this book 
attem pts to provide a historica l context for the obvious sentence, " I  have 
a body", and I wi l l  argue that the modern way of speaking about one's 
own body - the body of the subject - was fi rst developed in the context of 
the d iscourse on hygiene in the 1 91h centu ry ( . . .  ) . How, when and where 
d id it orig inate, this modern way in which ind ividua ls, as speaking and 
acting subjects, re late to thei r own body? ( . . .  ) What objects appear in  it? 
What categories does it make avai lable, with which the citizens whom it 
addresses as subjects cou ld perceive themselves as corporea l beings? ( . . .  ) 
At the centre of the hygiene discourse there is the bel ief that ind ividuals 
la rgely have it i n  their hands to determine their health, sickness or even 
the time of thei r death ( . . .  ) . '  (Saras in 2001 : 1 8f.) 
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In his inaugural speech to the Parisian College de France in December 1970, 

Foucault expands on the idea already introduced in the 'archaeology' con

cerning the explanation of the formation rules of discourse, that discourses 

are directly connected to enabling and exclusion criteria. Included in this 

are, for example, academic grades or the textual genres of (critical) review

ing. These criteria distinguish possible legitimate speakers from non-legitimate 

speakers; thus, they constitute subject-positions .  As with statements, the 

amount of possible speakers is subject to a range of processes of rarefac

tion, for instance by means of qualification rituals, comment-procedures 

that assess the value of statements in discourses, true-false judgments that 

select 'results' that are worth preserving, and so on. Following Nietzsche, for 

Foucault too human history appears to be a sequence of contingent constel

lations and interpretations, whose temporary stabilization is the result of 

power struggles. What in specific historical contexts counts as truth is only 

an assertion within a particular language or 'truth' game: 

'Truth is a thing of this world: it is produced only by virtue of multiple 
forms of constraint. And it induces regular effects of power. Each society 
has its regime of truth, its "general politics" of truth: that is, the types 
of discourse which it accepts and makes function as true; the mecha
nisms and instances which enable one to distinguish true and false 
statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques 
and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the status 
of those who are charged with saying what counts as true. (Foucault 
1984 :  72-73) '"Genealogy" thus results in a "history of truth" :  Not 
a history that would be concerned with what might be true in the 
fields of learning, but an analysis of the "games of truth",  the games 
of truth and error through which being is historically constituted as 
experience; that is, as something that can and must be thought. What 
are the games of truth by which man proposes to think its own nature 
when he perceives himself to be mad; when he considers himself to be 
ill; when he conceives of himself as a living, speaking, laboring being; 
when he judges and punishes himself as a criminal?' (Foucault 1992 
[1984) : 6-7) 

With the French term dispositif (often translated as 'apparatus') Foucault 

now characterizes the interwoven bundle of 'means and measures' - including 

persons, objects, organisations, rules, proceedings and the like - that are the 

basics for the production of a specific discourse and/or for the production 
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of a discourse's power effects, its interventions into the world.38 These 

include laws, architectural manifestations, such as the construction of 

prisons (Bentham's 'Panopticon'), speech practices such as confession and 

so on. Practices, i .e .  routinized or institutionalized patterns of behaviour 

and action, are generally given a new value. This is valid not only for dis

cursive (i .e .  linguistic) and non-discursive practices (such as symbolically 

loaded gestures) within a dispositif, but also for the practices of addressees 

(frequently stubborn and self-perpetuating) which possess a specific routi

nized meaning for those social actors that frequently does not correspond 

with the expectations of the discourses . In Discipline and Punish (Foucault 

1977) and then above all in his investigations into the relationship between 

sexuality and truth in The History of Sexuality (Foucault 1988-1990), Foucault 

was concerned with the effects of power-knowledge complexes, that is to say, 

supra-subjective orders of knowledge on meaning attributions, the bodies 

and the practices of human subjects (Foucault 1988b) .39 

'One example of this link between modes of behaviour, interpretations 
of actors and collective orders of knowledge is provided by the bod
ily healthcare practices of the late classical society that are extensively 
analysed by Foucault in Le Souci de Soi (vol. 3 of L'Histoire de la sexu
alitt). These - non-discursive - practices, at a preliminary level, consist 
of observable physical modes of behaviour that are to do with a "care
ful" and health-conscious way of dealing with one's own body. These 
modes of behavior can in no sense be taken for granted; their produc
tion assumes, rather, a particular piece of supra-subjective knowledge 
formation that in a general sense determines that the body is an object 

38The term dispositif is common in French. It refers to a collection of measures (such 
as laws, ordinances, official responsibilities, material objects) that are prepared, for 
example, for a political, economic or technical purpose. Several authors are working 
on how one might further shape dispositifanalysis in other senses (see Btihrmann and 
Schneider 2008). 

39Foucault is reproached for having neglected, in his idea of disciplinary power, the 
arbitrariness, power of resistance and cunning of individuals/subjects in the face of 
such demands. For that reason Giddens, for example, contrasts Goffman's analyses 
of this kind of potential as a corrective in the investigation of whole institutions 
(Giddens 1986) . Even though Foucault was primarily interested in disciplinary pro
cesses, he still sees very clearly the 'other side', as is made clear by his statements 
in this connection, and by his political commitment (Eribon 1992; Foucault 1988b, 
2002; Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982) . 
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of individual "care" ,  a precarious phenomenon that needs to be con
stantly protected. This general body-code provides the background for 
quite different modes of behaviour, which would not be intelligible or 
explicable, if they were not the result of a generally shared meaning
pattern. ( . . .  ) What is decisive to understand "practices" in Foucault's 
later action-theory knowledge analysis is the fact that the questionable 
knowledge code cannot be located at the level of self-reproducing dis
courses but rather appears as incorporated in the actors who produce 
the practices and constantly interpret their own action-environment, 
which of course includes themselves. ' (Reckwitz 2000: 298f) 

G uidelines for a Genealogical 
Discourse Analysis, fol lowing Foucault 

Carabine (2001 ) proposes eleven steps of a genealogical approach to d iscourse: 

Selection of the research object and investigation of relevant data sources 

2 Making acquaintance with the data (throug h  repeated reading) 
3 Identification of themes, categories and objects of the d iscourse 

4 Search for evidence of inter-d iscursive relationships 
5 Identify the d iscursive strategies and techn iques that a re employed 

6 Search for what is not being  said and for gaps 

7 Search for resistances and counter-discourses 

8 Identify the effects of the d iscourse 

9 Context 1 : Sketch the background to the object 

1 0  Context 2: Contextual ize the materia l  in the power/knowledge networks 

of the particu lar h istory period 

1 1  Pay attention to the l im itations of the research, the data and the sources 

(fo l lowing Carabine 2001 : 281  ff) 

Foucault was influential both through his material investigations and also 

his analytic concepts . Admittedly this did not lead to any theoretically or 

methodologically consistently developed proposal for the conduct of analyses 

of discourse, either for Foucault himself or for the many studies that relied on 

'his methodology' . The few analytical threads that have been introduced here 

make clear the heterogeneity but also the relative generality of the proposals 
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in question; this is particularly true of his dealing with empirical material . 

In the secondary and research literature that relates to Foucault we may 

find, with regard to methodological implementations, predominantly ter

minological and theoretical explanations for conceptualization, but almost 

no hints - at least from the perspective of qualitative social research, noth

ing satisfactory - about concrete strategies for the processing of material . 

Reference to Foucault, therefore, has little to say about actual methodologi

cal procedures .  

Post-Marxist Disco u rse Theo ry: 
Ernesto Lac lau a n d  Chanta l i\llouffe 

Since the mid-1980s the political scientists Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto 

Laclau have published a range of contributions to a post-Marxist and post

structuralist theory of discourse. They relate to ideas of Foucault's, and even 

more strongly to Althusser's ideology theory (see above), Gramsci's notion 

of hegemony (see above) and Lacan's theory of the subject (Lacan 2007) .  

I n  the process they develop discourse theory into a general social theory 

of the construction of individual and collective identities . In the end they 

identify discourses with the 'social' per se: according to Laclau and Mouffe 

the 'social', or society, exists always and essentially as something symbolic, 

that is, as an order of meaning. 

The Discourse Theory of Ernesto laclau and Chantal Mouffe 

Brief su rveys and i ntroductions into the d iscourse theory of Mouffe and Laclau 
are to be found in  Howarth (2000: 1 01 ff; Howarth 2009), j0rgensen and 
Ph i l i pps (2002 : 24ft), Andersen (2003), Nonhoff (2006, 2007) .  Torfi ng (1 999) 
provides a comprehensive su rvey of the development and the d iscourse
theory conception of the approach . Appl ications a re predominantly to 
be found in the pol itica l science context. He discusses ana lyses of the l i nk  
between nationa l ism and racism, and mass media and the  welfare state . 
Further app l ications to environ mental pol icy, apartheid d iscourses i n  South 
Africa or racist and homophobic d iscourses in England a re to be found i n  
Howarth, Norval and  Stavrakakis (2000); the papers i n  Howarth and  Torfing 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

(2005) relate to questions of the formation of pol itica l identity i n  Europe. 
Nonhoff (2006) ana lyses the German discourse on the socia l  market economy. 
David Howarth, jakob Torfi ng, Lou ise Ph i l l i ps, Marianne ]0rgensen and others 
are cu rrently concerned with developing a stronger methodolog ical fou nda
tion for the approach .  I n  German-speaking cou ntries relevant papers are to be 
found i n  the journal  kulturRevolution. 

These symbolic orders include both concrete material objects and also 

modes of action, or practices and subject-positions for human actors . The 

links between the elements in this order are produced and stabilized by 

meaning attributions; every social practice is always a practice of meaning

creation, irrespective of whether it is to do with the production of an object, 

with a bodily movement, or speaking - everything becomes a signifier, even 

where there is no explicit intention to transmit a sign or to communicate. 

The orders of meaning we have mentioned are constituted by means of 

discourses. Discourses are systems of forming differences, that is, of inter

nal and outward-looking delimitations that are temporarily stabilized at 

the social and institutional levels. They aim to reduce, fix and stabilize the 

meaning-excess, the infinite multiplicity of possible modes of interpretation 

that is inherent in any use of signs and thus to invoke current, accepted and 

shared modes of interpretation. Such processes for the fixing of meaning 

take place in the practices of 'articulation' by social actors; the latter can 

thereby stabilize, challenge and change discourses (Laclau and Mouffe 1985;  

Laclau 1 9 7 7, 1990, 1993, 1994, 1996) .  

The discourse-immanent formations of  differences that we  have men

tioned are not determined by an objective meaning structure but are the 

(contested) result of the articulation practices of social actors and subjects . 

Within a discourse, delimitations take place according to a logic of difference: 

individual components take their significance and their meaning in rela

tion to the structure of discourse-internal differentiations. For instance, if a 

discourse applies to the 'Unity of the Nation', then it can be internally struc

tured by differentiations which separate the 'leaders' (the head) from the 

supporting other 'organs', which allocate specific roles to men and women, 

and so on. Through the logic of equivalence these kinds of discourse-internal 

differentiations are again unified; this happens while a discourse tries to 

build up its frontier with 'the external other(s) ' :  in a situation of war, for 
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example, there are no longer any dominators or dominated, no workers 
and rulers, but only a people, a fatherland and 'the enemies' .  Laclau (1996:  
36ff) suggests the term 'empty signifier' for this kind of unifying sign, which 
ultimately seeks to characterize the overall identity of the discourse . As an 
example of this he considers the value of the word 'freedom', which is used 

as an abstract cipher that can be charged with different meanings, when it is 

a matter of acting in the name of freedom or the free world against an exter

nal other (such as: the communist block; the 'Axis of Evil'; 'rogue states') . 

What are described as hegemonial are discourses that tend to develop a 

comprehensive picture of the world and within it to classify all social rela

tions in an overall structure. However, this is rather a matter of a tendency 

to 'hegemoniality'; the texture of orders of meanings is always character

ized by antagonisms and surpluses of meaning, by breaches, conflicts and 

so on. Therefore, they are always 'in motion' .  Of course discourses offer 

more or less fixed subject positions, but subjects are always at the intersec

tion of a number of varied discourses, and thus also varied subject positions 

(e.g. man, white-man, Western European, Frenchman, Parisian, minister) .40 

Subjects relate to such a range of possible positions in various processes of 

identification: subjectivity manifests itself, according to Laclau, following 

Lacan and his concept of 'desire', in the process of deciding in situations 

where - in terms of the available criteria - no guidelines or orientation mark

ers for decisions exist (Staheli 1999:  1 55) .  

'The inconclusiveness of discourses, i .e .  the impossibility of ever achiev
ing a complete identity, repeatedly leads to situations in which the defi
ciency in the discourse comes to light in the form of things that cannot 
be decided. Whereas a traditional conception of subject in such cases 
would use a more or less rationally deciding subject that is confronted 
to problems of decision-making, Laclau's option is quite different: no 
subject exists that is independent of the impossibility of deciding, 
which has to be resolved through his/her decision. The subject comes 
into being, rather, in the course of identification with a particular con
tent that is supposed to solve the "undecidable" situation ( . . .  ) If a new 
imaginary is offered in England through New Labour or in Germany 
through the Neue Mitte, and this is supposed to "sew" a critical situa
tion ( . . .  ), then the contingency of this political opportunity depends 
on the suppression of alternative areas of identification (such as "Old 

40'fhe relationship of the idea of subject-positions, also found in Althusser and Foucault, 
to the sociological concept of roles receives little attention (Staheli 2000: 48f) . 
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Labour" or neoliberalism) . The moment of the subject does not con
sist in complete identification with "New Labour" but in that moment 
of undecidability in which identification has not yet taken place. This 
"not yet" should not be understood simply in a temporal sense, but as 
an indication that every identification fails, since the subject is never 
completely taken up by his identification ( . . .  ) The successful realization 
of an identification leads to the consolidation of subject positions and 
thereby to the obliteration of the moment of the subject ( . . .  ) .  For subject 
positions are produced by means of the successful temporary resolution 
of situations of undecidability. ' (Staheli 1 999: lSSf) 

The discourse theory of Laclau and Mouffe, which has been briefly dis

cussed here, led to a Theory of the Political as the Social Arrangement of 

Articulation Practices . More recently it has also become the basis of a number 

of discourse research projects which, as yet, contain very little guidance on 

methodology. 

Cu ltu ra l  Stud ies, Femin ist Theory, Post-co lon ia l i sm 

Finally we must mention here the three different but partly overlapping 

lines of discussion found in Cultural Studies, Feminist Theory and Post

colonial Studies .  They have not developed any independent discourse 

theories, but because of the questions they ask and the early intensive 

reception of French Post-structuralism and, above all, Foucault's works, 

they inspired and marked the present-day boom in discourse research 

in essential ways. As a rapidly expanding discipline in the present day, 

Cultural Studies (e .g.  in the different approaches of Stuart Hall and John 

Fiske), and the closely related theories of Post-colonialism, have become 

associated with semiotics, Structuralism and Post-structuralism in funda

mental ways .41 

Studies in Post-colonialism investigate the link between material and symbolic

cultural consequences of the power structures of Colonialism, for example in 

relation to the western European conception of 'others', the ideas of definable 

410n this see Barker (2000), During (2005), the contributions in Hepp and Winter 
(1999), Homing and Winter (1999) and Hall (1980, 1991 ,  1997); for a comparison 
of the approaches of Hall and Fiske, and the influences of Laclau and Mouffe and 
Foucault, see Winter (1999; 2000), and more specifically on John Fiske, Winter and 
Mikos (2001); Keller (200Sa) .  
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cultural identities and the development of transnational and hybrid ways of 

living. In his classic study of the western European construction of hegemo

nial ideas of 'the Orient', Edward W. Said makes use of Foucault's theoreti

cal conceptions of discourse to reconstruct the genesis and implementation 

of corresponding stereotypes of 'western' and 'eastern' in research into the 

Orient and western literature.42 

Within Cultural Studies the coming together of 'Culturalism' - i .e .  the 

theory and investigation especially of British working-class culture as a 

practice - and Semiotics or Structuralism led to the development of a variety 

of comprehensive theories of the social process as a permanent production 

and transformation of symbolic and material orders (Hall 1980), but this 

has not so far resulted in greater systematic developments in discourse

analytical perspectives. In this work there are frequent references to semiotic 

and (post)structuralist discourse models or to the discourse theory of Laclau 

and Mouffe.43 Cultural Studies sees the circulation of meanings (especially 

in the mass media) as powerful struggles for symbolic orders; in this they 

emphasize the actual processes, that is to say, the articulation practice of 

sign-production and the wide variety of different types of meaning adapta

tion by recipients . In more recent proposals for Discourse Analysis coming 

out of Cultural Studies, referring specifically to concrete work on text, there 

has been a preference for the procedures of semiotics or those of Critical 

Discourse Analysis, which was mentioned above (Barker and Galasinski 

2001 ;  Hepp 1 999: 262ff) . 

Finally, discourse theory ideas emanating from French Post-structuralism 

had already enjoyed a broad reception in Feminist Theory at a very early stage 

and exerted an influence on the development of research in Women's and 

Gender Studies (Hekman 1996) .  Following Foucault, the discursive processes 

involved in the creation of sex/gender, its relation to the material aspect of 

bodies and its social situation became a major topic in the works of authors 

such as Judith Butler (1990, 1993), Gayatri C. Spivak (1990), and others. In 

Germany, Bublitz (1998) and Bi.ihrmann (1 995), for example, interpreted 

the social and biological orders of the sexes as a difference-structure that is 

42Apart from Edward Said (19 79), Homi Bhabba and Gayatri C. Spivak are impor
tant authors in the Post-colonialism debate. On this see Mills (1997 :  105ff), Howarth 
(2000: 68ff) and Gandhi (1998) .  

431t remains controversial t o  what extent Cultural Studies o r  Post-colonialist 
Approaches 'fulfil' Foucault's concept of discourse; see Kendall and Wickham (1999) .  
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produced and hierarchized by discourse practice. They also investigated its 

genesis, reproduction mechanisms and transformation potential: 44 

'While semiotic approaches concentrate in a narrower sense on the 
investigation of processes of meaning and interpretation, discourse
oriented modes of access within feminist theory place in the foreground 
the production of knowledge, for instance of sexual differences, and the 
question of how this knowledge is rooted in social practices and institu
tions that determine the relationship between the genders, as well as in 
experienced subjectivities' (Hark 201 1 :  362) .  

Discourse, Gender and Bodies 

Femin ist socia l  scientists have reconstructed, for example, what imp l icit gen
der models under l ie the 'relevant' scientific d iscourses of the eighteenth and 
n ineteenth centuries, what ideas of gender and gender relations are embed
ded in the scientific and medical writi ngs of early modern times and the pre
sent day, and how they have caused changes in the pub l ic  perceptions of the 
female body (Maihofer 1 995). In her essay on the 'female body as a pub l ic  
p lace', Barbara Duden ( 1 991 ) formu lates the fol l owing research interest i n  the 
reception of specific d iscourses: 

' I  want to investigate the conditions under which, in  the course of one gen
eration, new techn iques and modes of speaking have turned our  understand

ing and experience of pregnancy u pside down. For i n  the course of a few years 
the child became a foetus, a pregnant woman became a uterine supply 
system, the unborn ch i ld became a l ife, and the " l ife" became a secular
catholic (i .e .  a l l -embracing) value. ( . . . ) I am pursu ing the question of the 
extent to which si nce the e ighteenth century the scientific fact of "woman" 
has been so produced and popu larized that I experience it i n  myself. ( . . .  ) What 

I seek to understand is the corporea l self-production of the woman in  two 
processes that condition each other: on the one hand i n  the i nterna l ization of 
scientific concepts, and on the other i n  the self-attribution of technogenic 
images' (Duden 1 99 1  : 1 Off) 

44Important stages and references in the formation of feminist theory are documented 
in McNay (1992), Mills (1997), Naples (2003), Hark (20 1 1 ,  2005), Becker-Schmidt and 
Knapp (2000), Raab (1998), Knapp and Wetterer (1992), Maihofer (1995) and Wobbe 
and Lindeman (1994) . Studies are abounding (e.g. Schiebinger 2004, the works of 
Evelyn Fox Keller and many others) . 
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2 . 7  Socio logy of Knowledge Approach to Discourse 

In the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (SKAD) we are con

cerned with a discourse research perspective that finds its origin in the sociol

ogy of knowledge theory of Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, and builds 

a bridge between the Culturalist Approaches to discourse research mentioned 

above and the Discourse Theories that have been presented, in particular those 

of Foucault (Keller 1998, 2005a, b, 2010, 201 1a,b, 2012, forthcoming) .45 Both 

traditions are based on the assumption that everything we perceive, experi

ence, sense is mediated through socially constructed and typified knowledge 

(e.g. schemata of meanings, interpretations and actions) - a knowledge, that 

is, to varying degrees, recognized as legitimate and 'objective' .  We have no 

direct access to the world per se, even when its material quality sets up obstacles 

before us and confronts us with problems of interpretation, in other words, 

allows the 'robustness of knowledge' room for manoeuvre (Picketing 1995; 

Hacking 2000) . Our� knowledge of the world cannot be traced back to an 

innate cognitive system of categories but to socially created symbolic systems 

that are produced in and through discourses. The Sociology of Knowledge 

Approach to Discourse investigates these social practices and processes of 

communicative construction, stabilization and transformation of symbolic 

orders and their consequences: for example, laws, statistics, classifications, 

techniques, objects and practices are, in this sense, effects of discourses and 

the 'pre' -conditions for new discourses. SKAD is then concerned with recon

structing processes of social construction, objectivization, communication 

and legitimization of meaning structures (i .e .  structures of interpretation 

45The basic idea of the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse is explained 
more fully in my works listed above and in the methodological chapters below. 
Certain more recent sociological discourse analyses also formulate ideas on a medi
ation between sociology of knowledge and Foucault, even if they do not use the 
label I have suggested and do not develop this perspective systematically. Elements 
of the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse are to be found in investiga
tions such as those of Hajer (1995), Waldschmidt (1996), Schneider (1999), Schwab
Trapp (2010, 201 1), Viehover (2005), Knoblauch (1995, 2006), Christmann (2004), 
van Dyk (2006) and papers in Keller, Hirseland, Schneider and Viehover (2010). Keller 
and Truschkat (2012) present several studies drawing on SKAD. Gusfield's study on 
'Drunken Driving' may be read as a classical example of this kind of perspective. 
In a different (that is: linguistic) disciplinary context Dietrich Busse (1987), in his 
'Historical Semantics', was aiming at an inter-connection between different traditions 
in the Sociology of Knowledge. 
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and action) at the level of institutions and organizations or social (collective) 

actors, and with analysing the social effects of such processes. This includes 

a variety of dimensions of reconstruction: those of meaning production and 

those of action/practices, institutional, structural and material contexts as well 

as social consequences. Actors formulate the communicated components out 

of which discourses unfold; in this they orientate themselves in their (discur

sive) practices according to the available resources and the rules of the particu

lar fields of discourse. 

The conception and name of the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to 

Discourse are bound up with two intentions :  in the first place this expresses 

the fact that sociological discourse research is concerned with questions and 

phenomena that belong with the area of the sociology of knowledge. This is 

to do with expanding the theoretical bases and research perspectives of soci

ological or sociology-of-knowledge hermeneutics . In the second place this 

makes it possible to link discourse research to the established discussion and 

to develop qualitative methods of social research within this paradigm. This 

kind of undertaking seems both useful and essential in a number of respects: 

for example, 'Hermeneutic Sociology of Knowledge' (Hitzler, Reichertz and 

Schroer 1999b; Schroer 1994, 1997;  Hitzler and Honer 199 7) provides a the

ory of social knowledge-production, institutional stabilization of supplies of 

knowledge and knowledge acquisition. The interpretative paradigm has also 

served to bring the categories of actors and their actions back into Discourse 

Analysis. To this must be added a progressive reflection on processes of 

understanding and opening up qualitative data from an interpretative and 

hermeneutic point of view. 

German Sociology of Knowledge of recent decades has been primarily ori

ented to microanalyses of knowledge and has focused neither on the social 

knowledge-production in scientific fields nor on the careers of public dis

courses as processes in the constitution and circulation of knowledge.46 The 

investigation of such phenomena, however, undoubtedly is one of the objects 

of a comprehensive sociology-of-knowledge perspective. Here the works 

of Foucault in particular have provided important suggestions concerning 

the powerful institutional mechanisms of the circulation of knowledge and 

in addition - from the viewpoint of their later questions - concerning the 

46 The first of these has been primarily the concern of laboratory studies in the context 
of research in science and technology; the latter was the subject of a number of cultur
alist analyses and a range of investigations of the career of public problems. 
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meaning of practices in this process .  The orientation on Foucault, Bourdieu 

and others can therefore assist in the correction of the micro-sociological and 

situative bias of the interpretative paradigm and the adoption of a broader 

analytical perspective that takes account of social and historical contextsY 

Berger and Luckmann (1975 [1966]) ,  in their work on the 'Social 

Construction of Reality', formulated a basic theory of the social production, 

objectivization, circulation and adaptation of knowledge, bringing together 

a variety of social science traditions - American Pragmatism and Symbolic 

Interactionism, Alfred Schtitz's Social Phenomenology (1967) - and traditions 

of 'objectivist' knowledge analysis (Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx) .48 In this a 

eo-constitutionalist conception of the interactive creation of knowledge (e .g. 

via typification), of its social objectification and the subjective-socializing 

adaptation of knowledge is developed. Berger and Luckmann concentrate on 

the everyday, basic stocks of knowledge of members of society. They state 

quite explicitly that they are not interested in particular or specialized 

social knowledge.49 This bias, which is not necessarily connected to their 

conception, may be corrected through the use of a Sociology of Knowledge 

Approach to Discourse. 

SKAD is concerned with processes and practices of the production and 

circulation of knowledge at the level of the institutional fields (such as sci

ences or the public domain) in modern societies. In this, discourses are seen 

as analytically definable ensembles of practices and meaning attributions. 

The relation between the individual discourse event and the whole discourse 

may therefore be formulated, using Anthony Giddens' concept of 'duality of 

471 cannot discuss here the parallels with the discourse ideas of Fairclough, and Laclau 
and Mouffe. But in general terms, in the current debate, the perspectives of the phe
nomenologically based sociology of knowledge of Berger and Luckmann - in the 
tradition of pragmatic semiotics - seem to converge with those of post-structuralist 
semiotics. See Keller (200Sa) . 

48For an overview and the full context see Keller (2009). 

49ln this respect their approach later on also underlies developments in Sociology-of
Knowledge Hermeneutics: 'The goal is to (re-)construct on the basis of what meaning 
relations human beings act, how they act. They ask how subjects, born into a world 
historically and socially filled with meanings, permanently interpret and thus also 
change this world. To be precise: it is a matter of the (re)construction of the processes 
with which acting subjects can repeatedly "find themselves anew" in an historically 
established and given social world. This also means: how they find their way and 
how, in the process, they simultaneously create this world "anew" and change it. '  
(Reichertz and Schroer 1994 :  59) 
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structure' (Giddens 1986) as actualization, reproduction or transformation 

of a discourse structure that only exists in this performing actualization. In 

the words of Pierre Bourdieu this sort of structure is simultaneously both 

structured - that is, the result of past processes of 'structure-formation' - and 

structuring, with regard to the scope of future discursive events. The meth

odological richness of sociology permits a broader empirical underpinning 

of discourse research than is possible in approaches rooted in linguistics or 

discourse theory. This expansion consists primarily of the possibility of disen

gagement from the 'text', but also of the use of additional meaning-oriented 

methods of reconstruction. Thus, the investigation of the semantic and sym

bolic content of discursively processed knowledge and interpretation inven

tories, in more or less far-reaching analyses from the synchronic or diachronic 

viewpoint, also constitutes the core of SKAD. As an empirical social science, 

however, it can make accessible the practices of discourse production not only 

through texts, but can observe them more or less in actu, including their rules 

and (unequally divided) resources, the role of collective actors, the concrete

situative conditions, and the social contexts that go beyond these. 

Meanwhile in the German-speaking world (and beyond) many studies use 

the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse as their starting point 

(Keller and Truschkat 2012) .  These include investigations of environmental 

discourses (Keller 1998), analyses of spatial construction (Christmann 2004), 

of health discourses (Bechmann 2007), competence discourses and practice 

(Truschkat 2008), identity construction in leftist social movements dur

ing the Israel-Palestine conflict (Ullrich 2008), the media construction of 

Satanism (Schmied-Knittel 2008), American self-reassurance on family mod

els in discourses on same-sex partnerships (Zimmermann 2009), education 

policy discourses on innovation (Bormann 2009), criminological questions 

(Singelnstein 2009), identity formation of families of Chinese migrant com

munities in Romania (Wundrak 2010), or the political-science construction 

of the 'knowledge object of suicide bombing' (Brunner 2010) .  Starting from 

SKAD, the studies each take up particular questions and associated concrete 

conceptualizations or links to other perspectives. 5° 

5<Yfhe 'Situational Analysis' of Adele Clarke (2005) shares with SKAD a number of 
assumptions, in particular the link between the Interpretative Paradigm and Foucault's 
Discourse Theory; in its analytical interests it focuses on the grounded theory para
digm, which is elaborated far beyond its classical versions, towards the analysis of 
situations. There are many convergences between Situational Analysis and SKAD. 
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The procedures of empirical discourse research in the social sciences 

explained below in Chapters 3-6 were elaborated in the late 1990s; they 

are oriented to the programme of a comprehensive analysis of social knowl

edge relations and knowledge policy, as it has been formulated through the 

Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse since then. 

2 . 8  Further Disci p l i nary Developments 

Apart from the sociological, historical and discourse-linguistic approaches 

and the different discourse-theory perspectives so far mentioned, in recent 

years empirical discourse research has also undergone a rapid development. 

In addition, we may give here a number of further indications of corre

sponding uses of the discourse perspective. 

In the political sciences there is tension between discourse perspectives 

that tend to favour the Habermas tradition and view discourses as argumen

tation processes that may play a role in 'negotiations'  - or may not (if non

argumentative power resources are applied in decision-making) . Against 

this long-standing opposition between 'arguing' and 'bargaining' (Prittwitz 

1996),  which extends into the more recent Discursive Institutionalism of 

Vivian Schmidt (2009), there are positions that start much more fundamen

tally with the discursive constitution of the particular fields of decision. 

Relevant political science approaches with a more or less strong linguistic 

and sociological base are explained in Maas ( 1988, 1989), Januschek (1985), 

Fischer and Forester ( 1993), Fischer and Gottweis (2012),  Hajer ( 1995,  

2002, 2010), Donati (201 n Chilton and Schaffner (2002), Mottier (2002), 

Howarth and Torfing (2005), Kerchner and Schneider (2006), with refer

ence to Critical Discourse Analysis in Fairclough and Fairclough (2012) .  The 

international network on Interpretive Policy Analysis with its annual con

ferences today presents a major arena for discussion of Discourse Analysis 

in policy studies; the online-journal Criticial Policy Analysis is one important 

arena of discussion. 

Meanwhile, discourse perspectives have also found a strong place in 

Educational Studies, where, in particular, institutional educational dis

courses and the school as a place of discursive practice have come under 

scrutiny (e.g. Rogers 201 1 ;  Ricken 2006; Wrana 2006; Grochla 2008; Langer 

2008; Truschkat 2008; Jackle 2008) . In Human Geography and in socio

logical Spatial Research there are increasing numbers of discourse studies. 
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There are repeated contributions in the journal Urban Studies and others 

(see Jacobs 2006) or - admittedly very selectively and not reproducing the 

broad scope of the discussion - in the handbook by Glasze and Mattissek 

(2009), as well as the studies by Christmann (e.g. Christmann 2004 on the 

city image of Dresden) . There is also the work of Modan (2007), presenting 

ethnographic discourse-research in an African-American neighbourhood in 

an American city, and further ideas about the use of discourse-analytical 

perspectives in spatial research can be found in Marxhausen (2010),  and, in 

more general terms, in Christmann's (2013)  work on broader communica

tion, knowledge and discourse-oriented perspectives .  An important focus 

of contemporary discourse research is also provided by questions that con

nect the interests of Biographical Research to the analytical resources of the 

discourse perspective (for example, in the work of Gabriele Rosenthal; see 

Volter, Dausien, Lutz and Rosenthal 2009) . In addition, see also the study 

by Freitag (2005) on the biographical experience of 'Thalidomide-damage', 

or the already mentioned study by Wundrak (2010) on processes of iden

tity formation of Chinese migrants in Romania. Similarly, the questions of 

the relationship between discourse research and ethnography is now being 

more seriously discussed (Keller, 2003, 2005a; Modan 2007; Langer 2008) . 

Finally we should mention a number of more recent interdisciplinary 

collections that look at the Discourse Analysis of the economy (Diaz-Bone 

and Krell 2010),  the relationship between discourse, power and the subject 

(Keller, Schneider and Viehover 201 2),  the relationship between discourse 

and governmentality (Angermuller and van Dyk 2010),  or questions of 'dis

cursive change' (Landwehr 2010) .  Clarke (2005) extends classical Grounded 

Theory and moves it 'around the postmodern turn' to include concepts from 

discourse theory and Discourse Analysis . 

2 . 9  S u m ma ry 

This overview of the various approaches in discourse research has shown 

that the use of the term 'discourse' includes the microscopic analysis of small 

conversational and textual extracts in the context of Discourse Analysis and 

also the diachronic analysis of semantic shifts in linguistic discourse history 

or the totally non-concrete, abstracting analysis of historical 'orders of dis

course' that uses the Discourse Theories of Foucault, or Mouffe and Laclau. 

In view of this actual and irrevocable heterogeneity in the use of the term, 
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it makes little sense to make an easy distinction here between 'correct' and 

'incorrect' discourse perspectives .  What is decisive for the usefulness of the 

term discourse is rather the respective suitability and the justified use that is 

made of it with regard to specific research interests. Whether the present-day 

boom in discourse research will lead to the formation of Discourse Studies 

as an independent interdisciplinary field, as van Dijk ( 199 7c) assumes, or 

whether instead its base in questions of the particular background disci

plines gives it all its vitality and fertility, is not a matter of concern to us in 

the present context. 

To summarize, in linguistic and historical-science contexts comparatively 

elaborated methodological procedures for qualitative analysis have been 

developed - for example in Discourse Analysis, CDA, Kritische Diskursanalyse 

on the one hand, and quantitative analyses of discourse - for example in 

Corpus Linguistics or Historical Discourse Research - on the other hand, for 

specific research interests. In contrast to this the Discourse Theories of Foucault 

or Mouffe and Laclau, or their empirical applications, have been very restrained 

in respect of their methodological implementation. Admittedly, against the 

background of the sociological approaches of Culturalist Discourse Research, 

the affinities and convergence of the different approaches to the social pro

duction of symbolic orders can be seen. From this, links can then be made, 

within the framework of the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse, 

to qualitative social research and the methodological developments taking 

place there. In the following chapters, with regard to social sciences research 

interests, important basic categories and questions of discourse research will 

be introduced and possible methodological and practical research procedures 

will then be explained. 
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TH R E E 

T h e  Resea rc h P roce s s  

Every discourse research project first needs a clarification of its discourse 

theory basis. Here the approaches that were introduced in Chapter 2 all 

have different proposals to make. Having established such a theoretical 

location, methodological reflections concerning the 'fit' of research ques

tions, data material and methods follow. Only then, or in a discussion of 

these, do we find the concrete empirical-methodological implementation 

of a research project. Discourse research is characterized by an essential 

reflexivity of which it should be aware: it does not produce truth, but ' state

ment events' which are themselves part of a (social science) discourse. As a 

scientific discourse about discourses it in turn underlies processes of social 

structuring, i .e .  specifically situated possibilities and constraints on the 

production of statements - for example in respect of the transparency of 

methodological steps - and these can then be made the object of further 

observation. In the preceding explanation of programmes in Discourse 

Analysis and discourse theory, we gave several indications of the stages and 

methods involved in empirical implementation. The concrete procedure 

differs considerably between the various approaches outlined above. The 

following proposals for the methodological structure and implementa

tion of social science discourse research are based on the framework of 

the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (SKAD), that is to say, in 

the connection between culturalist and discourse theory perspectives that 

is embedded in the Sociology of Knowledge (Keller 201 lb, 201 2) .  This 

perspective emphasizes the inevitability of a hermeneutic-interpretative 



stance in the research process, but by virtue of the link to social science 

hermeneutics (Hitzler and Honer 1997) it aims at a certain degree of trans

parency and accountability of work on a text. The following proposals are 

not intended as rigid prescriptions but as guidelines for orientation in the 

context of a more extensive open project in the discussion of methodolo

gies.  They can and indeed must be adapted, further developed and/or sup

plemented in the research process . 1  

3 .1 Concepts 

In modern societies social actors are bound up in many ways in discursively 

structured symbolic battles about definitions of reality. This is true not 

only of processes of public debate but also, for example, as social studies 

of science have shown (Latour 1987) ,  in the intra-disciplinary production 

and dissemination of knowledge. Here it is a matter of determining what is 

actually the case, and of political, moral or aesthetic criteria for the evalu

ation. The participating actors employ symbolic and cultural devices to 

create an audience for their narratives :  widespread metaphors, well-known 

narrative patterns, images and so on. SKAD (Keller 200Sa; 20 1 la [2001 ] ,  

201 lb, 2012,  forthcoming) investigates processes of  the ' social construc

tion of reality' - the 'objectivity of orders and their communicative con

struction' (Sprondel 1 994) - in institutional domains of society. For this it 

requires basic conceptual distinctions: it is interested in discourses as finite, 

situated meaning-constituting events, or practices of the use of language 

and signs by social actors, unfolding around 'thematic or institutional ref

erences' .  The concept of 'practice' plays a role in discourse research in a 

number of different respects :  a distinction is made between discursive and 

non-discursive practices of discourse-production, practices as discourse

effects, and practices as a level of reality independent of discourse . The 

different categories may be illustrated with examples in tabular form: 

11 shall not elaborate separately here on the procedures found in the other approaches 
mentioned above (see the literature given in the relevant sections) . For social science 
discourse research, detailed linguistic questions and methods are of lesser importance, 
or are only relevant in the context of interdisciplinary cooperation. 
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Practices of Discourse- as Discou rse-Effects as a level of their own, 
Production more or  less i ndependent 

of discourse 

discursive e .g .  writi ng, lectu ring, e.g. medical everyday conversations 
preaching, prod ucing diag noses, 
ana lyses consu ltation ta l ks 

non- e.g.  sym bolic gestu res e .g .  sorting e.g. pun ishment 
d iscursive (blessi ng); weari ng domestic, refuse; routi nes, trad itional ly 

specific clothes, specific hygiene passed on learned 
demonstrati ng practices routi nes of everyday 
(wa l king in the streets) action and behaviour 

In addition to the form and content-related rules of communicative pro

cesses in institutional domains, distributions of resources play an important 

role in the participation in the communicative exchange and in the content 

that may be formulated. This may be encapsulated in two sentences:  

• Who may leg itimately speak where? 
• What can/may be said and how? 

Discourses do not map 'the world' but constitute reality in a specific way. The 

social actors, who show themselves as speakers in discourses, who occupy 

the positions of speakers and sometimes form explicit or implicit discourse 

coalitions, have at their disposal various unequally shared resources fo'r 
articulation and the production of resonance. In addition to being actual

ized in the linguistic practices of discourse production, discourses are sta

bilized by means of dispositi(s - institutionalized infrastructural elements 

and assemblages of measures (such as areas of responsibility, formal proce

dures, objects, technologies, sanctions, educational procedures and so on) . 

On the one hand these may contribute to the (re)production of a discourse, 

and on the other hand through them a discourse may 'intervene in the 

world' and therefore realize power-effects . 2  Discourses not only produce 

2A dispositif may also include the formal, institutionally legitimized texts that indi
cate how to proceed in specific cases of application (such as laws, regulations, legal 
prescriptions and so on) . For example, in the discussion of waste disposal, various 
sub-departments of the federal office for the Environment, including the statistical 
offices who record the occurrence of waste, belong to the discourse-producing disposi
tif, while waste disposal vehicles, rubbish bins and other phenomena mark the aspect 
of 'world-intervention' . This is not a matter of a strict separation, but of a different 
accentuation in respect of discourses. 
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the meaning-structures of our reality, and thus in a certain sense, reality itself, 

but they have other real effects. The relationship between discourse and 

the individual discursive event may be understood, as mentioned above, in 

terms of the concept of 'duality of structure' formulated by Giddens ( 1986), 

as a recursive relationship: discourses exist only insofar as they are realized by 

social actors. Simultaneously they form the precondition for this realization. 

Following Foucault, I use the term 'utterance' ('enonciation') to refer to the 

concrete isolated unique statement-event. In contrast ' statement' (enonce) 

already means the first level of the typical: the same statement can be found 

in quite different statement-events or utterances and situative contexts. In 

the same way, not every speech act or speech event - for instance a greeting 

is always a component of a discourse simply because it is ritualized and 

institutionalized as social practice. In the understanding that we follow 

here, we are concerned, in discourses, with forms of ' institutional lan

guage use', with complexes of statements which make assertions about 

phenomena and which have more or less strongly formalized or formaliz

able claims to validity (on this and all further points in Chapter 3 below, 

see Keller 200Sa) . 

Basic Terminology for Discourse Research3 

Addressee/Audience: the person or persons to whom the d iscourse is d i rected or 
by whom it is received 

Actor(s): ind ividua l  or col lective producers of statements; those who use spe
cific ru les and resources to (re)produce and transform a d iscourse by means of 
thei r practices 

Discourse: a statement practice or tota l i ty of statement-events definab le  
accord ing to various criteria, which is i nvestigated with regard to institution
a l ly stab i l ized com mon structu ral patterns, p ractices, ru les and resources for 
mean ing-creation 

Discourse Field, Discursive Field: the arena in  which d ifferent d iscourses v ie for 
the constitution or defin ition of a phenomenon 

3This overview brings together the most important aspects of the terms; for greater 
detail on individual terms see also the explanations in the preceding chapters . 
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Discourse Formation (or Discursive Formation): characterization of a definable 
juxtaposition of d iscourse(s), actors, practices and dispositifs (e.g .  modern 
reproductive med ici ne) 

Discourse Fragment: Statement-event (utterance) in which d iscourses are more 
or less comprehensively actua l ized (e.g .  a text); principal  database for ana lysis 

Discursive Practices: forms of statement production, which materia l ize, for 
exam ple, in the form of texts (e .g .  press releases, scientific articles, lectures) 

Discourse Coalition: a g roup of actors whose statements can be attributed to 
the same discourse (e.g .  through the use of the same 'storyl ine'); the amalga
mation can, but does not have to take place consciously or strateg ica l ly 

Discourse Strategies: argument, rhetorica l, practical strategies for the imple
mentation of a discourse (e .g .  'b lack boxing', the setting up of unquestionable 
basic assumptions; protest events to gain the attention of the mass med ia; the 
taking of key positions in  an institution) 

Dispositif: the materia l  and ideational infrastructure, i .e .  the bundle of meas
ures, regu lations, artefacts, by means of which a d iscourse is (re)produced and 
achieves effects (e.g .  laws, codes of behaviour, bu i ld ings, measuring devices) 

Interpretative Repertoire.A the typified ensemble of interpretative components of 
which a discourse consists and which is more or less comprehensively actual
ized in  ind ividual utterances 

Non-discursive Practices: forms of non-l ingu istic action (e.g .  surveying, pun ish
ing, washing of hands) which are attributable to a d iscourse in particu lar cases 
(e.g .  symbol ic gestu res, styles of cloth ing in rel ig ious d iscourses, but which can 
develop more or less independently of them and with thei r own dynamic) 

Public Discourse: d iscourse with an orientation to a general audience in a publ ic 
domain mediated by the mass media 

Special Discourse: discourse with in  a partia l ly publ ic social domain, e.g. scien
tific contexts 

Statement: the typifiable and typical core 'content' of a concrete utterance, 
or ind ividual l i ngu istic sequences contained with in  it, which may be recon
structed in  a large number of d isseminated utterances 

Storyline: common thread of a d iscourse by means of which the d ifferent con
stituents of the interpretative repertoi re are interconnected 

(Continued) 

40n Interpretative Repertoire see Potter and Wetherell (1987, 1998) and Chapter 5 
(below) . 
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(Continued) 

Subject Position: 'p laces' that a re contoured in  the d iscourse and more or less 
strong ly stabi l ized institutional ly. These are places, or expectations and offers 
for poss ib le speakers (speaker position; e .g .  through precond itions for specific 
qua l ifications), or  addressees (e .g .  offered co l lective identity; models of the 
'envi ronmental ly aware citizen') 

Utterance/Statement-event: the concretely and ind ividua l ly documented s ingu
lar  l i ngu istic materia l ization of a d iscourse or d iscourse fragment 

Social science discourse analyses have a number of features in common 

with corpus linguistic discourse perspectives, as they are represented -

between linguistic and historical research - in the approaches of linguistic 

discourse history or historical semantics (see Chapter 2 .3) .  Thus, social 

science analyses of discourse also put together text corpora according to 

specific criteria, and analyse individual data as exemplary documentation 

of a discourse that consists of a finite but in reality unattainable number 

of utterances . The essential difference between linguistic and social sci

ence discourse research is to be found in the different research interests 

that are conditioned by the disciplines. The analysis of the linguistic or 

semiotic level of discourses is, for social science discourse research, only 

one component of their questions; in addition there is the analysis of the 

actors and processes which create, reproduce or challenge a discourse, the 

investigation of the situations and contexts of discourse production, and 

the question of the relationship of discourses, events and widely differing 

social practices - that is, levels 'external to' the text corpora. These are con

sidered to be not only constraints on interpretations, but also independ

ent fields of data elicitation. This is also true of ensuing questions such as 

those concerning social discourse relationships as definition and power 

relationships .  

3 . 2  Questions 

SKAD research is interested in  statements, practices and dispositifs as 

manifestations of the structured processing of contingent social knowl

edge in discourses .  It investigates processes of social construction and 

communication of symbolic orders in institutional fields of society, that 

--·- · -· ---- ----
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is, social processes of the objectivization of knowledge, institutionalized 

orders of knowledge, social knowledge policies, their acquisition through 

social actors and the resultant reality effects. These orders of knowledge 

are manifest in linguistic, pictorial, practicable or material forms. For this 

sample, research questions can be formulated and processed in the context 

of concrete research undertakings with varying emphases (see text box) . 5  

Questions in Social Science Discourse Research 

• When does a specific discourse appear or d isappear again? 
• How, where and with what practiCes and resources is a discourse (re)produced? 
• What l ingu istic and symbol ic means and strategies a re employed? 
• What categories of phenomena are thus constituted and how? 
• What formations of objects, utterance modal ities, concepts and strategies 

does a d iscourse conta in? 
• What are the rules of formation and the processes and modalities of structuring? 
• What are the decisive events in  the development of a d iscourse, and how 

does it change over time? 
• How is a d iscourse reflected in dispositifs? 
• What actors occupy the positions of speakers using what resources, inter-

ests, and strategies? 
• Who are the bearers, the addressees and the aud ience of the d iscourse? 
• What modes of appropriation can be shown? 
• What l i nks does a d iscourse conta in to other discourses? 
• How can a d iscourse be related to more or less far-reaching tem poral-spatia l  

socia l  contexts? 
• What (power-)effects resu lt from a d iscourse, and how do these react to 

fields of social practice and 'everyday representations'? 
• What explanations are there for the features of a d iscourse? 
• What phenomena are expla ined by Discourse Ana lysis? 

Even if the empirical bases of social science Discourse Analysis are primar

ily texts, in a narrower sense a linguistic perspective is of secondary impor

tance here. Questions of grammar, syntax, the use of specific rhetorical 

5See Keller, Hirseland, Schneider and Viehover (2010), Jaworski and Coupland (1999), 
Wetherell, Taylor and Yates (2001a,b) . The questions are predominantly formulated 
in the singular; by analogy they could be represented for 'discourses ' .  
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devices (metaphor, synecdoche, metonymy and so on) may be of interest in 

individual cases, for instance in order to explain the public resonance of a 

discourse. But so long as there is no presumption of a discourse specific rela

tion to grammar, rhetorical elements, contents and speaker positions, these 

kinds of analytical instruments can largely be dispensed with for purposes 

of social science research. In what follows we shall put together and explain 

briefly some of the research questions we have introduced. In this we shall 

presuppose that one or more discourses or a discourse field, or an area of 

conflict, events or topics has been determined in advance, and that these 

are of research interest. 

(1 ) Discourse Production 

Discourse analyses are interested in determining in what institutional loca

tions with what associated rules, and by means of what (collective) actors or 

events, discourses are disseminated in the form of concrete utterances. This 

is scarcely a matter of the search for a primary source, even if discourses 

themselves can claim such an origin, but of the shaping of the spatial situ

ation and dissemination of a discourse that is essential for the particular 

question. The question of how many different discourses compete to con

stitute the phenomenon in a particular field must be explained both empiri

cally and theoretically: the closer one comes to a discourse, the greater is the 

probable number of distinguishable 'sub-discourses' .  What is crucial here, 

against the background of the question, is the level of abstraction that can 

be theoretically determined for the particular 'unit' of the discourse. This 

may be the institutional-organizational setting: we can speak rather easily of 

discourses, as Foucault did, in terms of scientific disciplines or specific reli

gious denominations. In such cases speaker positions are clearly determined 

(by education, or qualification criteria) . Public discourses, by contrast, have 

a more diffuse speaker-structure and different rules for the formulation of 

legitimate contents, and for these the types of function-logic of the mass 

media are of particular importance: it may be journalists, politicians, activ

ists, scientists, businessmen and others who make their particular contribu

tions. For this reason thematic reference acquires greater significance here. 

Ultimately, however, in the definition of every discourse, it is a matter of an 

analysis of situated statement practices with thematic references. For exam

ple, public protest discourses, in the area of environmental politics, may be 

traced back, in their thematic career, to the production of the first report 
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in the mass media. The development of scientific, medical or therapeutic 

discourse is also capable of reconstruction. The questions of who, how, 

when and where are vital for understanding the discourses, their changes 

and effects, their structure, and so on. For instance, the analysis of public 

discourses on the problem of domestic waste in Germany demonstrates that 

even before the emergence of an environmental lobby this was already a 

topic of controversy and debate in the mass media, and that a variety of 

actors - government departments, trade associations, administrative bodies, 

local authorities and so on - were taking part in it (Keller 1998) . 

Discourses spread - indeed, 'are spread' - in more or less anonymized pro

cesses or practices of communication, supported by a variety of resources :  

discussion events, mass media (including films, reporting, news bulletins, 

features, talk shows, internet) , self-help literature, law-texts and other regula

tions, textbooks and literature or professional therapeutic activity, processes 

of political negotiation, demonstrations from social movements and scien

tific debates .  In the investigation of public discourses it is mostly reporting of 

the mass media, parliamentary events and the related activities of dedicated 

actors that are foregrounded. Max Weber, in his Protestant Ethics, which can 

be read as a study of discourse avant la lettre, analyzed religious self-help lit

erature that contains guidelines for an 'orderly life' .  Scientific and academic 

discourses are circulated in relevant journals, publications and meetings. 

SKAD research, using interview and text-based analysis of statement-events 

(utterances) and their contexts, in a thorough analysis, can take the form of 

an ethnographic inquiry and thus subject individual discourse events to a 

more detailed reconstruction (Keller 2003) .  

(2) The Constitution of Phenomena 

Discourses produce and process complex relations of  meaning that constitute 

reality in specific ways.6 This has consequences for discourse research, and 

in particular for data collection: if objects are only created by discourse in 

their specific recognized form, then a discourse cannot be accessed simply on 

the basis of the object. A similar problem exists in talking about 'themes' as 

6If we talk of a discourse 'doing' this or that, this is always an abbreviation for the 
relationship between structure, actors and practice in the sense of the 'duality of 
structure' mentioned above, or - to put it differently - for the interrelation between 
objectivized reality and the articulation practices of the actors. 
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identification markers and as the criterion for the unity of a discourse, since 

from a discourse-specific viewpoint themes can be treated very differently. 

The identification of data for an analysis of discourse is therefore a search

process in different directions that can always only orientate itself provision

ally to 'themes', reference phenomena, key terms and so on. For, one essential 

goal of discourse research is indeed to answer the question of what knowl

edge, what objects, relationships, properties, subject positions and so on are 

claimed by discourses to be 'real', by what means - such as meaning schemata, 

storylines, moral and ethical assessments - this takes place, and what different 

formation rules and resources underlie these processes. The practical linguistic 

construction of reality in discourses functions through difference-generation 

and sense or meaning concatenations. In other words:  it also always contains 

implicit or explicit exclusions of other possibilities of meaning-making, the 

devaluation of competing positions, references to further supporting con

cepts, and so on. Discourse producers endeavour to give guidance as to modes 

of reading a discourse and they provide commenting or balancing text for 

this purpose. The question of the meaning structures which are built up in 

a discourse and which are stabilized or modified over time also leads to the 

analysis of the linguistic-rhetorical devices that are used, if it is a matter of 

analysing strategies and mechanisms for the creation of resonance in a social

cultural context: How are emotions aroused? What comparisons are made in 

order to convince? Does a discourse operate with specialist language, alienat

ing abstraction devices, or polemic depictions? And in this context, to what 

extent is it a matter of the particular features of a specific discourse? For exam

ple, in general, specialist discourses need to be translated into other linguistic 

games and narrative forms if they are intended to attract public awareness 

and produce a social effect. In the public debate about climate change, for 

example, the use of the greenhouse-metaphor advanced the broad reception 

of a specific discourse on climate (Viehover 2010) .  

(3 )  Dispositifs, (Power-) Effects, Practices 

Discourses exist as use of language in historically and institutionally situated 

statement-events (utterances) and in the form of dispositifS. Together with the 

constitution of phenomena that takes place through them there arise - if in 

a general sense they demonstrate power-effects - 'inner-worldly' objectifica

tions in the form of material objects (buildings, technologies, etc.), practices 

(such as the execution of punishments, or refuse disposal) and elements 

------------------- ·· ·-·--
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in the form of texts (such as the adoption of laws, formalized action guide

lines and so on) . In the form of dispositifS discourses are institutionalized, 

materialized, reproduced and thereby exert 'power-effects' Giirgen Link) . The 

relationship of the individual utterance to general discourse structure is borne -

in the sense of Giddens' theory of structurization - by temporo-spatial 

materializations. It was Michel Foucault who repeatedly drew attention to 

the interplay and affinities of discourses, practices and artefacts, starting 

with relevant legal texts, passing by the organization of institutional pro

cessing routines, and extending to the architectural totality of a building, 

such as a prison complex. At the same time he stressed the possibility and 

the occurrence of relatively independent and self-dynamic developments 

of discourse and practice. For this reason the levels of the development of 

practices, artefacts and discourses should initially be dealt with separately; 

it is a question of theoretical and empirical fantasy, whether and how it is 

possible to reconstruct the fact that discourses produce or organize relevant 

relationships.  7 

(4) Subject Positions and Actors 

Subject positions play an important role in discourses in a variety of ways 

(Keller, Schneider and Viehover 2012) .  In the first instance it is a matter of 

the speaker positions available for social actors in the discourse and their 

regulation. For example, it is only after completion of specific levels of quali

fications that a speaker is allowed to take part in scientific discourses; in pub

lic discourse an achieved status of prominence or a position as spokesperson 

for an association can fulfil similar functions. Speaker positions such as these 

can then be taken up by
" 
a variety of individual actors ('role-players') . Even 

when a discourse is made up of scattered statement-events - for example a 

discourse on environmental politics in the context of local evening events 

at different places in the country - instances of discourse-internal structur

ing and hierarchy formation may still be detected, that is to say, in the sense 

of the prominence of, or public respect for, particular determinable actors . 

Power resources such as money, knowledge and symbolic, economic social 

or cultural capital play an important role in understanding the spread of dis

courses, the interplay of the participating actors and their external effects. 

Such power resources do not necessarily have (only) a discourse-internal 

7See the works of Foucault cited in Chapter 2.6.  
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origin; they are constituted in the interplay between discourses, speakers 

and audience. Symbolic capital, for example, can be developed with a strate

gic intention. But whether or not this functions depends on the addressees 

or the audience. Discourses are directed to potential addressees and con

figure these in a specific way. Waldschmidt ( 1996) ,  for instance, demon

strates how experts' counselling discourse on human genetics defines its 

clients as subjects with specific qualities and needs. In discourse theory and 

research, Laclau and Mouffe in particular, and works following their ideas, 

have directed their attention to these kinds of 'identity markers' in the form 

of difference-formations in political discourses - for example, following the 

pattern of a positive 'we' that includes the addressees, as opposed to a nega

tive 'the others' (see Shapter 2 .6  above) . 

(5) Discourses and  Everyday Representations 

Social science discourse research can finally also consider the extent to which 

discourses are manifest in everyday life-world communication processes and 

practices. For example in family disputes about the just division of housework 

we find particles of feminist equality-discourse; discussions of the right way 

to bring up children contain elements from natural science and pedagogic 

discourses that are circulating through different channels of dissemination 

in the mass media; 'pub talk' caricatures neoliberal economic discourses, and 

so on. Consequently, discourse-oriented perspectives can direct our atten

tion to the ways in which everyday knowledge, everyday representations or 

'subjective worlds of meaning' are partly shaped by processes of collective 

knowledge and dissemination through the (mass) media. However, everyday 

subjects in their life-practice cannot be understood as simple mouthpieces 

for pre-formed components. They behave, rather, as more or less individual, 

creatively interpreting 'meaning-tinkers' (Hitzler 1994) in the social context 

of very different and heterogeneous discursive fields and contests.8 Of course 

the pursuit of such questions, if it wishes to avoid the (re)production of over

hasty stereotypes, will presuppose the knowledge and analysis of relevant 

discourses. 

8Taking the example of environmental discussion and everyday ecological practice, 
see Poferl (2004) . The afore-mentioned individual treatment of discourses is an impor
tant theme in Cultural Studies (see Chapter 2 .6 above) . On the 'Knowledge of People' 
on bioethical questions, see Waldschmidt, Klein and Korte (2009) .  
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3 . 3  Genera l  Fou ndations 

The catalogue of  questions introduced above already suggests that discourse 

research sets out as 'multi-methodological' and correlates a variety of data 

and methods - and for particular questions it also uses quantitative proce

dures. The choice of the concrete procedures for data collection and analysis 

must take place in accordance with the basic theoretical assumptions about 

discourse and the particular research interests. The scarcity of resource pro

vision, that is to say, the shortage of staff, time and money, but also - in 

many cases - the (im)possibility of access to data impose constraints on the 

research process.9 

Only in very exceptional cases is it possible to process the spectrum of 

the specified questions and other possible questions within the context of a 

single research project. For this reason we shall not present here any 'stand

ard model' of Discourse Analysis .  In the proposals that follow it is rather a 

matter of a general orientation which sets out the most important steps or 

stages in empirical discourse research and demonstrates possible options for 

their design. 1° Concrete examples of Discourse Analysis, depending on their 

capacity, deal with a specific focus. At the centre of the procedure are data 

predominantly in textual form, i .e .  'natural' statement-events or reports of 

these. As 'Interpretative Analytics' (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982; Keller 200Sb) 

social science Discourse Analysis combines a precise analytical dissection of 

statement-events with stages of a hermeneutically reflected and controlled 

interpretation. The analysis of the �anguage used is directed primarily to the 

content that is thereby constructed, i .e .  the order of knowledge of worldly 

phenomena that is thus outlined; linguistic questions in the narrower sense 

are excluded, so long as they do not have any specific reference to the social 

structuring or reception of the content, and therefore do not appear to be 

relevant from a social science perspective . 

9By means of the partially digitized, cheap and easy availability of some types of docu
ment (such as newspaper texts from particular publishers, for particular periods of time) 
many questions now are easy to handle. Documents that are difficult to access - such as 
historical texts, 'secret' reports, and so on - require more elaborate research in archives .  

10Guilhaumou (2010) emphasizes that it is indeed only the non-standardization and 
openness of the modes of operation in Discourse Analysis that gives scope for creativ
ity and makes possible surprising new discoveries . 
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3 . 3 . 1  Discourse Research is I n terpretative Work 

Discourse Analysis is always and inevitably a process of herrneneutic textual 

interpretation (Keller 2005b) . The dispute concerning methods of discourse 

research was initially coloured by structuralist attacks against all hermeneu

tics and an explicitly linked claim to superiority of a standardized analyti

cal procedure of primarily linguistic or lexicometric origin, contrasting with 

the 'uncontrolled' hermeneutic-interpretative approaches. In this respect it 

reproduced a widespread academic power struggle in France in the 1960s (see 

Chapter 2) . In particular the French analyse du discours advanced the claim 

that the subjective factor of the researcher should be eliminated by means of 

'automatized', quantifying, computer-assisted methods of analysis, and a gen

uinely scientific and objective form of text analysis should then be established 

(Williams 1999; Guilhaumou 2010) .  It was not by chance, however, that this 

programme, with its radical character, is now regarded as having failed; and 

it is equally not a coincidence that Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982) characterized 

Foucault's approach as 'interpretative analytics', and by the use of this term 

have thus brought together interpretative and analytical procedures.  At a very 

early stage Paul Rice£ur pointed out that analyses of discourse always oper

ate within the 'paradigm of text-interpretation' (Rice£ur 19 74, 1977, 1981) .  

They are essentially hermeneutic approaches, for which the world represents 

'the ensemble of references opened up by the texts' (Rice£ur 198 1 :  197) .  They 

even imply textual interpretations when they are concentrating on formal 

structures, objects or practices . The above-mentioned analyse du discours has 

meanwhile also recognized the boundaries of 'automatic' Discourse Analysis 

and now regards itself - according to the reception of ethnomethodological 

approaches - as a fully 'interpretative discipline' (Guilhaumou 2010) .  

To speak of  hermeneutics or interpretation does not mean, in  the context of 

Discourse Analysis, the search for the subjective and possibly concealed inten

tions of the author of a text or his 'class attitude' .  Nor is it a matter of attribut

ing to a particular statement-event a 'true', 'absolute' or 'objective' meaning. 

More recent social science hermeneutics is concerned, rather, with the pos

sibilities of methodical control of interpretative processes, and it is precisely 

in this respect that it is relevant to discourse researchY Certainly - as Rice£ur 

1 1Umberto Eco (1991) ,  using the example of an invitation to a conference sent to him 
by ]acques Derrida, draws the reader's attention to the fact that one can certainly 
invoke infinite readings of texts, but that fortunately we normally operate within 
certain conventionalized interpretative pathways. 
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points out - there are no fixed rules and known 'recipes' with a guarantee of 

success for the development of 'convincing' interpretation hypotheses. It is 

rather that abductive conclusions, that it is to say ideas, thoughts or flashes 

of insight that derive from dealing with the relevant data material, play an 

important role (Reichertz 2009) . Competing readings and alternative modes 

of procedure are always possible and - within certain limits and with good 

reasons - may be considered 'accountable' .  In this, as Ricceur emphasized 

there is also the possibility of generating more appropriate or convincing 

interpretations. 

However, if sociology wishes to be an empirical science and not 'fiction' 

or reportage, the requirement for principled disclosure and clarity in the 

relevant stages of an interpretation must be met. This in turn makes essen

tial a certain degree of methodological system in the procedure. This is true 

irrespective of the level - in the consciousness or knowledge of the actors, 

in documents and so on - at which the particular symbolic order is fixed: 

reality is always both a matter of 'achievement through consciousness' and 

a symbolic-interactive social construct (Luckmann 1999) . Since Discourse 

Analysis is concerned above all with text analysis, it makes sense to use the 

sociology of knowledge type of reconstructive hermeneutics . The following 

proposals may be understood in that way:12 

'The methodology of qualitative social research, with its particular data 
collection and data analysis procedures, therefore aims at systematizing 
and controlling the scientific reconstruction of constructions of reality. 
Here qualitative methods are to be understood less as prescriptions than 
as sensitizations to typical problems of the research process - such as 
adequacy, coherence, reliability, validity and checkability' (Hitzler and 
Honer 2002: 758) . 13 

In social science hermeneutics, in recent decades, different approaches have 

been developed within methodologically controlled interpretative text anal

ysis. These include the Documentary Method of Interpretation, Objective 

Hermeneutics, forms of Frame Analysis and Analysis of Interpretative 

Schemes, applications of Grounded Theory, approaches to Conversation 

12Under the umbrella of social science hermeneutics, a variety of procedures in quali
tative social research are to be found, all of which aim at methodologically controlled 
reconstruction of sense and meaning (Hitzler and Honer 1997) .  

131 have slightly modified this quotation: i n  the original the topic i s  'everyday recon
structions of reality' . 
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Analysis, and others . 14 Despite important differences between the above

mentioned concepts and methods of analysis, they are united by their 

concern for a self-reflective stance that takes account of the interpretative 

achievements of social researchers and forms and uses them in a methodo

logically clear fashion, in order to provide good reasons for the particular 

range of interpretations. In the process, of course, formal and context

dependent features of text are also borne in mind in the reconstruction 

process. 

3 . 3 .2  The Adaptation of Qual itative Methods 

The Sociology of Knowledge Approach to discourse research views texts, prac

tices or artefacts not as products of 'subjective' or 'objective' case-structures, 

but as material manifestations of social orders of knowledge. They are thus 

the most important basis for a sociology of knowledge reconstruction of 

the production, stabilization and change of collective stocks of knowledge. 

Discourse as an object requires a specific adaptation of the available meth

ods of qualitative social research and text analysis: 

- d iscourse research is interested in  statements, practices and dispositifs as man

ifestations of the structured process ing of controvers ia l  social knowledge. Its 

constituents can be worked out by means of various methods of reconstruc

tion; it is poss ib le to com plement qua l itative procedures with quantified data .  

Discourse research is not concerned with the  reconstruction of  subjective 

mean ing attributions or ind ividuals'  stocks of knowledge, with the ana lysis of 

'smal l  l ife-worlds' or the ethnog raphic exploration of 'strange worlds around 

the corner' .  Neither is it concerned with 'subjective' case-structures or bio

g raph ical narrative, nor with 'objective case-structures of interactive relation

sh ips, the formation of identities and so on .  

- A fu rther d ifference between discourse ana lyses and other approaches in  

interpretative social research is to  be found i n  the  adoption of  supra-textual 

cross-references in  the form of rules and resources, i .e .  structures in  statement

production .  I nd ividua l  utterances do not amount to ind ividua l  'types' (as in  

14Hitzler and Honer (1997), Soeffner and Hitzler (1994), Soeffner (19 79, 1989, 2004) 
Hitzler (2000), Hitzler, Reichertz and Schroer (1999a), Bohnsack (1999), Flick (2009), 
Flick, Kardorff and Steinke (2004) . 

------- ----- --- - - ----------------
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biograph ical research); mostly they do not give a com plete representation of 

on ly a s ing le d iscourse. 

- Discourses always exist in  an inter-d iscursive context and relationsh ip  to 

h istorica l ly d iachronic and synchronic d iscourse formations. They must be 

successively reconstructed from ind ividua l  utterances. This aggregation of 

particu lar resu lts of ana lysis to general  statements about 'the d iscourse' marks 

the central d ifference from most qua l itative approaches, wh ich work on the 

basis of a s ing le cons istent and self-conta ined mean ing and case structure for 

each text (normal ly an interview) . This means that they view a text as a com

plete document precisely for a single case. What is typical of the Discourse 

Analysis perspective on natural text-types is i ndeed the s imu ltaneous hetero

geneous and partial representation of d iscourse-specific e lements; for this 

reason the results of the ana lysis of ind ividua l  texts must be subjected to a 

process of interrelation.  

- Social science discourse analyses are confronted with the problem of large 

quantities of text. Qual itative data analysis procedures are used mostly for 

smal l  quantities of text and are only partia l ly su ited to the large text corpora of 

discourse research . For this reason they cannot s imply be taken over, but have 

to be adapted to the research interests of Discourse Analysis. Analyses are set 

up as both qua l itatively reconstructive and also (occasional ly) quantitatively 

measuring .  Quantitative approaches in itia l ly reconstruct, us ing individua l  

texts, categories that become elements of content-oriented cod ing devices 

appl icable to larger quantities of textsY Qual itative approaches employ d iffer

ent strategies of corpus reduction such as the selection of key points, key texts 

or the theory-driven reduction of material , in order to achieve a manageable 

amount of text (see Chapter 4 .2 .3) .  I n  research practice work on the text - as 

elsewhere in  qua l itative social research - focuses on the reconstruction of typi

cal or typifiable structura l elements which can be seen in  a variety of ways - as 

cogn itive, classificatory or narrative structures, as mean ing patterns, topoi and 

so on - and which underl ie, as meaning-creating patterns, the d iscourses that 

are being studied .  

150n this, see the works cited i n  Chapter 2 . 5  by Gamson and others, and the sub
sequent analyses by Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards, and Rucht (2002) or Brand, Eder 
and Poferl (1997) .  This procedure differs substantially from linguistic corpus-based 
discourse analyses (Chapter 2 .3) .  On the difference between content analysis and 
Discourse Analysis that sometimes disappears in research practice, see Diaz-Bone 
and Schneider (2010) .  
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3 . 3 . 3  Problems of Demarcation and Va l id ity 

Discourse research relies predominantly on natural data, that is to say, oral, 

written, audiovisual statement-events, observable practices, more rarely also 

material objects from the field of investigation. In addition, new data are 

generated through interviews or focus groups, and also by means of focused 

ethnography (Knoblauch 200Sa, 2001) ,  and so on. What scope the empiri

cal material should have, in order to be able to make valid statements about 

the specific discourse(s) that is/are of interest, depends essentially on the 

question being pursued or else must be justified with reference to that. In 

general terms the assembled material may be observed from two points of 

view. On the one hand it serves as information about the field (the aspect of 

knowledge or information) . On the other hand, it works as a document for 

the reconstruction of discourses, their material and linguistic resources and 

their contents .  In this respect the value of the analysed documents must be 

justified with regard to the discourse(s) . The whole of the assembled material 

functions as a discourse-internal or discourse-external context for the indi

vidual data that are investigated in detail. How the work on the individual 

text is carried out, whether, for instance, sequence-analytical procedures, the 

method of documentary interpretation, or procedures of category-formation 

are used, and how they are linked to descriptions of formal structures or 

external context data: these cannot be determined ex cathedra. Even when 

there is no royal road in Discourse Analysis, the decisions taken must still be 

justified and explained. As a basis one may distinguish here between 'prob

lems of demarcation' and questions of 'establishing validity' : 

- We may describe as demarcation problems various situations of decision that 

arise in the p lann ing and execution of empirical i nvestigations.  These inc lude 

the de l im itation of the times and objects of an  i nvestigation, questions of the 

de l im itation and context of the material to be ana lysed, and the problem of 

the attribution of documents/practices or ind ividua l  contents to d iscourses. 

- The d ifferent steps of data interpretation must also be justified in  respect of 

the c la ims to va l id ity of an i nvestigation .  I n  deta i l  this is a question of the 

decis ion between d ifferent procedu res i n  the deta i led ana lysis, of the inter

re lat ing of heterogeneous databases or the triangu lation of d ifferent meth

odological  approaches, the relation of ind ividua l  documents to d iscourses, 

the problem of reach ing saturation in the ana lytica l process - when has eve

ryth ing important been fu lfi l led? - and fi na l ly it is a matter of the process of 
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theoretical abstraction and interpretation, that is of the formu lation of state

ments about the whole d iscourse and the meaning of the resu lts (Reichertz 

and Sch roer 1 994; Ke l ler  2005a; F l ick 2009: 381  ff) . 

3 . 3 .4 More than Text Ana lysis 

Hitherto - irrespective of any Discourse Analysis paradigm that is being 

considered - discourse research has investigated almost exclusively texts: 

books, laws, court judgments, leaflets, information brochures, articles in 

newspapers and periodicals, interviews, transcripts of conversations and so 

on. This concentration on data fixed in writing is an understandable and 

justified consequence of the main questions in discourse research. In addi

tion analyses of discourse for purposes of information and interpretation 

have naturally drawn upon different forms of contextual knowledge and 

accessible materials concerning the research field - secondary scientific lit

erature, available general knowledge, and so on - in order to deal with their 

questions. However, the above-mentioned concentration on texts, which is 

true of all qualitative research, is in many respects in need of supplementa

tion and extension: 

- I n  view of the enormous s ignificance of audiovisua l  media formats and con

tents (television, fi lm, photography, comics, advertis ing) d iscourse ana lyses 

wi l l  in future have to focus more strongly on the ana lysis and interpretation of 

these kinds of data .  I n  this context l i nks to Cu ltu ra l  Studies may be he lpfu l .  

- Another extension of Discourse Analysis perspectives requ i res the  i nc lus ion of 

non-textua l  components of dispositifs (artefacts such as bu i ld ings, mach ines, 

tech nolog ies), and also the practical contexts that d iscourses encounter. For 

sociology, much more than in  the h istorical sciences, there arises the poss ib i l 

ity of record ing and ana lyzing the production and reception of d iscourses ' in 
actu' . For this it can make use of various methods of observation and report

ing, d ifferent forms of record ing conversations and related ana lytical strate

g ies. This makes it easier to avoid wrong or shorthand ' ideal istic' conclus ions 

about a s impl ified relationsh ip between 'd iscourse' and 'practice'. I n  the sense 

of triangu lation (F l ick 2009: 443ft) it is then a question of correlati ng d iffer

ent methodological perspectives on the particu lar domain .  I n  methodological 

terms connections can be made here to the socia l  science tradition of com

prehensive case stud ies. 

______ __ ______ , ___ , ____ , _____ ___ ______ _____ _ ______ _ 
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FOU R 

Do i n g D i sco u rse Resea rc h 

4 .1 Getti ng started 

The term 'discourse' refers to a construct of social researchers . This assumes 

hypothetically that a relation, rule or structure underlies specific empirical 

data, which primarily exist and are documented as events (utterances) that 

are disseminated in time and place. This kind of assumption must be used 

as the search hypothesis for the compilation of a data corpus. The concrete 

character of the data corpus, that is, its scope and its components, is ori

ented towards the goals of the investigation. It may consist of recorded oral 

speech, a variety of written texts, audio-visual materials, observation reports 

and even artefacts .  Under the perspective of 'discourse' it is a question of 

investigating the social mechanisms and rules for the production and struc

turing of orders of knowledge. It is therefore possible that particular data 

which are collected, for example, according to coarse thematic markers, 

cannot be reconstructed as parts of the discourse being studied, and there

fore have to be excluded from the data corpus in the course of the research 

process. In this sense an analysis of discourse may also fail if insufficient 

attention is paid to the 'coherence' of the basic data. The methodological 

approaches that are followed in the concrete analysis must be decided in 

relation to the specific question, the data selection used and the planned 

empirical or analytical depth of an investigation. For example, a study that 

involves large expanses of history will require different methods compared 

to a synchronic preoccupation with current discourse events; the procedure 

used in the analysis of large text documents (e.g. textbooks) needs a differ

ent methodology than the analysis of pamphlets, printed texts (e .g. from 



newspapers), discussion reports or films. Discourse research operates across 

the whole spectrum of broad historical processes of knowledge construction 

and communication, the concentration on concrete policy-processes, the 

reconstructive qualitative and (now) computer-supported analysis of sin

gle texts, oriented according to parameters of interpretative social research, 

or the more or less standardized content-analysis coding of larger text cor

pora - to name only a few variants .  It is directed, first and foremost, at the 

analysis of the interplay of statement-production, the formal appearance 

and structured content of statements with their situational, institutional, 

organizational and social-historical context, and a variety of social practices .  

For orientation i n  respect of the fol lowing suggested methodological stages 
and with reference to the traditions of qua l itative social research, see F l ick's 
comprehensive i ntroduction (F l ick 2009); on object-related theory-formation 
(Grounded Theory) see Strauss (1 991  ), Strauss and Corbin (1 998); on concepts 
and methods of Social Science Hermeneutics, see the contributions in H itzler 
and Honer (1 997). For a fu l ler  consideration of the discourse perspective see 
the contributions in Kel ler, H i rseland, Schneider and Viehover (201 0, 201 1 ) .  

The questions of the moment in time or the social/institutional level where 

we may speak of a discourse cannot be formulated independently of the par

ticular research interests. The discursive unity or coherence of texts may fade 

away according to the degree to which the context in which they are spoken 

or written is no longer that of a specialist discourse, but a more general pub

lic domain or arena. Many textual documents in public discourses, such as 

expert reports in the policy-process, and books or background stories in the 

media, are composed of a number of specialist discourses. For example, in a 

textbook, the introduction may be a piece of reformist discourse, the factual 

chapter may be a hard-core scientific discourse, and the conclusions a social 

science discourse. The multiple types of reality are matched not only by the 

diversity of discourses and practices in which manifold realities are socially 

constructed, but also by the multiplicity of discourse-analysis approaches 

that decode them. In the research process, discourse researchers must arrive 

at a number of general decisions and solve problems that do not represent 
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any special feature of Discourse Analysis. These may be summarized in vari

ous stages in the analysis (see below text box) . 1  In addition to the choice 

of topic, the formulation of research questions, the development of a the

oretical and conceptual base, and the discussions and selection of related 

methodological applications, it is also possible to distinguish phases in 

the analysis of relevant scientific literature, the final interpretation and the 

formulation of results . In general the individual phases, particularly the 

analysis of the literature, and the collection and analysis of data, are rarely 

implemented in strict linear succession. More frequently there are recipro

cating movements between the different steps in the research process. The 

very research question itself is also clarified, modified and sometimes even 

abandoned in favour of a new perspective that has arisen. 

From the perspective of research practice the following methodological 

steps should, basically, be adhered to: Discourse Analysis begins by determin

ing the field(s) of knowledge or discourse to be investigated. This can take 

place very crudely in terms of a thematic tag (such as 'abortion'), an institu

tional setting (e.g. the general public arena), or such different special arenas 

as politics, law or science, or arenas related to the actors (such as the dis

course of 'the Greens') . Alternatively this may happen in terms of different 

combinations of these criteria. A following step consists of a first, provisional 

formulation of the research questions (see Chapter 3 .2) related to the object 

of the investigation, and these may be modified in the course of the inves

tigation. This is followed by the appropriate definition of the elements of 

the investigation, its conceptualization in terms of discourse theory, and the 

selection of suitable processes of data collection and analysis. At the begin

ning of the practical part of the research process there is initially a collection 

of accessible information about the research object. This is done through 

the reception of appropriate scientific and non-scientific literature, and pos

sibly also in the context of exploratory interviews with experts in the field. 

Following this a start is made, in this phase, with the collection of data, i .e .  

the assembly of the data corpus. The analysis of data can begin, even if a cor

pus is not yet considered to be 'concluded'. In the sense of qualitative social 

research it may be absolutely necessary to expand the corpus when required. 

Phases of detailed, fine analysis of individual data now alternate with phases 

of hypothesis-formation, theoretical consolidation and the presentation of 

1See also Flick (2009 : 87££) . 
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interim results, until ultimately the investigation may be seen as 'finished' . 

In the course of the different steps in the analysis it is vital to pay con

stant attention to the 'fit' between question, methodological implementa

tion and the basic data material. The process of reconstruction is concluded 

with a summarizing interpretation and the processing of the results . 

Conceptual stages in the research process 

• What are the objects, domains and questions of the i nvestigation? 

• What are the basic theoretical assumptions and hypotheses that relate to 
these? 

• How can an appropriate conceptua l  structuring be undertaken? 
• What would a matching methodological implementation look l i ke? 

• What resources for process ing are avai lab le? 
• How can the data corpus be put together? 
• What analytical procedures should be used? 
• What role is p layed by the socia l ,  h istorical or  situational  context? In what 

form can these contexts be i ncorporated in  the investigation or the inter
pretation of data? 

• How can general izable statements be made about the object of investigation, 
i .e .  The d iscourse(s) u nder i nvestigation? 

• When is the ana lysis concluded and what a re the results? 
• How are the results presented, and what do they yield? 

4 .2  The Exp loration of the F ie ld  of I nvestigation 

I t  i s  essential, before and during data collection, to  inform oneself from 

various sources (e.g. scholarly books and popular literature, exploratory 

expert interviews, more probing interviews with key actors in the course 

of research), about the intended field, the object of investigation in gen

eral, and in particular about the state of the scholarly debate concerning the 

intended questions. This will make it possible to give a very precise although 

preliminary account of the area of concern of the research. These tasks are 

normally carried out in the preparatory stage of an investigation. In this 

early phase, and subsequently in parallel to the data collection, knowledge 
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of the field of investigation is further expanded by means of a study of the 

relevant literature . The information thus obtained will help to make more 

precise the questions to be pursued and the formation of an adequate data

base. This is not only a matter of the basic question as to the nature and the 

processing of the data, but also, in terms of research practice, of the pos

sibilities of access to such data, for example in existing databases, libraries 

and archives, the internet and actor-related collections of material . 

The knowledge of a field or arena of discourse that is made available by 

observers or protagonists may, in every sense, be used to develop targeted 

and comprehensive strategies for the procurement of the researcher's own 

data. The special potential of exploratory interviews lies in the compara

tively rapid access to the (perhaps contradictory) assessments of important 

events, positions, arenas, processes, practices and actors in the field of inves

tigation. These may then be used as bases for the compilation of data - not, 

of course, in a naive or credulous manner, but after due critical reflection. 

Similarly, direct (participant) observation of relevant discursive settings (e .g. 

different kinds of informative or discussion events) can provide first impres

sions of important elements of the structure of a field of discourse. In gen

eral terms the researcher should avoid simply adopting without reflection 

the interpretations of the object of investigation that are suggested in the 

available literature, in interviews and other 'field encounters' as a guide for 

his/her own further research procedure . 

4 . 3  Selection of Data 

4. 3 . 1  Data Formats 

For the analysis of discourse, various data formats need to be considered. We 

may distinguish between data in textual form (books, legal texts, instruc

tions, newspaper articles, reports of interviews and discussions and so on), 

audio-visual data (pictures, films, music), objectifications (e.g. church build

ings, chalices, robes) and observable social practices (such as demonstrations, 

symbolic gestures) . The data to be collected must match the questions being 

investigated: in order to investigate the topic-related discourse of a social 

movement, it is sensible to rely initially on documents from the context of 

the movement itself, and not on press reports or television commentaries 

and the like (the analysis of which may, however, be useful to understand 
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the discourse of the movement itself or its public resonance) . If one wishes 

to reconstruct specific decisions about content or its representation it is 

helpful to use different versions of texts and in some cases to clarify them 

through interviews. 

In general, discourse analyses do not relate to a single document or a small 

number of individual documents of the same type; rather, they bring together 

a larger corpus of documents. The most important access is provided by all 

kinds of 'natural' documents in linguistic form, from pamphlets to news

paper articles, parliamentary speeches, legal texts, advertisements, advi

sory literature, internet texts, recordings of interviews, and expert reports . 

The extent to which a document refers to one - or several - discourses is a 

question to be clarified by empirical research. Pamphlets, for example, are 

certainly to a large extent the expression of a specific discourse; newspa

pers, articles or books may intertwine different discourses with each other 

in more or less complex ways, or put them in opposition to one another. 

Within documents of this sort, statements or networks of statements form 

the basic components of the discourses .  

Audio-visual data (such as pictures, television broadcasts, films, adver

tising trailers, cartoons) play an important role in the social circulation 

of meaning. Hitherto they have had only a marginal position in dis

course research: this is related, on the one hand, to the available techni

cal possibilities for the reproduction of such complex data, and, on the 

other hand, to the costs (e .g .  time, manpower) involved in the analysis .  

Discourse Analysis is faced here with the particular problem of how it can 

proceed from the laborious analysis of individual documents to discourse 

structures .  

Similarly, the investigation of artefacts has so far not played a significant 

role in discourse research. As data they can be described in their meaning 

and functioning and can be accessed through field observation and the 

application of specialized knowledge (e.g. on the functioning of particular 

machines) . 

In the past, most analyses of discourse were only indirectly concerned 

with social practices .  This may partly be justified by the relevant disci

plinary embedding, particularly in historical contexts .  For social science 

analyses of discourse, however, there is a basic possibility of full 'in actu' 

observation of discursive practices and modes of the reception of dis

courses in fields of social practice ('doing discourse') . The collection of 
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these kinds of data may be achieved through observer participation and 

recorded in ethnographic descriptions 

4 . 3 .2 Corpus Bu i ld ing 

Since textual data constitute the main basis of  discourse analyses, the rel

evant options for compiling data corpora will now be explained in more 

detaii .Z Textual data can be used in discourse analyses in various ways. If 

they are used as a source of information about the field of investigation, it 

is appropriate to put together as many different documents, and of as many 

different types, as possible. If it is then a question, in the narrower sense, 

of reconstructing discourse structures through detailed analysis, it will be 

necessary to make stronger demands of consistency on the data. The differ

ent options can best be demonstrated with a few examples of social science 

Discourse Analysis :3 

In his comparative investigation of political discussions on acid rain in 

Great Britain and the Netherlands, Hajer ( 1 995) - in addition to numer

ous interviews with experts - used the most important scientific and 

political documents from particular decision processes, and reconstructed 

from them the basic argument structures of the discourses in question. To 

the fore is the interplay between political and scientific actors with their 

respective positions in the processes of discussion and decision-making 

Schneider (1 999) investigated the process of parliamentary discussion of 

the definition of brain death and questions of organ transplantation in the 

context of the German Transplantation Law of 1997,  using the relevant pro

tocols of parliamentary debates, expert opinions and legislation from the 

years 1995-199 7 .  He took account of commentaries and appeals from vari

ous associations as well as articles from the printed media. 

Keller (1998), in his investigation of processes of public discussion concern

ing the 'correct' policy for household waste disposal, referred to a systematic 

sample of text from the printed media (news, reports, commentaries), covering 

2The following explanations are also valid, by analogy, for audio-visual data. 

3Apart from social sciences' possibility of direct field research, interviewing and obser
vation (which, by the way, is not given in every case of concern), there is, in terms 
of textual data, no basic difference from historical or linguistic corpus building. For 
further possibilities see Keller, Hirseland, Schneider and Viehi:iver (2010) .  
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the spectrum of 'serious' newspapers for the years 1 9 70 - 1995 in France 

and Germany, the countries under investigation. In addition, use was made 

of interviews with and documents from actors in the debates - from the 

fields of politics, business, social movements, administration and science. 

Similarly constructed media samples also formed the basis of the discourse 

analyses by Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards and Rucht (2002) concerning pub

lic debates on abortion, those of Viehover (2010) on global climate change 

or, using relevant fan magazines, those of Diaz-Bone (2008) on the 'heavy 

metal' and 'techno' music styles. 

Waldschmidt ( 1996),  in her discussion of expert discourses on genetic 

counselling in the years 1945-1990, concentrates on key texts in this discus

sion. For the selection of these key texts, relevant criteria were used (such as 

circulation, frequency of citation, expert evaluations) . Maasen (1998), in her 

historical study on the 'Genealogy of Immorality', proceeded in similar fash

ion. Sarasin (2001) ,  in his investigation of the social discourses on hygiene 

from the eighteenth - twentieth centuries, refers to a sample of relevant 

literature from experts and advisers . 

Gottweis ( 1 998) used expert interviews and central archive documents 

covering a decade of the scientific and policy fields of genetic engineer

ing in order to account for the politics of 'governing molecules' in the 

US and in Europe .  Litfin ( 1 994) started from the Montreal Protocol and 

followed discursive engagements of scientific, political and social move

ment actors in order to account for the unfolding of ozone regulation 

policies .  

The composition of the data is mostly achieved using a range of databases, 

for example press archives and search facilities, libraries and special archives.  

Meanwhile, in the area of the print media in particular, texts on CD-ROM 

or on the internet have also become available. Compared to the 'originals' 

there may be changes in the data here, with the result that original contexts 

and publication formats are lost - and with them certain pieces of impor

tant information that may be significant. This is particularly true of docu

ments which are made available via the world wide web but which were not 

originally designed for it, in contrast to online editions of periodicals or the 

websites of associations, and so on. 

The construction of - according to the case in question - more or less 

comprehensive corpora requires resources in terms of time, (wo )manpower 

and finance. It requires permanent monitoring and questioning with regard 
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to its intended composition and the necessary degree of completeness .  This 

includes, for example, checking the extent to which the selected resources 

such as press-cutting agencies or archives - are themselves selective in their 

operation, i .e .  only document specific extracts about or from texts that must 

then be supplemented from other sources .  This also includes an ongoing 

check of whether the required documents arrive and whether they are truly 

suitable for the question at issue. In many cases corpus formation must 

already direct itself to the ideas of theoretical sampling (Strauss and Corbin 

1998; Corbin and Strauss 2007; Strauss 1987; Glaser and Strauss 1967) .  This 

term, taken from Grounded Theory, indicates that not only the analysis but 

also the compilation of the data must already be carried out according to 

theory-driven or reflected criteria. 4 The selection of key texts already requires 

intensive work in the particular field and the available literature, in order to 

be able to define criteria for this kind of key role and to direct subsequent 

text selection in accordance with these. The compilation of texts from the 

printed media, which can initially take place according to key words in the 

title, and so on, also requires - if its appropriateness is to be assessed - an ori

entation in terms of criteria for exclusion, that is to say, justified indicators 

for deciding which texts ultimately belong in a sample and which should 

not be included. The form in which the data are or should be made avail

able - whether as transcripts or text-documents, as originals or in digitized 

form - depends on such factors as whether the use of any software for quali

tative analysis is to be used (Diaz-Bone and Schneider 2010) . 5  In most cases, 

however, there is some 'manual processing' by means of reading, marking, 

sorting and so on, that is not undertaken on the computer screen but in the 

text itself. 

4Grounded Theory, i .e .  object-related theory-formation, is a research approach in 
qualitative social research, developed by Anselm Strauss and Barney Glaser. It aims at 
making possible theoretically rich reconstructions of (inter)action processes - such as 
supervisory visits in hospitals. For this Glaser and Strauss (1967) presented different 
concepts which can be transferred to discourse research, if they are slightly modified 
for the purposes of the latter (Strauss and Corbin 1998; Strauss 1987; Glaser 19 78) . 
The embedding of discourse perspectives into Grounded Theory was undertaken by 
Clarke (2005) .  

5AtlasTi and MaxQDA are widely-used programs. In  France, one of  the programs used 
is PROSPERO. 
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Key Questions in Data Col lection (Corpus Building) 

• What data fit the q uestion being investigated? What time interva ls and 
social-spatia l un its should be col lected? 

• Are these data avai lab le in  the intended object-area? 

• What range of data can be col lected with i n  the framework of the avai lab le 
resou rces and processed with the intended form of data analysis? 

• Through what sources can these data be accessed? 
• Are these sources selective? According to what criteria do they match their 

pre-selection? Is any comp lementation or correction in the data selection  
needed? 

• Are the col lected data rea l ly su ited to the question, for example in  respect 
of the relevant t ime-horizon, thematic scope and specificity, or record ing of 
the actors? 

• Are subsequent col lections necessary? 
• When does the scope of the data correspond to the research requ i rements, 

i .e .  when is the data col lection at an end? How can this be justified? 

4 . 3 . 3  The Selection of Data for Deta i led Ana lysis 

With regard to the analysis of data, we must distinguish whether they are to 

provide information - for example, about important events and actors - or 

whether they underlie the reconstruction of a particular discourse structure. 

Neither is excluded, but they do require different approaches to texts and 

should therefore be kept apart in terms of procedure. In the first case the 

analytical technique consists of simple reading and 'evaluation' of the infor

mation that seems to be of importance (e .g. pointers as to central actors who 

are then contacted); in addition, if possible, all the documents in the corpus 

should be utilized. In the second case, specific, controlled analytical and 

interpretative techniques are necessary, at least in cases where more should 

be achieved than a simple 're-telling' of discourse processes. The full articu

lation of a discourse in one single document is a rather improbable case. For 

this reason discourse analyses must rely on detailed analyses of a larger or 

smaller quantity of individual statement-events. The fine analysis of these 

statement-events is an interpretative act that depends on the competences 

of the researcher. It is demanding of resources, and as a rule cannot include 

all the data in the corpus. On the contrary, it must arrive at a systematically 
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reflected and justified selection of texts or textual extracts within the corpus, 

i.e. it must subject the data corpus to further restrictions, and particularly in 

respect of the need to produce statements about the discourse as a whole.6 

Here attention should be paid to ensuring a certain degree of breadth but 

also comparability in the data selected from the corpus, to avoid or at least 

reduce the problem of an unintended comparison of 'apples' and 'pears' 

within the data: a pamphlet cannot be placed immediately alongside an 

expert opinion; a news bulletin or a commentary differ considerably from a 

multi-page piece of journalistic reportage. For this step of controlled consoli

dation of the data material to be analyzed, a number of criteria are available. 

Among these is the reflected orientation towards key texts, key passages, 

actors and events, the value of which can be worked out from the data mate

rial itself. Further selection criteria would include covering the spectrum of 

meanings from the relevant actors or the mass media/ 

Guidelines for the Selection of Data for Detailed Analysis 

To what extent should it be assumed that a selected document provides 
answers/results re levant to the question being investigated? 

Is it a matter of typical, exemplary utterances, key texts, passages, actors 
and events? 

Does it inc lude the institutional  fields, actors, positions and modes of 
articu lation  that may be identifiable as relevant? 

Is the research goal more oriented to breadth or depth of reconstruction? 
With reference to th is, how is a document to be located? 

How do the selected data fit each other and the targeted d iscourse or  
d iscursive fie ld? 

(Continued) 

60f course, this is conversely also true of quantitative methods, such as content analy
sis: there large corpora can indeed be analyzed, but only with regard to a small num
ber of features. 

7See Keller, Hirseland, Schneider and Viehover (2010), and also Flick (2009: 1 1 4ff) . 
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(Continued) 

- The i nterchange between ind ividua l  fine ana lyses and further data 
selection may take place accord ing to the princip les of theoretical sam
p l ing, m in ima l  and maxima l  contrast 

- The orig ina l  questions may change in the course of the fine ana lysis, 
i .e .  as a resu lt  of confrontation with the data, and may requ i re a modi
fication in  the strategies for further data selection 

The selection of data for fine analysis is an open and criteria-driven search 

process, not intended to lead to the swift formation of a definitive partial 

corpus within the overall corpus. Instead it traverses and records successively 

the breadth of the entire data material. Depending upon the requirements of 

individual detailed analyses new criteria may emerge for the selection of fur

ther data. For these successive and interrelated stages of selection an orienta

tion towards Grounded Theory is appropriate (e.g. Strauss and Corbin 1998, 

Strauss 1987) .  In the first instance Theoretical Sampling and the Principles 

of Minimal or Maximal Contrast play an important role here. It is a mat

ter of justifying the choice of documents to be used for the fine analysis 

from the research process itself: the researcher begins with a document that 

seems to be 'significant' and then looks within the data corpus for a mark

edly different document (maximal contrast) or for a comparatively similar 

statement-event (minimal contrast) . The orientation to maximal contrast 

makes it possible gradually to record the total spectrum of the discourse(s) 

within a corpus and thus to work out several discourses on a single theme, or 

the heterogeneous components within a single discourse . Minimal contrast 

focuses on reconstructing as accurately and fully as possible each partial area 

that is being recorded, until the analysis finally appears to be 'saturated' .  It is 

important here to pay constant attention to the comparability or relatedness 

of the selected documents or part-documents; only in this way are consist

ent interpretations possible. For example, pamphlets and newspaper reports 

differ in a variety of ways, as textual genres, in respect of their addressees, in 

content structure and in the goals they pursue. An analysis of these different 

data types must take account of this so that no 'slant ' occurs or the different 

modes of articulation of discourses are not mixed in without due considera

tion. The selection process of theoretical sampling is carried out until further 

analyses yield no further knowledge about the total corpus or the research 
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questions that were asked of it. The results of the detailed analyses are then 

aggregated to provide general statements about the discourse(s) . 

4.4 Other Data Formats and Methods 

Discourse research is characterized - like all qualitative empirical social 

research - by being strongly text-centred. This is true in several respects : on 

the one hand the origin of the data themselves is rarely looked at; in most 

cases they simply become, as complete 'natural documents', the basis for 

reconstruction - despite the often formulated claim that it is precisely the 

social production of the particular documents (or utterances) that should 

be analyzed. On the other hand audio-visual statement-formats (i .e .  pic

tures, sounds, films and so on), as well as artefacts, have hitherto played 

a marginal role. At this point we can only formulate a few further sugges

tions on this. The perspectivizing arrangement of different methodological 

procedures and databases for an overall analysis is normally discussed in 

qualitative social research under the term 'triangulation' (Flick 2009 : 443ff) .  

Ultimately no  recipes of  success can be  recommended for this. 

Discourse Ana lysis and Discourse Research 

Discourse research oriented to discourse theory is  mostly concerned with 

written formats and communication processes via the media, whereas 'tra

ditional' ethnomethodologically based Discourse Analysis (DA), that is, talk 

and conversation research extended to include content elements, has as its 

research object immediate oral processes of communication, even when - as 

in critical Discourse Analysis - it has an elaborate foundation in discourse 

theory. In recent times there have been attempts to build bridges between DA 

and discourse theory. Such approaches are important to the extent that DA 

concerns itself with content that is actualized in communicative processes, 

sees these processes as sedimented or adapted components from discourses, 

and - like discourse theory - addresses the individual communicative pro

cesses that underlie its data materiaLB 

8See in particular Gee (1999), Gee, Hull and Lankshear (1996), Wetherell (1998), 
Wetherell, Taylow and Jates (2001a), ]0rgensen and Philipps (2002), Philipps and 
Hardy (2002) and Guilhaurnou (2010); on conversation research see also Bergrnann 
(2004) and the literature cited in Chapter 2.2. 
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Discourse Ethnography 

A more powerful contribution to the analysis of discursive and non-discursive 

practices and the material form of dispositifs can be achieved through 

the development of an approach within discourse research - Discourse 

Ethnography - that goes further than the Ethnography of Communication 

(Savile-Troike 2003; Cameron 200 1 :  S3ff) currently widely used in quali

tative research. Discourse ethnography allows the investigator to make 

accessible unfolding processes of discourse production and discourse recep

tion. Ethnography is understood here as an approach that is characterized 

'by the adoption of an inward-looking perspective, the investigation of a 

naturalistic field of social practice and the use of observer participation, 

and these are applied in differing combinations with other methodologies' 

(Knoblauch 200 1 :  1 3 1 ,  see also Liiders 2004; Hirschauer and Amann 1997; 

Knoblauch 200Sa) . For the purposes of discourse research it is a matter of 

adapting strategies of a 'focused ethnography' : this focusing reflects, in 

Knoblauch's opinion, 'a social development, the units of which are not, 

in this case, - as in the ethnology paradigm - whole life-communities but 

contexts of action and communication. '  It asks questions about the ' situ

ational or milieu-based or institutional typology' of types of action, forms 

of problem-solving or interactional patterns (Knoblauch 200 1 :  1 3 7) .  This 

kind of ethnography could focus on different relations to discourses in the 

field of observation. In particular this means, for example, an ethnographi

cally based detailed aJ!alysis of the discursive and non-discursive practices 

in discourse production, in the setting up and using of dispositifs, the prac

tical reception/adaptation/confrontation with discourses and the analysis 

of the interplay between situational contexts and practices with discourses 

or the constitution of contexts through discourses. The investigation of the 

practice-locations of discourse production and reproduction can connect 

with the scientific and techno-sociological laboratory research conducted 

by Karin Knorr-Cetina, Bruno Latour and others . (See, for example, Latour 

1987, Latour and Woolgar 1988, Knorr-Cetina 1981 ) .  The concept of 'trans

lation' developed by Michael Callon, Bruno Latour and others within the 

framework of actor-network-theory may be used to reconstruct the trans

formation of discourse-specific statements into practices (for example, of 

dealing with patients, clients, and so on) and technologies/artefacts (such 

as the construction of rooms, furnishings and the like in old people's homes 

and similar places) . Examples of discourse-analysis investigations of these 
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kinds of 'physical texts' are to be found in Parker and The Bolton Discourse 

Network (1999:  1 1 5ff) . Another source that is helpful in the conception 

of an ethnography of discursive practices is Knoblauch's proposal for the 

analysis of 'Cultures of Communication' (Knoblauch 1995) .  Here it is in no 

sense a matter of a na'ive subordination of the complete formation of con

crete situations and modes of action by means of discourses or dispositifs .  

It is ,  rather, a question of possible processes of eo-constitution, of actu

alization, of positioning towards discourses in concrete fields of practice. 

In this sense ethnography could ultimately come to occupy an important 

corrective position vis-a-vis discourse research and preserve it from idealistic 

false conclusions - namely taking a short cut from discourse to practice. First

hand contact with the field of investigation and the experience of ethno

graphic fieldwork makes it possible to account for the multiple techniques 

for situational reception, modification, withdrawal, subversive avoidance 

and internal distancing in relation to discourses .  Such 'dealings with dis

course' show up even in 'total institutions' (Goffman 19 74), in organiza

tions, in institutional fields and in the 'everyday world' . Of course these 

only set up their concrete possibilities and specific features in confronta

tion with the former.9 

Analysis of Audio-visua l  Data 

The analysis of audio-visual data is very demanding, but is now becom

ing more and more straightforward because of the 'digital revolution' 

(Harper 2004; Denzin 2004; Flick 2009 : 239-254) - we can observe an 

explosion in all disciplines in the analysis of visual phenomena (e .g .  

90n this see the study of African-American neighbourhoods by Modan (2007) . The 
interpretative tradition that WDA relates to used ethnographic procedures from the 
outset and takes account of the fact that actors are not 'marionettes' or 'discursive 
dopes' (like Garfinkel's 'cultural dopes', which addressed 'actors according to Talcott 
Parsons') . It is rather the case that social actors relate reflexively to interpretative 
processes in situations, according to emerging problems and problematizations, 
or irritations concerning the established criteria of relevance (Alfred Schiitz) . Post
structuralist perspectives, carrying Marxist or discourse-deterministic elements (i.e 
Althusser's concept of 'Interpellation'), have problems to account for such as practical 
divergences and have to give good reasons for ethnographic research. Judith Butler, 
in her rich and many-facetted work, is struggling vigorously with such questions. A 
closer look at interpretative traditions in sociology might solve many of her problems. 
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Raab 2008; Burri 2008;  Manghani, Piper and Simon 2006; Smith 2008; 

Rose 2007; and Sachs-Hombach and Rehkamper as early as 2000) . 

Foucault had already incorporated both linguistic signs and pictures 

or graphics in his concept of the statement (for example, at the begin

ning of Les Mats et les Chases [The order of things] in his analysis of Las 

Maninas; Foucault 1 9 9 1 c) .  For discourse research particular challenges 

arise in the form of the comparatively large number of analyzed docu

ments . Expensive individual analyses of pictures, text-picture arrange

ments and audio-visual formats (such as films),  whether they appear in 

the 'genuine media' or on the Web, may be considered an obstacle to the 

aims of more comprehensive analysis .  For this reason there is a maj or 

challenge here in the question of which elements of the analysis should 

actually be used for the reconstruction of the statement content and in 

respect of the particular research questions .  For this the literature we 

have already cited and which will be cited below provides many sugges

tions for the analysis of pictorial motifs, the characteristics of particular 

genres,  the composition and elements of pictures, the multi-modality 

of picture/text/sound interrelations, but of course these must be used 

selectively. In much the same way as with the more precisely explained 

interpretative and analytical fine analysis of textual data (see below) , we 

may also distinguish the investigation of formal (genre) structures and 

stylistic features, of structure of phenomena, interpretative patterns and 

narrative patterns .  Discussion and sample representations of the proce

dure in the interpretative-hermeneutic analysis of pictorial data are to be 

found in social science hermeneutics (e .g .  Knoblauch, Schnettler, Raab 

and Soeffner 2006; Knoblauch et al. 2008; Marotzki and Niesyto 2006; 

Bohnsack 2008; Raab 2008; Breckner 20 1 0; see also several contributions 

in Flick, Kardorff and Steinke 2004) . In the context of media and com

munication research, various methodological ideas for the analysis of 

films and television broadcasts have been put forward, which link inter

pretative strategies with the analytical reconstruction of the make-up 

of a film (e .g .  Faulstich 1 9 88,  Hickethier 200 1 ,  Korte and Drexler 2000, 

Mikos 2008, Mikos and Wegener 2005) .  

I n  English-speaking countries Cultural Studies in particular and, more 

recently, Social Semiotics have pushed forward the analysis of appropriate 

data formats and, in the tradition of structuralist-semiotic perspectives, have 

given a stronger emphasis to the analytical dissection of the individual com

ponents and structural patterns and also created occasional links to discourse 
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research (Mtiller-Doohm 1996; Kellner 1995; Hepp 1999; Hepp and Winter 

1999; Parker and The Bolton Discourse Network 1999:  65ff; Rose 2001 ;  

van Leeuwen and Jewitt 2001 ;  Kress and van Leeuwen 2006; Sturken and 

Cartwright 2005; van Leeuwen 2005, 2008; Rose 2007; Smith 2008) . In the 

historical sciences, following the works of Aby Warburg and Erwin Panofsky 

a number of methodological procedures in the interpretation of pictures and 

art were developed (Batschmann 2001),  which are also being used in current 

interdisciplinary approaches .  Present-day 'Visual Methodologies' (see the 

comprehensive survey of this in Rose 2007) normally use very diverse ana

lytical strategies; the question of bringing together the particular resulting 

components for purposes of Discourse Analysis, however, still seems wide 

open or requires appropriate new justification. 10 

10But see Link (1982, 1997) who was already analyzing linguistic: pictures and graphics. 
In the context of discourse research, see also the discussions in Maasen, Mayerhauser 
and Renggli (2006) and Keller and Truschkat (2012) .  The linguistic sciences are cur
rently also looking definitely at text-picture relationships and 'multi-modal discourses' 
(Kress and van Leeuwen 2001) .  A very convincing approach has been developed by 
Adele Clarke (2005) in her chapter on 'Visual discourses'. 
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F IV E  

Th e Deta i l ed An a lvs i s of Data ../ 

The mode of procedure in data analysis is oriented to the open research logic 

of qualitative social research (Flick 2009) . The methodological proposals 

below offer assistance in the structuring of the process of interpretation and 

analysis. They do not constitute any guarantee or prescription for successful 

research. Following the stylization chosen by Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982) 

for Michel Foucault, I also refer to Interpretative Analytics (Keller 200Sb) . This 

includes, referring to a single utterance or discursive event, the analysis of its 

situational state and material form, the analysis of its formal and linguistic

rhetorical structure, and the interpretative and analytical reconstruction of 

the contents of the statement. 1  Initially it is a matter of accessing the con

text of a statement, and then of different strategies for detailed analysis, 

including the use of qualitative textual software and the possibilities for 

quantification. The different options and stages in the fine analysis will be 

outlined below. For the reasons already given, there will be no detailed dis

cussion here of linguistic methods. 

Using the questions about the what and how of the content, the meaning 

dimensions of a statement (that is: the accessible 'typical core' of individual 

discursive events and utterances) or discourse will be addressed together with 

the modes of its occurrence. The use of language - terms (categories), clas

sifications, pictorial representations (graphics) , metaphors, arguments, actor

markers, action-markers, and so on - always points to a meaning horizon 

1The ordering and weighting given to the processing of these dimensions may vary; 
on 'triangulation perspectives' see Flick (2009: 443ft) .  



or context in which it makes sense and which is produced through this use 

itself. Every use of language, therefore, suggests a specific existence of worldly 

phenomena. The accessing of such content must compress, more or less 

strongly, or standardize the original utterances, for example into the form 

of narrative structures or plots, meaning patterns, topoi and interpretative 

repertoires .  Meanings do not, therefore, exist in discourses as loose unre

lated semiotic particles, but in structured forms, as pre-typified components 

of collective knowledge that may, from the perspective of the observation, be 

re-typified in the process of reconstruction. For the analysis of the meaning 

components of a discourse there are a number of theoretically well-founded 

and, in terms of both methodology and ideas, well-developed proposals, for 

instance as meaning patterns, interpretative schemes, storyline and interpre

tative repertoire in Keller (1 998);2 as 'frames', 'framing and reasoning devices' 

and 'storylines' in Gamson and Modigliani (1987), Donati (201 1) ,  or Ferree, 

Gamson, Gerhards and Rucht (2002); as narrative structures in Viehover 

(2010, 201 1); as 'tropes' and 'topic' in Knoblauch (201 1)  or Wengeler (2003); 

and in the context of the cognitive sciences we also find 'cultural models', i .e .  

cognitive 'schemata' or 'scripts' (Gee 1999) . 

The analysis of individual data begins with simple or repeated reading, 

and paraphrasing of the content may also be connected to this. 

Ach im Landwehr  (2001 : 1 1 3ft), i n  h i s  I n trod uction to H istorical Discourse 
Ana lys is, br ings together d ifferent proposa ls for methodolog ical  p rocedu re 
that had been put forward i n  l i ngu istic Discourse Ana lysis, for instance, by 
Teu n  van Di jk  and others :  van Di jk  (1 99 7a, b) makes a d isti nction  between 
the ana lysis of  the macrostructu re and the m icrostructu re of  a text. The 
i nvestigation of  the macrostructu re of  a text is related to i ts  external ,  formal ,  
overa l l  configuration,  and its e lements a re the theme, the forma l  structu re 
and the representative pr inci p les .  The ana lysis of a n u m ber of texts makes it 
possib le  to outl i ne  the correspond ing  macrostructu re of the d iscourse: 'What 

21n German, the term 'Deutungsmuster' refers to typified meaning patterns or inter
pretative schemes which organize the way we interpret situations and act accord
ing to such interpretations. I use it much as the Anglo-Saxon notion of 'frame' . But 
unlike the use of the frame concept, e.g. in social movement research (see Chapter 
2.5) ,  'Deutungsmuster' does not assume a 'cognitive component and localisation' or a 
necessarily strategic use; it refers to social patterns of meaning, circulating in societies. 
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l i ngu istic featu res a re at the centre, what words, a rg uments, boundaries a re 
found repeated ly, ho ld the d iscourse together and constitute the core of 
confl icts and d isagreements?' (Landwehr  2001 : 1 1 6) .  The i nvestigation of 
the microstructu re of a s ing le  text, converse ly, a ims at its ' i nterna l '  structu re, 
at featu res of the argumentation, style and rhetoric, that is to say, e lements 
that point to texts as actions that intend to make an  effect. Arguments, on  
the one hand, may have a factual  logical  character, and on the other hand 
an emotiona l iz ing and appe l lative one.  One i m portant component of  rhe
torical or  a rgu ment ana lysis is the reconstruction of the ru les of derivation  
(topoi); furthermore, the  ana lys is of  rhetoric a lso inc l udes the i nvestigation 
of the function of various tropes, (metaphors, i rony, metonymy, synecdo
che) and so on .  

For individual analysis, proposals from the grounded theory research pro

gramme are again helpful. These include, apart from the theoretical sam

pling mentioned above, the ideas of coding, commentaries and memos. 

Here it is not a question of adopting these concepts in discourse research in 

a 1 : 1  relationship; it is rather that as sensitizing options they require a more 

or less comprehensive adaptation for the purposes of Discourse Analysis .3 

The various strategies of (qualitative) coding aim at a conceptual 'compres

sion' of individual textual passages within documents in both an analytical

structuring and also an interpretative respect (see 5 . 3  below) . The direction 

or the goal of this compression is predetermined in discourse research by 

the specific research questions and related concepts (e .g. components of 

structure of phenomena, subject positions, practices, meaning patterns) . In 

commentaries (small accompanying notes) it can and should be noted why 

a particular code was formulated and related to a textual passage. The term 

memos refers to more or less comprehensive notes made during the research 

process, in which it is noted what further considerations,
-
ideas, flashes of 

insight and hypotheses arise in respect of a specific textual passage or coding. 

Memos are therefore components of a notebook that accompany a research 

programme. A detailed analysis mostly takes place in several stages, which 

oscillate to and from the text: starting with the reading of individual docu

ments, one advances to paraphrasing, to contextual analysis and analytical 

3lnitially this only means that not all of the stages in Grounded Theory have to be 
taken over, but that the concepts present there can be treated as tools that are adapted 
to the questions and methodological steps in discourse research (see Clarke 2005) .  
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dissection, to precise detailed interpretation and finally to summarizing. For 

the processing of individual texts there is a broad spectrum of highly varied 

text analysis procedures available. 4 A selected number of these will be illus

trated in more detail below. 

5 . 1  The S ituationa l  and  Materia l  
Natu re of a Statement 

Analyses of  discourse prefer to  deal with natural data and combine the 

analysis of such materials with the investigator's own data collection and 

the fieldwork soundings outlined above. Social science discourse research, 

however, is not purely textual research: it is concerned with the social rela

tionship between linguistic or semiotic usage and meaning production as 

the basis for the objectivization of social knowledge. An important first 

investigative step, therefore, in respect of individual statement-events, is 

the analysis of their positional state in a range of situational, institutional

organizational and social contexts (see text box) . 

On Distinguishing Contextual Dimensions 

• historical-social, temporal-diagnostic context: in what h istorical and social 
context - specified in terms of the research question - were the statements 
made or the data (texts) produced? What are the most important features? 

• institutional-organizational context: in what i nstitutiona l  f ie ld and organ i 
zationa l  setti ng d id  the data a rise? What a re the particu lar  structural fea
tu res, ru les and textual  formats of th is fie ld? In what k ind of edition and 
for what  readersh ip  were the texts conceived? How are they d issemi
nated? What l i ngu istic forms, themes, and  power-relationsh ips a re char
acteristic of this fie ld? 

• situative context: who is named as the concrete author, pub l isher or respon
sible person for a document? F rom what institutional ,  organ izational  and 
situative position was the text conceived? What is the concrete relationship 
between productive and receptive context, and the situations of speaking, 
writing and record ing? 

4See Hitzler and Honer (1997),  Titscher, Wodak, Meyer and Vetter (2000) . 
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In this we may start from the questions of who produces a statement how, where 

and for whom? What is recorded are the positions and relations of statement

producers and recipients; institutional settings and their rules; staged and 

'natural' events which become stimuli for the production of statements (e.g. 

catastrophes, processes of parliamentary decision-making, university reforms 

and other 'emergencies'); the media contexts where they appear (e.g. text

books, popular science books, newspapers, discussions, television reports, the 

Internet); more general social contexts (economic, scientific, socio-cultural 

activities); and finally also existing power-constellations in a discursive field. 

The different contextual levels have a funnel-shaped relationship with one 

or more documents within a corpus. In this investigative step it is important 

not to suppose too hastily, on the basis of prior knowledge or prejudice, that 

there is a direct relationship between context and the textual document, but 

to study the two dimensions independently from an analytical point of view, 

or determine their relationship only during the process of the analysis . 

The question of the material form of a statement is to do with the mode 

of its occurrence: in other words, to its manner of articulation and dissemi

nation. This may include, for example, text-type, edition, publisher, mode 

of distribution or reception arena - are we concerned with a parliamentary 

speech, with a newspaper text, with a book, or with a television documen

tary? How large is the scope of the particular document? Who may poten

tially be reached through it? What resources have gone into the production 

of the utterance? In what institutional power-field does it appear? 

5 .2 Formal  and Li ngu istic-Rhetorica l Structu re 

I use the term formal structure of an utterance to refer to its features as a 

document of a particular communicative or textual genre. Textbooks, docu

mentary films, newspaper commentaries, news reports and so on are, for 

us, recognizable and distinct by virtue of their relatively conventionalized 

structure . In particular, media and communication research has identified 

corresponding features of the genres.5 The particular conventional formal 

rules for these genre-types function as structural frameworks for what can 

be included under the heading of content. They also shape the 'allowed' 

50n news items, see van Dijk (1988); on communicative genres, see Knoblauch and 
Luckmann (2004) . 
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ways of (re)presenting such content. Corresponding questions relate to the 

theme and the composition of its treatment (form and structure) . Closely 

linked to this are the possibilities for the linguistic-rhetorical, dramatic and 

audio-visual treatment of a statement, that is to say, questions of rhetoric, 

the 'style' of utterance and presentation - the analytical reconstruction of 

which is always simultaneously an interpretative process. And the result of 

this may turn out differently, depending on the attitude of the reader. It 

should therefore be treated with appropriate caution: is it a matter of a fac

tual argument, of polemic, emotionalized or appellative presentations? Are 

pictures, metaphors and so on, involved? What different graphic and for

mal elements are applied and how is this done? How are they interrelated? 

What rules of reasoning and argumentation are presented? What is the link 

between elements that are cognitive (fact-related) or moralizing, or based 

on moral and aesthetic value judgements? What role is played by the use of 

tropes (synonyms, metaphors, synecdoche, irony and so on)?6 

5 . 3  The I nterpretative Ana lytics of Contents 

The interpretative and analytical recording and reconstruction of state

ments is closely related to the step we have just described and frequently 

marks the difference between linguistic and social science analyses of dis

course. It focuses on the production of a detailed matrix or a schematized 

record of the statement that serves as the basis for interpretative hypothesis

formation concerning the content, functioning and effects of a discourse .  

Following the process of distinguishing between the subjective, situational 

and socially typical meaning of an utterance, as it is done within the frame

work of hermeneutic sociology of knowledge, the major concern in this 

process of reconstruction is the level of social typology. The level of subjec

tive meaning attribution is of secondary importance for the programme of 

discourse research followed here. Discourse research does not enquire about 

any authentic subjective intention and (idiosyncratic) meaning of an utter

ance for producers of texts. It considers the situational meaning content 

6See Gamson's approach stylistic-rhetorical structure is dealt with under the heading 
of 'framing devices' (see Chapter 2 .5  above) . On the meaning of tropes in academic 
writing on history see White (19 75); on the role of metaphors, in particular, see Link 
(1984); on collective symbolism see Link (20 1 1) .  
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in the direct context of an utterance, but focuses ultimately on the general 

content, in the way it may be described within the framework of a social 

collective. The link between the situational and general levels also makes 

it possible to recognize and reflect different ways of using typifications. For 

example, the interpretation of an event as a 'catastrophe' can be linked to a 

variety of inferences - better technology, abandonment of a particular path 

of technical development, inevitable fate. During the reconstruction process 

a number of main questions may be asked about the context of the indi

vidual utterance: what is the theme of the text? In what categories, argu

ments, classifications7 and so on is it being dealt with? What sub-themes are 

introduced as relevant? What are the core components of the utterance? Are 

there any typical examples, repetitions of utterances or terminology? What 

meaning is attributed to the vocabulary employed as compared to other 

terms used in the particular field of discourse? What kind of statement (in 

Foucaults' sense) is to be found on the surface of the utterance? 

For the interpretative-analytical dissection of texts several approaches are 

available. This is also true of the presentation of single and overall results, 

perhaps in tabular form, as continuous text, graphics or in the form of a 

'tree-diagram', or a semantic network. Three proposals and possible, mutu

ally complementary reconstruction perspectives for individual documents 

are described below. Firstly, this is to do with the analytical description of 

the phenomenon or problem structure that is articulated in the text, next with 

the meaning patterns (interpretative schemes, frames; 'Deutungsmustert') that 

link individual utterance elements, and finally with the narrative patterns 

that organize the content of an utterance.8 Following this I shall discuss briefly 

the concept of cultural models. The results of the different stages in the detailed 

data analysis must be related to one another in an interpretative process of 

triangulation. Ultimately it will depend on the research questions, which of 

7Classifications are an institutionally stabilized form of processes of social typification, 
and for discourse research they are of great significance because of their 'world-ordering' 
function. What is important, in addition to the structural fact of classification is their 
'performative' effect, such as when administrative ethnic categorizations become the 
basis for self-description and the identity politics of ethnic grouping, or only create 
such groups because of the classification itself, as has been described, for instance, in 
gender research and various investigations of 'identity politics' or 'racial formations' 
(Bowker and Leigh Star 2000; Link 1997; Keller 200Sa; Omi and Winant 1994) . 

80n this see the whole of Keller (200Sa); on the location of interpretative analytics in 
social science hermeneutics, see Keller (200Sb) . 
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the three analytical possibilities that we have sketched - or others that we 

have not mentioned - will be employed, and how they will be combined. 

With regard to the interpretative-analytical fine analysis, the grounded theory 

perspective mentioned above again has helpful suggestions to make con

cerning the practical handling of the data material.9 

A variety of software-programs for qualitative data analysis (e .g. ATLAS/ti, 

MaxQDA, PROSPERO) may be used to assist in data management and analysis. 

For this the data to be processed must be available in a digitized form (for 

example, from Internet databases, or as scanned documents) . The available 

programs rely mostly on the conceptual and procedural bases of grounded 

theory. They make it possible to construct and administer codes, memos and 

so on, and, unlike card index methods, they facilitate survey compilations 

of codings, accompanying commentaries and textual references or citations. 

Word frequency counts and certain other quantitative assessments can also 

be conducted using programs of this sort.  The relationship of effort (e.g. in 

scanning) to yield certainly depends on the particular data material and its 

condition; and possible new constraints and restrictions that arise from the 

use of a program must also be reflected in the research process. The rapid and 

sorted overview, for instance, of the different utterance components that are 

attributed to one or more codes, may facilitate, advance and stimulate the 

interpretation of data and formation of hypotheses - but it cannot replace 

the analytical work of the investigator. Even in this type of software-based 

data application, the direct confrontation between the analyst and the data 

remains the central ground of research. A helpful introduction into the use 

of qualitative acquisition software is provided by Diaz-Bone and Schneider 

(2010);  for a more comprehensive survey see Corbin and Strauss (2008) . 

5 . 3 . 1  Phenomena l  Structu re 

The concept of phenomenal structure relates to the fact that discourses, in the 

constitution of their referential relationship (or their 'theme') designate a 

variety of elements and combine them into a specific form of constitution 

of phenomena, a structure or constellation of a problem. For example, in a 

public debate on a problem, the different dimensions of an action-problem 

90n this see Strauss and Corbin (1998); a brief account is also to be found in Titscher, 
Wodak, Meyer and Vetter (2000: 74ff); with regard to Discourse Analysis see also 
Keller (2010, 201 1b), Clarke (2005).  
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must always be dealt with by the protagonists; this includes determining 

the nature of the problem or theme of an utterance unit, designating the 

causal relationships (cause-effect), responsibilities, problem-dimensions, 

value-implications, moral and aesthetic values, consequences, action possi

bilities and so on (Gerhards 1992; Schetsche 1996) .  The actual components 

of this kind of problem structure are not known before the factual analysis, 

but must be ascertained from the empirical data, and there they must tran

scend the singular utterance. In this respect individual data usually contain 

only partial elements. 

Example: Phenomenal or Problem Structure in hegemonic discourse 
in French debates on waste as the aggregated result of 
a number of fine ana lyses (Kel ler 1 998: 232) 

Problem-structure: Administrative discourse on waste: sociotechnical modernization 

Causes 

Responsib i l ity 

Waste as a 'cleanl iness problem'; Discrepancy between 
quantities available and disposal or uti l ization infrastructure: 

- growth in wealth, economic and techn ical progress, 
consumption requ i rements of the users � i ncrease in  
waste occurrence 

- waste as a problem of deficient rubbish d isposal i n  
dumps 

- waste as a problem of a lack of civic responsib i l ity and 
d iscip l ine 

- waste as  a problem of national ba lance of payments/ 
use of raw materials 

- waste as a problem of cond itions of international  
competition 

Pol itics/ State Admin istration (has to develop and i mple
ment outl ine program mes of waste pol icy in agreement 
with commerce) 

- regional authorities, firms (have to implement pol itical 
decisions in an autonomous way) 

- citizens/society (have to abandon irrational fears, egoistic 
refusal; have to take up responsib i l ity for waste and 
accept proposed expert technologies for solution) 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

Need for Action 
and mode of 
Problem-solving 

Self-positioning 

Positioning of 
opposite 
Others 

Object culture 

Welfare model 

Reference Va lues 

Low problem-level; technical mastery of waste situation 
is possible by means of requirement/recycl ing/uti l ization 
and remova l .  Measu res: 

- large-sca le technical expansion and optimization of 
the disposal and recycl ing/uti l ization infrastructure 

- creating acceptance of the disposal infrastructu re 
through commun ication and participation 

- comprehensive mobi l ization of civic responsib i l ity 
(commun ities, business, consumers) 

Representatives of scientific/techn ical, economic and 
pragmatic reasoning, of civi l izing (socio-cu ltural/technical) 
progress; the state as observer of col lective interest 

- civic actors (local authorities, commerce, citizens) display 
a lack of awareness of responsib i l ity, i rrational  fears 
and repression 

- i rrational ity and fundamenta l ism i n  (German) waste
management pol icies, c loak to h ide economic 
protectionism 

Not a subject for discussion of waste; pursues unavai l 
ab le modern ization dynamics and market rational ities 

materia l  welfare model; freedom of needs (production 
and consumption) 

- State guarantees col lective interest (welfare, progress, 
modern ity) 

- (factua l  and moral) clean l i ness of publ ic  space 
- nature as a (scarce national) resou rce, the use of which 

can be optim ized 
- identity of contemporary form of society and the 

'good l ife' 

The analytical description of phenomenal structures - which, in the course 

of discourses, will certainly change in time - is directed at two things: 

The d imensional access to the phenomenon :  The genera l  d imensions from 

which the phenomenon is d iscursively constituted may resem ble or d iffer 

from each other, more or less strong ly, in a fie ld of d iscourse between various 

mutua l ly competing d iscourses. They are captured in  an abstracting form, for 
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example in  such a way that it can be ascertained whether causal relationsh ips, 

self labe l l ing or label l ing by others (identity markers), attribution of responsi

bi l i ty, solution requ i rements and so on are introduced as relevant d imensions 

by the d iscourse itself. I n  terms of grounded theory the concern is with the 

development of 'codes', i .e .  the generation of abstract categories for the des

ignation of ind ividua l  utterance, and thus d iscourse constituents, th rough the 

d ifferent stages of open, axial and selective cod ing (see Strauss and Corbin 

1 998, Strauss 1 987 :  55ft), with deta i led explanations, gu ide l ine questions, 

sample analyses and so on) . 1 0  The d ifferent ways in  which this is carried out, 

that is to say, whether, for example, primary and secondary causes or conse

quences are disti ngu ished, depend upon the research questions.  

2 The content implementation of the dimensions: completion of the content of the 

reconstructed dimensions may vary according to the occasion or type of d is

course. lt is described in a condensed form: not by means of a s imple summary 

recording of 'orig inal  quotations' - which could defin itely be used for purposes 

of representation or i l l ustration - but, if poss ible, with regard to its genera l  (or 

general izable) elements.  Through the analysis of the different utterances it is 

possible to reconstruct coding families, i .e. attributions of various characteristic 

features to the corresponding code-category, such as causes, consequences, 

correlations, boundary conditions, processes, types, identities and so on (Giaser 

1 978) . 1 1  Phenomenal structures may be represented in  tabular form (e .g .  

Gamson and Lasch 1 983; Donati 201 1 ;  Hajer 1 995:  1 64ft; Kel ler 1 998:  209ft; 

Vie hover 201 1 ;  Diaz-Bone 2008: 421 ff) or using the visual ization models of 

cogn itive anthropology. 

10So that this does not cause any irritation: the adaptation of some of the procedural 
proposals of grounded theory for the purposes of discourse research requires a num
ber of terminological and conceptual 'translations'; this is as a result of the differing 
research interests : the authors of grounded theory are primarily interested in the 
investigation of social action or practice contexts (such as interaction processes and 
human-machine interactions in hospitals. Their questions and examples are formu
lated accordingly. For discourse research it is a matter of analyzing social production 
and the structuring of discourses on the basis of (primarily) textual data. The ideas of 
grounded theory must be applied accordingly. Strauss himself - like Peirce, Mead or 
Alfred Schiitz, too (see Chapter 2 .1 ) - speaks occasionally of the 'universe of discourse' 
and corresponding areas of symbolic confrontation (Strauss 1991) .  See also the whole 
of Keller (200Sa, 201 1b, 2013) and Clarke (2005) .  

110n the procedures involved in coding see Strauss and Corbin (1998); Strauss (1987);  
Flick (2009 : 30Sff); Titscher, Wodak, Meyer and Vetter (2000: 76ff); on applications in 
Discourse Analysis cf. Diaz-Bone (2008: 198ff), Viehover (2010) .  
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Procedures in Coding according to grounded theory 
(related, in discourse research, to phenomenal 

structure, meaning patterns and narrative structures) 

'Ru les of Th u m b' 

Do not s imply paraphrase the sentences of a document, but d iscover genuine 
categories and labe l  these, at least provisiona l ly 

Put these categories, as specifica l ly and variably as poss ib le, into a relationsh ip  
with their cond itions, consequences, strategies ( . . .  ) 

Put these categories into a relationsh ip with sub-categories ( . . .  ) 

Do this on the basis of specific data, and refer to these frequently, by recording 
page number, quotations or summaries d i rectly in  the cod ing notes 

Under l ine key areas of concern, this faci l itates reviewing and later sorting 

If the key category (or categories) begins to become clear, or  is a l ready clear, 
then you should make sure that a l l  categories and sub-categories can be related 
to one another and to the key category/categories 

Later the subordinate categories which show l ittle or no relation to other categories, 
with their associated hypotheses may be discarded as more or less i rrelevant in 
respect of the integrated result of the analysis ( . . .  ) ;  or else the researcher must 
try to relate these categories specifica l ly to his analysis. (Strauss 1 998: 1 22f; see 
Strauss 1 987:  81 ff) 

Basic Cod ing Questions:  

(from the summary of Titscher, Wodak, Meyer and Vetter 2000:  79ff) 

Open Cod ing :  

What actua l ly happens in  the text? 

What category does the textual passage suggest? 

Axia l  Cod ing :  

What are the conditions for the events comprised i n  the concept? 
How can the interaction between the actors be described? 
What strategies and tactics can be determined? 
What a re the consequences of the events? 
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Selective Cod ing :  

What i s  the most stri king feature of the field of  investigation? 
What do I consider to be the main problem? 
What is the centra l theme of the story? 
Which phenomena are represented again and again in the data? 

The interpretative-analytical recording of the elements adhering to a phe

nomenal structure and appearing in a singular utterance happens throughout 

different coding steps; it is a matter of a structured process of textual analysis . 

The particular reasons for the allocation of coding terms may be recorded 

in the form of memos, that is to say, more or less systematized accompany

ing notes. 12 In this procedure, analysing word-by-word, sentence-by-sentence 

and/or sequence-by-sequence, the researcher works out the references to and 

dimensions of 'the reality of the world', which a discourse opens up, proposes 

and performs, all this in more or less explicit ways. Admittedly at this point in 

an analysis these references are comparatively unconnected. It is only through 

the reconstruction of the common theme, the storyline or the 'plot', which 

links them and meshes them into a specifically meaningful relationship, that 

this stage in the analysis is completed (see below) . The following overview 

illustrates, using extracts, the interrelation between codes, commentaries and 

memos. Dealing with the relevant textual documents and so on is made easier 

through the u�e of qualitative text-processing software.13 

An Example: Coding, Memo and Source-text 
in Rainer Diaz-Bone (2008) 

For example, in his research on music styles Diaz-Bone (2008) used concepts 
of coding and memo as fol lows: 

Scope: a corpus from the music periodical METAL HAMMER, consisting of 33 large 
primary documents (each consisting of a compilation of many articles), in which 1 5 1 
codes were a l located, 201 8 textual locations marked, and 35 memos composed 

(Continued) 

12This procedure is supported by a number of qualitative software packages. 

131 am indebted to Rainer Diaz-Bone for allowing the use of his working documents. 

-----------·--· ----------------------
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(Continued) 

Explanation of the Code 'Working Ethos' 

'The complex of production (code) includes the aspect of the represented 
working ethos (subcode), i .e .  the thematization of the attitude that musicians 
display or the motives of production that are represented in the discourse. 
This code was introduced when it became evident that this was a theme in 
the METAL HAMMER periodica l .  The code was developed step by step. In itial ly 
it was commented on in such a way that the analytical handl ing could be 
checked; I have therefore noted what always had to be observed, and what 
could be marked . After this I determined in a complete overview what occurs 
and what is striking. The code was a l located to 91  places in  the text; it was 

interrelated with four  additional codes (e.g .  value/concept: perfection, preci
sions, technique; value/concept: professional ism, and others)' 

Immediate Code-Commentary (Extract) 

'The work ethos is, indeed, a main code but it carries the risk of over-hasty 
rel iance on the mental ities or eth ica l  state of groups, without taking the 
essentia l  i nterim step of ensuring that (1 ) it is a question here of a 'rep
resented eth ic' and (2) that th is represented eth ic is developed in  a net
work of cu ltural knowledge concepts which g ive it content. Therefore, the 
interpretative strategy is: first the ana lysis of concepts and then those of 
its networking and of the eth ic that is establ ished represented in it. What 
is strik ing here is : professional ism, i .e .  the activity of musicians wou ld also 
be regarded as enterta inment (4x); to make the kind of music that can be 
played and mastered (!) (2x); practice: practise a lot to uncover weaknesses 
(in instrument articles), techn ica l weaknesses are not forg iven !  (aga in in  
instrument articles); to put on a respectable (!) show, the aud ience wi l l  
sweat accord ing ly. The  audience m ust be worked hard every day. ( . . .  )' 

Example: Original textual passage that was assigned for the code 'Working Ethos' : 

1 2 0  

' I n  th i s  connection there can be no more tal k  of  "playing around" than in  
current production .  The Bremen "Wolves" have rather the  reputation of 
belonging to the extremely demanding species. "What we have brought 
about in the way of self-criticism and hardness on ou rselves is borderi ng 
on masoch ism", howls the head wolf. "At the end of a week we were 

a l ready able to produce the best gu itar sounds we have ever had, but that 
d idn't keep us from experimenting fu rther. Sometimes a dozen d ifferent 
gu itars were p i l ing up in  the studio and as many ampl ifiers in the 'finan
c ia l  su icide' price bracket ( . . .  ) And we checked a l l  these gadgets again in  
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a l l  possib le and imposs ib le variations, and recorded over takes that had 
a l ready been checked out." '  

Extract from the memo on the code-com plex ' I nstruments' (the complete 
memo takes several pages) 

'The production of instruments: is the handicraft aspect of their produc
tion emphasized here? What about the materia ls? The XX-advertis ing 
(MH-02-99-1 3 1 ) stresses the l ink between technology and craftsman
sh ip .  What are the normal ways of playing? There is a description of how 
guitars are tuned lower so that the harmonies change. "The accusation 
I hear most often is that our harmon ies are not correct, and our  gu itars 
are out of tune. But it has to be l i ke th is, not because that is our  idea, but 
because these songs grow organ ica l ly and i n  the end sound just l i ke l ife 
which also doesn't consist on ly of harmony and agreement. " (MH-03-
99-BAN D-030). In the sound description it is noticeable:  the instruments 
are described l i ke actors or performers who have entrances, who interact, 
who are i n  a relationsh ip  to one another. The formal ly describable m usical 
e lements, in  contrast, are hard ly described at al l (MH-03-99-STUD-020) . '  

5 . 3 . 2  Mean ing  Patterns ( Interpretation Schemata and Frames) 1 4  

The constitution and processing of the theme or reference phenomenon of 

a discourse can then, after successful analysis of the phenomenal structure, 

also be reconstructed with regard to the discourse-specific actualization and 

the link with general meaning patterns that are available in the context of 

a knowledge-community or in a given 'universe of discourse' .  Here it is a 

matter of the interpretation schemata or frames which are accessible for indi

vidual and collective interpretative work in social knowledge and which are 

updated in event-related interpretative processes. Discourses build on a num

ber of meaning patterns that are available in social stocks of knowledge, or 

they may constitute and spread new ones, anchor them in such stocks of 

knowledge. They process particular (specific) combinations of such pat

terns which show up all together or (more often only) partially, or manifest 

themselves in linguistic (or visual etc.) utterances.  The concept of 'mean

ing pattern' (interpretative scheme, frame) aims at the statement level of an 

utterance, at those kinds of core elements that can be labelled as 'socially 

14All terms here refer to the German 'Deutungsmuster' . 
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typified' in a given social context - i .e . ,  temporarily conventionalized or 

fixed meaning figures in social collectives. Unlike the previously described 

analytical-coding dissection of an utterance, this is a question of investigat

ing the configuration of the relationship between specific components of 

the utterance in terms of its nature as 'statement' :  a meaning pattern links 

various sense making elements into a coherent (not necessarily consistent) 

meaning-figure that may appear in various manifestations. l5  

The different analytical steps in meaning-pattern reconstruction may simi

larly be oriented to the proposals of grounded theory16 as well as sequential 

and analytical interpretative strategies from the context of social science her

meneutics. The reconstruction of phenomenal or problem structure by means 

of coding processes, as described above, may serve as a first preparatory step. 

In this way it is possible to capture those dimensions of an utterance which 

may be considered as relevant, depending on the particular research questions. 

These might be, for example, the categories of problem causation, threatening 

consequences, solution-options, the differently involved actors, positioning 

of self and others, appearing value commitments and to all those elements' 

corresponding sub-categories, and so on, all of which do not necessarily have 

to occur in a single utterance. For example, as in the public debate on the 

problem of household waste (Keller 1998), technology may be understood as 

a contribution to solving the problem or as merely shifting the problem, and 

treated accordingly in a number of newspaper articles. 

For the reconstruction of meaning patterns those passages are selected, 

within the text under investigation, which, as a result of the coding process, 

contain data on the dimension in question. For instance, if a textual compo

nent has been given the code 'problem-solution: technology' then this sec

tion (and subsequently also others which have been given the same code) 

is selected for sequential analysis . This may be a matter of several adjacent 

15 A good example of this is provided by the analysis of the meaning pattern 'motherly 
love' that was presented by Yvonne Schtitze (1992) . Meaning-pattern reconstructions 
have hitherto been carried out primarily in the context of biographical research or 
in narrative interviews. See, for example, Reichertz (1997 :  44££), Ltiders and Meuser 
(1997) ,  Meuser and Sackmann (1992), Pla.E and Schetsche (2001); as an application in 
discourse research, Keller (1998, 2010), Truschkat (2008) and Schmied-Knittel (2008) . 
The proceeding of 'frame analysis' suggested by Gamson (see above Chapter 2.5) may 
be partially adapted as a form of meaning-pattern analysis. 

16See the keywords 'guidelines', 'detailed analysis' conducted sentence by sentence 
and 'open coding' in Strauss and Corbin (1998) and Strauss (1987) .  On the Sequential 
Analysis discussed below see Flick (2009 : 333ff) . 
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sentences, of sections, chapters or complete texts. The selected passage, 

beginning with the first sentence, is then subjected, sentence-by-sentence, 

to sequential detailed analysis. The principle of sequential analysis consists 

of developing, with regard to the particular research questions, and follow

ing the flow of the text, as many interpretative hypotheses as possible for 

individual sentences, whole textual sections, or the entire text. These are then 

checked, rejected or kept and/or refined with regard to their appropriateness 

in the immediate continuation of the text. Ideally it is a question of a group 

process, in the course of which particular interpretations are gradually elimi

nated and a single one is capable of being socially objectivized (that is: in a 

group discussion process; see Strauss 1987:  40ff) as 'fitting' . In this context 

'fitting' means that the hypothesis produced or the reconstructed and named 

meaning pattern, as compared to the rejected meaning patterns, is best suited 

to characterizing the sense-making content of the passage in question and 

structures the analyzed coding unit in a particular, discourse-specific way. At 

the same time the initially rather extensive explanatory work aims at avoiding 

the danger of the simple projection of the researcher's own prejudices onto 

the text; it is therefore a question of a strategy of methodological self-control. 

Example of the Attribution of Meaning 
Pattern (frame) and Utterance (Kel ler 1 998) 

Technology-Meaning Pattern ' Risk' 
(German Debate on Waste) 

'Branded as the most modern waste incineration works in Germany, if not 
in  the world, a plant in  Augsburg costing more than 900 mi l l ion marks 
underwent a "warm start-up" in the autumn of last year. Last week the tria l  
run came to an abrupt end.  For this words were used that newspaper read
ers know on ly with reference to nuclear reactors: cracks in  a steam pres
sure-pipe, leaks in water pipes, qu ick shutdown. And of course: the lega l ly 
permitted pol l ution output into the environment was not exceeded . One 
should not forget: a l l  technology is subject to breakdowns - and the more 
complex it is, the more subject to breakdowns - a truism . '  

(Suddeutsche Zeitung, 5 .5 .94) 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

Explanation: This meaning pattern, which has developed particu larly with refer
ence to nuclear energy, works on the basis of the 'normal ity of catastrophes' 
(Charles Perrow 1 999), the arrival of 'res idual  risk', the incalcu labi l ity of inciden
ta l consequences (health and environmenta l risks) and the absence of poss ib i l i 
ties for damage avoidance.  Technological progress cannot solve these problems, 
but rather leads to a relocation of hazards. The risk cu lture that seemed immu
table in  industria l  societies is now being questioned . Technological action strate
gies are being rejected in favour  of pol itical measures . 

The labelling of the meaning pattern is carried out by the researcher; in this, 

terms from the very texts under investigation may sometimes be used. A cor

responding analysis of a variety of texts serves the purpose of reconstruct

ing, for a specific research interest, the variations contained in the material 

and thus determining the patterns that occur in the particular field - perhaps 

under the guise of different 'types' . 1 7  This mode of procedure is economical in 

terms of research effort, to the extent that data-related saturation effects occur 

comparatively rapidly - the number of variations is limited. It may therefore 

be enough to analyze a few interviews or texts related to a particular research 

question to produce an adequate picture of the field of investigation. 

5 . 3 . 3  Narrative Structu re 

Different approaches in discourse research emphasize the role of storylines, 

common themes, plots or narrative patterns by means of which the indi

vidual components of an utterance are bound to a smaller or larger nar

rative or story, that is to say, how they are configured over and above the 

random sequencing of linguistic utterances. 18  It is only in this way that an 

utterance gains its inner coherence; and only in this way that complexes of 

170n this see the handling and presentation of the American discourses on affirmative 
action in Gamson and Lasch (1983) .  

18See, for example, Gamson and Modigliani (1989), Keller (1998) . The meaning of 
narrative patterns for the organization of utterances in scientific texts has meanwhile 
been examined by various investigators. The development of narrative-oriented 
approaches within a structuralist perspective was done by Alexandre Greimas using 
semiotics; within a hermeneutic perspective Paul Riccrur is the central reference; see 
Riccrur (1990) . 
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statements about dynamic relations, processes and changes are possible . In 

the reconstruction of narrative patterns it is possible to distinguish different 

levels of generalization or specification, such as main, subsidiary and sub

narratives .  Here too, the analysis of these storylines - as with the previously 

considered investigative steps - focuses on typical and typifiable patterns, 

respectively, which are ultimately manifest in a plethora of concrete and 

distinct utterances and statement forms. In Keller (1998) the term storyline 

is used to characterize the narrative pattern to which the various meaning 

components of a discourse are linked. In the empirical procedure narrative 

elements are mostly subsumed in the process of coding we explained above 

(see Hajer 1995) .  An elaborated discourse-oriented approach within narra

tion analysis was introduced by Willy Viehover (2010, 201 1); see text box. 

Viehover (201  0: 46ff) proposes assumptions and procedures of narrative analysis 
of d iscourses as fol lows. 

Structural Assumptions about Narratives 

Stories consist of episodes, which may be based on va l ue-oppositions 'wh ich 
are either expressed through pairs of antonyms such as b lack/white and so 
on, or th rough relations between antagon ists (hero : anti-hero) . '  

2 Narratives 'have personnel at  their d isposal (actants: hero : anti-hero; sender : 
receiver; object; assistant) . '  

3 The individual un its and actants used in the narrative 'are l inked to one another 
by a single more or less dramatic action-configuration (the plot) ( . . . ) . Through 
th is  configurative act both the meanings of the lexical surface structures and 
the va lue structures are organ ized . What was particu larly popular in  the dis
cussion of c l imate was the attempt to tel l  of the sufferings of the planet by 
ana logy with human sickness: "the Earth is in a fever!" This kind of plot offers 
a series of possible ways of unfold ing the story of g lobal c l imate change.' 

Mode of Procedure in Narrative Analysis 

' Identification of the ind ividua l  episodes in the narrative' 
2 'F ine ana lysis of the episodes, the structures of the actors, time and space of 

the elements in the narrative and their l i nking th rough the p lot' 

(Continued) 
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(Continued) 

3 'Determination of the main objects and va l ue-structures' 
4 'Determ ination of the narratives that are typical of the d iscourse . '  

Example of the Processing of an Individual Text Sequence 

'The Malaysian Prime M in ister Matath i r  [anti-hero] spoke of "neo-colonia l i sm" 
[value-opposition], which cou ld  soon turn i nto "eco-co lon ia l i sm" [value
opposition] . Germany's Environmenta l M in ister Topfer [failing helper] (n ick
name: "Eco-Genscher") [failing hero] attem pted to mediate [action; active, 
pragmatic] between the representatives of North and South [value-opposition; 
spatial structure] - i n  vain .  " If Rio fai l s" [value-opposition], warned [action; prag
matic] the Canadian Maurice Strong [sender] "th is wou ld  be the starti ng s igna l  
for a war" [value-opposition; time-structure: future] "between r ich and poor" 
[value-opposition] . '  

(Der Spiegel [Helper of the Sender] 
no.  2 1 , 1 992:  224. (Author's translation) 

In the example above ( 1 ) ( . . .  ) the Ma laysian Prime M in ister figu res as the 
'anti-hero' i n  the c l imate negotiations, because he describes the supporters of 
measures against the greenhouse effect as exponents of a kind of neo-colonial ism, 
whereas Maurice Strong (sender and mediator of main va lues), as a central 
figu re in the Rio Negotiations, warns of the consequences of a fa i l u re in  the 
Envi ron mental Conference and thus i m parts to its negation (war) a central 
va lue in the narrative (peace) . Topfer, in contrast, is represented as a fai l i ng  
helper and mediator between North and South and i s  com mented on i ron ica l ly 
(Eco-Genscher) .  

Another possible way of dealing both with the phenomenal struc

ture and also the narrative patterns inherent to a discourse's network 

of statements may be found in the context of cognitive anthropology, 

which works with the concepts of the cultural model and thereby tar

gets cognitive-collective ' schemata', ' scenarios' or 'scripts' .  As in Alfred 

Schiitz's concept of 'typification', this is used to characterize an inter

face between the social construction of knowledge and the cognitive 

achievements of an individual . In the meantime, as a superordinate 

term for the different approaches within this field, the concept of the 
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'cultural model' has established itself. 19 This is used to refer to process

scenarios - such as current storylines or 'film scripts' for situations/ 

actions ('visit to a restaurant', 'going to the authorities', 'courtship') -

or to phenomenon-related associations of terms (what is 'coffee', 'tea', a 

'beer drinker' and so on), which are considered to be relatively standard

ized or typified for specific socio-cultural contexts, where this is familiar 

and 'usable here and now' in the opinion of all participants . They depend 

in part on life-world related experiential knowledge and practices that are 

handed down (e.g. as traditions, 'established ways of doing') by others, 

but they are also produced and processed in discourses (e .g. in pedagogic 

discourse prescriptions for dealing with unwilling children) . They are nor

mally presented in the form of branching and linking 'tree diagrams' . 20 

19A discussion of 'cultural models' in the context of discourse research is to be found 
in Gee (1999) . See also D'Andrade (1995), Strauss and Quinn (1997) .  

201t is a matter for discussion whether 'cultural models' are no more than a different 
form of representation for the organization of phenomenal structure or whether they 
are a fundamentally different concept. In my opinion the former is true. The general 
meaning of such scripts and so on were made prominent by Harold Garfinkel (1967) ,  
following Alfred Schiitz and others, in his experiments with crises. The interface, pop
ularized in anthropology, between cognition and collective interpretative schemata, 
together with other terms, has long been a basic idea of Schutz and the associated 
sociology of knowledge (see Strauss and Quinn 1997 on the former; Luckmann 1999 
on the latter) . 
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6 . 1 From Utterances via Statements 
to Discourse and Beyond 

In discourse research single data units have the status of discourse documents 

or 'discourse fragments' Gager 2009 : 188ft) .  In a document of this type it 

is not necessarily the case that only a single discourse is represented, nor 

that it is fully represented. Discourse fragments contain compatible partial ele

ments of discourses. To be able to make statements about the discourse(s) in 

a particular discursive field, the results of individual detailed analyses in the 

research process need to be aggregated. This is a question of a construction 

activity on the part of the researchers, which may be understood - by anal

ogy to type-formation in the social sciences - as an abstracting generalization 

of the particular characteristics of the individual case (Kluge 1999; Kelle and 

Kluge 1999). From the methodological approach of qualitative social research 

we cannot know, on an empirical basis, how many different discourses are to 

be found in a specific field of investigation and by what meaning-elements 

or rules of formation they are structured. This also applies in the case of prior 

knowledge of different 'media storehouses' or constellations of actors . 1  

1For example, i n  Keller's (1998) investigation o f  debates o n  domestic waste i n  Germany 
and France it only gradually became visible from the analysis of material that in the 
French public debate on waste there existed only a single discourse, and a further 
one only outside the mass media, whereas in the German discussion there were two 
competing discourses in the public media. 



What is significant, therefore, for the reconstruction of whole discourses 

is the step-by-step procedure and gradual advance by means of a greater or 

smaller number of individual detailed analyses. As we have already men

tioned, it is helpful to orientate oneself with the gradual selection of data 

for detailed analysis according to the concept of theoretical sampling (Strauss 

and Corbin 1998; Strauss 1987 :  38ft) . That is to say, one should not work 

through the documents one by one at random, without due thought, but 

should select the data in a theory-driven and well-founded way. The criteria 

of 'minimal' or 'maximal contrast' are important in this respect. The princi

ple of 'minimal contrast' aims to capture a specific discourse (or type) in its 

full range or a partial phenomenon as follows: Utterances, texts, discursive 

events, situations and so on that are as similar as possible, or only marginally 

different, are analysed in succession in order to establish their common pat

tern. The principle of maximal contrast serves to discover the breadth of the 

available data by investigating as systematically as possible cases that differ 

very markedly from one another. This means that after the analysis of a docu

ment or a situation, one that differs strongly will be investigated in order 

to build up, through the process of contrast, interpretative hypotheses, and 

also to ensure that the full scope of the field of investigation is being consid

ered. The two principles of contrast may be connected to one another with 

regard to the processes for the reconstruction of different discourses within 

a discursive field, and they are applied until the point where the material 

has been exhaustively analyzed and there are no further results with regard 

to the research questions. In this way, individual discourses - analogously 

to the process of type-formation - may on the one hand be characterized as 

precisely as possible, and on the other hand the overall spectrum of the field, 

that is, the total number of available discourses, may be recorded. Individual 

analyses are repeatedly interrupted by moments of hypothesis-formation and 

are gradually consolidated into the form of 'discourses ' :  the interpreter will 

inevitably carry out the stylizing attributions necessary to achieve results . In 

this, abstractions will increasingly be made from the starting material. The 

results are of an idealized character insofar as they diverge to a greater or 

lesser extent from the actual discourse fragments. 

The gradual detailed analysis of a range of data implies that decisions must 

be made about whether a document or sections of it may be attributed to one 

specific discourse or to another. From this analysis as complete a configura

tion as possible of phenomenal structure can be assembled; this makes it pos

sible to record the limited number of important meaning patterns (frames, 

------- --- ----------·-
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interpretative schemes) that are communicated in a discourse. It can also 
make clear referential relationships between documents, and so on. It is pos
sible, therefore, to derive partial components of a complete discourse from 

every analyzed document, from some documents more fully, and from oth
ers rather less. Therefore, only if components of different individual docu
ments can be attributed, in the course of the analysis, to one single discourse, 

then it is possible to reconstruct the whole particular content structure of 

such a discourse. A helpful concept in the preparation and presentation of the 

discourse-related results of detailed analyses is the concept of interpretative rep

ertoires, suggested by Jonathan Potter and Margaret Wetherell, which we men

tioned in Chapter 3 (above) . The analysis of formal and rhetorical structures, 

phenomenal structures, meaning patterns and their narrative links may be 

summarized in the representation of this kind of discourse-specific interpreta

tive repertoire. It contains the typified and typical constituents that are used 

within a discourse 'for the interpretation of actions, of one's own person and 

of social structures while speaking' (Potter and Wetherell 1998:  145) . Apart 

from the meaning patterns, these also include the surface structures of utter

ances, for example frequently used images (metaphors), typical narrative 

patterns or cognitive structures (such as classifications) . These elements of a 

discourse are linked in a specific way by a kind of meta-narrative, an overall 

storyline in the discourse. Other possibilities for representation or consoli

dation of the results of individual analyses that have hitherto scarcely been 

used in discourse research consist of graphic or tabular representations, for 

instance concerning constellations of actors (or discourse coalitions) within a 

discursive field or for the visual representation of reconstructed relationships 

and processes in a particular field. 2 

The results of the different steps - that is, of the interpretative analysis, 

the analysis of the situated nature and material form, and the consideration 

of the formal and linguistic-rhetorical elements - are then inter-related, so 

long as this is important for the research questions . Finally the results of the 

detailed analysis are placed in a further interpretative context - for example, 

questions of power or hegemony, the role of individual actors and events 

in the discourse or discursive field, and so on. This is equally true for the 

answering of questions about the possible causes, background conditions 

and effects of specific discursive sequences.  To put this more generally, it 

20n this point see, for example, Keller (1998:  265ff, 2012); Clarke (2005) .  

· -· - · -· -· ---- · -· -· -· - ·- · --.-- ---- · 
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knowledge of contexts, social processes and other factors, insofar as this is 

required by the questions under investigation. 

The quality and validity of the results of the analysis, i .e. questions of research 

validity and reliability, are in this context - as everywhere in qualitative social 

research - difficult to judge, and in the strict form of quantitative social research 

they are certainly not suitable for use as a standard measure (see, in general 

terms, Flick 2009: 383ft) . Illustration using selected textual examples and spe

cially prepared analyses of sample cases can do no more than attenuate this 

problem. Orientational aids for discourse research are to be found in differ

ent reflections on specific 'soft' criteria in qualitative social research, focusing 

particularly on the consistency of the procedural context of questions, data 

collection, analysis and overall interpretation (on this see the helpful ideas 

in Flick 2009: 381ft) . Undoubtedly, the different methodological approaches 

to texts (explained above) may be 'practised' more or less rigorously; this, 

of course, does not constitute a guarantee of creativity, flashes of insight 

and hypothesis-formation. In the context of the meaning-pattern analysis 

mentioned above, the use of interpretative groups - who have to agree via 

argumentation on a common interpretation of textual passages - aims at an 

appropriate validity for the statement thus achieved. In the culturalist dis

course research of Gamson and others (see Chapter 2.5), the step of quantita

tive data analysis relies on the strategies used elsewhere in quantitative social 

research: for example training of interviewers, comparison of coding and so 

on. As Guilhaumou (2006) noted, it should once again be remembered that 

appropriate conventionalizations should not be overstated. An investigation 

may ultimately also be considered as convincing, surprising, innovative or 

stimulating even if it does not adhere to the usual criteria, but seeks out and 

discovers new ways and makes them accessible to others. 

6 .2  I nterpretation  and Presentation of Resu lts 

After the stages of detailed analysis and their aggregation into general dis

course-related statements there remain for discourse researchers two more 

tasks that concern every kind of empirical investigation: on the one hand 

there is the stage of the interpretation and balancing of empirical results 

with regard to the questions that have been pursued in the investigation 

and, in the course of it, have perhaps been greatly modified. On the other 
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hand there is the question of balancing, of relations to and involvement in the 

more general social science discourse context, whether it be discourse research 

or the object area being investigated. What is helpful here is the use of the 

notes, memos and commentaries that have been made in the course of the inves

tigation. Another useful strategy is the free associative development of ideas 

and hypotheses, their repeated presentation, reformulation and discussion 

with others and in front of an audience. 

Guidelines for the Interpretation of the Overal l Results 

• How has the orig ina l  research question changed in the course of the 
i nvestigation? 

• What results were achieved with regard to the research questions? 
• What, therefore, i n  summary form, are the reconstructed featu res of a 

d iscourse or a discursive field, the rules of formation, the d iscourse strategies, 
and so on? 

• How do socio-historical context, discursive fields, discourses, practices and 
dispositifs relate to one another? 

• What explanations can be formulated for the reconstructed structu ration 
processes of and through discourses? 

• In what relation are the results to other perspectives and statements on the 
same or s imi lar  research objects? Are the results refuted, complemented or 
confi rmed by these other interpretations? 

• what can be gained from the investigative process for the d iscourse-theory 
perspective, for methodological procedures in d iscourse research, and so on? 

• What contribution do the resu lts make to social science knowledge and 
d iscussion of the object area? 

In the presentation of results, discourse research has hitherto been text

heavy, dominated by a sequence of narrative text passages, which formulate 

results in continuous text and support them with inbuilt textual evidence 

(citations) . Apart from tabular treatment of the reconstructed elements of 

discourses, graphic representations have hardly been used (see figure below) . 

Here there is certainly a need for experimental representations. In principle, 

the presentation of results is faced with the same problem or dilemma as all forms 

of (qualitative) social research: it is, of course, true that sample analytical 
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Figure Example for mappi n g .  The publ ic  space of waste d iscourse in the Federal 
Republ ic  of Germany: the media as an  a rena of confl ict . 1  
Sol id a rrows ind icate d i rect access/strong i nf luence; dotted arrows ind icate 
indirect/weak access. 

procedures on utterance units can and perhaps should be presented, so that 

the analytical process itself becomes intelligible and also transparent, within 

the limits of possibility. But the overall process of reconstruction as such, can 

not be represented visually or as text, because of the fundamental impossi

bility of fixing it in writing. This is much the same for the phases of gener

ating ideas, drawing conclusions, and formulating and testing hypotheses. 

For this reason it is possible to explain and illustrate the procedure using 

individual data extracts, but in general terms it is scarcely possible to avoid 

the fact that data samples have an illustrative character in the presentation 

of results. Ultimately the more or less successfully communicated credibility 

and sincerity of the researchers will influence the reception of an investiga

tion. And this problem is not unique to discourse research. 

1Figure adapted from Keller (1998:  265) . See, in contrast, the structure of the French 
debate on waste and the additional representations (ibid: 261ff) . See Keller (201 lb, 
2012) and Clarke (2005) for further possibilites. 
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S EV E N 

Con c l ud i n g Re rn a r ks 

The preceding chapters have introduced and explained, in a condensed form, 

the steps in the methodological procedure of a social science or sociology-of

knowledge investigation of discourse. I would like to emphasize once 

again that these should be understood as proposals and stimuli and not 

at all as prescriptions and obstacles to the investigators ' own creativity. 

They require, therefore, adjustment in accordance with the investigators' 

own research questions and theoretical perspectives.  Creativity in the 

research process is indispensable for the further development and, more 

particularly, for the social science potential of discourse research. In our 

discussion of the separate stages we suggested, in different ways, the 

locations where deficits in Discourse Analysis may be identified. This 

undoubtedly concerns the interfaces between Discourse Analysis and 

discourse theory or discourse research; these also include the treatments 

to which we have alluded of other data formats apart from texts and of 

methods of analysing them. These ultimately also include experiments in 

the processing of results .  The danger of making false and oversimplified 

conclusions from 'the discourse' to 'the practice' should be avoided. In 

discourse research this will be successful to the extent that it examines 

the material side of discourses both in respect of discourse production 

and in terms of discourse reception and discourse effects .  Therefore it 

should develop an appropriate description of the role of social actors in 

discourses, acknowledge the socio-historical contexts of discourses and 

place its results in relation to other theoretical and research perspectives in 



the social sciences .  For even though there are many arguments in favour 

of discourse research, it should not be forgotten that reality and society 

are complex phenomena, which by their very nature not only permit, 

but even require, different modes of approach within the social sciences -

for example, social structure analyses, the investigation of unintended 

consequences, and theories of structuration. 
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